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There Will Be No Sad Notes to the; One Who Secured Good and Early

CHRISTMAS REMEMBRANCES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS
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One of Several Panels Painted by Edwin H. Blashfield for the Walls of the Residence of Everett Morss of Boston

Woman and Vflusic
'Bwin Souls of (Civilization

T

HE beauty of womanhood is always enhanced by lovely
music. Like flowers and jewels and rich raiment, this, the
most spiritual of the arts, is a natural possession of the
finer sex.
-.
But women are beautiful only in the measure of the beauty
of their souls. They are the chalices of loveliness and spirituality.
Their inevitable trials, irritations and heartbreaks are all too
often kept to themselves. It is at such a time that music opens
the floodgates of emotion and becomes the liberator of the
faltering spirit.
Edwin H. Blashfield’s inspiring painting (reproduced by
permission) is among the art possessions of Everett Morss.
He has caught the poesie, the fantasy, the dream fabric which
music only can impart and which women seem instinctively to
realize with infinitely more surety than men.
The feminine heart and soul are, for the sanctification of
the race, nourished upon ideals. Every woman worthy of the
name keeps consciously or subconsciously before her certain
principles of higher phases of life. To these she reverently
aspires. In order to live fully, she must look up with love and
respect to the best in those around her.
Music, therefore, is to myriads of women a solace and a
joy, the means of preserving hallowed life ideals, spiritual
values, without which humankind cannot survive. Oh, if men
could only realize how much the very foundations of our civiliza¬
tion depend upon keeping these ideals, the shrines of woman¬
hood, unsullied and undimmed!
The piano, the violin, the harp, the voice, have been the
sources of happiness for millions of women. Your daughter’s
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musical training is an investment in security and happiness which
will endure in spirit for generations to come.
The responsibility for the home is the responsibility of the
mother. From the bridal altar to the last dark eventide, the
burden of the care of our homes must depend upon our mothers.
Surely of all people the mother cannot do without music.
Vast numbers of women in business find, as do also busi¬
ness men, that music is one of the most remarkable of recon¬
structive tonics for the tired brain and nerves. To many it
revitalizes the beautiful in life and softens the brain-breaking,
nerve-snapping strain of this high pressure era.
Not until the last ten years of the world’s history has the
woman in the home been freed from the drudgery that formerly
kept millions from a musical training. Now, thanks to countless
labor-saving devices—electric lights, vacuum cleaners, electric
washers, telephones, oil heaters, electric refrigerators, electric
irons, and so forth—hours of time and energy formerly lost are
saved for precious leisure. The “woman of the house” has
properly become the “lady of the house.” She has time to care
for her personal appearance, her attire, her hair, her health.
Her hands are no longer worn with coarse drudgery.
More than all this she is given priceless moments in which to
develop her higher self. Thousands of women are devoting this
time to music study and revelling in the new-found freedom.
The great new epoch of leisure may become either a menace to
the country or one of its greatest assets, depending largely upon
how the women of our land decide to utilize it.
Music for women is one of the spiritual lights of the mod¬
em world, without which our civilization cannot endure.
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Tohe (Children of a Great ^Rgmance
T

LEARNING A LANGUAGE

HE acquisition of another language always broadens our
aspect of life. The habits of thought which creep into
speech make every tongue individual. The variations in phrases
and idioms reflect differences in mental attitude and give vitality
and elasticity to the mind of the student of languages.
We know of no greater asset for the musician than the ability
to speak with fluency tongues other than his own. Europeans
often laugh at our lack of linguistic ability, forgetting that in
Europe the variety of national frontiers makes familiarity with
languages imperative, from the commercial as well as the educa¬
tional and artistic standpoints.
The acquisition of a new language always demands effort.
The idea that some pick up languages easily and others with
difficulty is true. On the contrary, however, many people pick
up languages easily only because they see the tremendous advan¬
tages of language study and gladly make the incidental sacrifices
and effort. Mr. Paderewski once said to us, “The Poles have
the reputation of being great linguists because they work hard
enough to learn the languages.”
Your editor has been studying languages all of his life. Each
language opens the door to a new world. Each language makes
new life contacts possible. After spending years in lessons with
teachers we have come to the following conclusions. A thorough
academic understanding of the languages to be studied is always
advantageous. That is, the drill that one gets in a high school
or college course in the systematic study of a new tongue is of
immense value. The conversational drill, however, is the great
difficulty. Thousands of people in America can read French
fluently but only about ten in a thousand ever dare to speak it.
Drill is very largely a matter of repetition. This calls for either
of two things—the association daily with a native or the use of
phonographic records.
The value of phonographic records in language study is
really one of the greatest of modem discoveries of its kind. No
teacher will deign to repeat over and over again as will the
phonograph with the mere twist of the hand. There are many
excellent methods on the market and there is nothing to prevent
the student who has the means to buy one from learning the
language of his heart’s desire.
It is one thing to exclaim, “I would give anything if I could
speak French,” and quite another thing to get to work systemat¬
ically and do it. Thousands have done it in amazing fashion
with no teachers except their own will power, a set of books and
a set of phonograph records.

PIANO UPKEEP

F

EW home necessities, giving commensurate joy and inspira¬
tion, demand such trifling upkeep as the piano. Four tun¬
ings a year and occasional slight repairs should keep a really
good instrument in shape for years. Its entire upkeep during
a lifetime is often less than that of an automobile for a month
or so. Unlike the automobile and the valuable machinery of
the modern home for manufacturing heat, cold, light, and so on,
it calls for no expense for power or for the repair of delicate
apparatus.
When one looks at the interim of a piano and studies the
great number of parts of the mechanism, it is very surprising
that the instrument does not. get out of order more frequently.
Of course very cheap pianos do get out of order easily. They
are a source of unending expense. But it is to the credit of
finer manufacturers in America that their instruments “stand
up” under the severe tests put upon them.
The piano manufacturing industry is one of which we as
Americans may be very proud. With very few exceptions,
the men who have been at the head of the piano business have
been gentlemen of a very high class, with fine old-fashioned
ideals of honest materials and honest workmanship.
More
than this, they have realized that a piano, to be worth any-

-
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A Meeting with the ^Daughters of Robert and Qlara Schumann
The Ninth in a Series of Musical Travelogues on Memorable Visits to Musical Shrines

mjLJurX and i. often happen, in Europe fc. w= tod
musicians of the highest rank emphatically
vate (not merely for publication) their decided preference for
certain American-made pianos. Americans should know tins
and take pride in this splendid industry which has brought our
country international prestige.
.
.
Secure the best tuner possible and have him look over your
piano investment regularly never less than four times a year.
Your piano deserves it. The National Association of Piano
Tuners has labored to assist the public in securing able tuners,
by requiring its members to pass stringent examinations. Do
not let a bungler touch your instrument.

C

AMERICANA

ARL SANDBURG did a mighty good job when he col¬
lected old and elderly American songs, ballads and ditties
and huddled them together in “The American Songbag (Harcourt, Brace and Company). Sandburg’s “Songbag” (fine alliter¬
ation) shows the writer’s homely desire to get close to the people,
which he displayed so well in his powerful biography of Lincoln.
Just as very few Americans are more than one or two gen¬
erations away from the soil (and how proud we should be of
it!), these songs expose our ancestral roots more vividly than any
other possible means. The songs that people sing are mirrors of
their emotional natures and also their intellectual advancement.
Song rips out the sham in life and reveals the real individual.
The “Willie Boy Quartet” that wails away at “Sweet Ade¬
line” has never really reached a higher emotional level. Natu¬
rally there are far more men who are willing to sing “Sweet
Adeline” than there are who can sit through a Bach “Fugue.”
Humanity is built that way. Imagine the intellectual age of
the individual who could warble seriously:
Mama, Mama, Mama, have you heard the news?
Daddy’s got \illed on the C-B and ^,’s.
Shut your eyes and hold your breath,
We’ll all draw a pension upon papa's death.
Terrible! you say. Yes, but realize the tragedy if your father
or brother had been a locomotive engineer on the Chicago, Bur¬
lington and Quincy and had been cut into ribbons. Our coun¬
try is so constituted that for every railroad president (supposedly
upholstered with millions) there are at least a thousand engi¬
neers, brakemen and conductors. Thus in every walk in life
the emotional outcry of the land is far nearer to the hoards that
reach back to these primitive ballads* than to those Eastern aris¬
tocrats who in their colonial drawing rooms were moved by
the lovely songs of Francis Hopkinson. The very crudity of
our background makes for strength and will all come to the sur¬
face in our musical to-morrow.

MUSIC AND MATHEMATICS
'"PHE Greeks insisted that music was mathematics. Yet, in the
J- performance of beautiful music, mathematics is the ’subject
of which we think the least. The charm, the loveliness, the
sensuous beauty overwhelm us; and we forget the mechanical
background of the art.
There is in music, however, the necessity for a very high
degree of intellectual technic, involving problems in counter¬
point, harmony and acoustics, which mathematicians cannot fail
to conceive as extremely complex. The fact that these prob¬
lems must be executed by the human being, at the speed of
an aeroplane that they must not be not alone accurate but also
presented with judgment and taste, makes music a subject call¬
ing for mental activity second to none other demanded by the
curricula of our great universities.

<By James Francis Cooke

V

ERY FEW people realize that two
of the daughters of Robert Schu¬
mann and Clara Wieck are still liv¬
ing at Interlaken in Switzerland. The
privilege of meeting in this generation two
children of one of the most romantic and
beautiful unions in musical history is in it¬
self a great thrill. It is now one hundred
and eighteen years since the birth of the
great master. Musical art in that time has
undergone untold changes. Civilization
itself has produced a new world—a world
of machinery and scientific miracles which
would stagger the famous composer, could •
he see them. Even the wildest flights of
fancy of his favorite imaginative poet—
that queer and versatile genius, E. T. A.
Hoffman—would seem commonplace in the
world of today.
What would Schumann think, for in¬
stance, if he learned that one million
people at one time might listen, through
the very walls of their houses, to a single
player performing his Traumerei?
Begins, a Romance

DOUBTLESS

the first meeting of
Robert Schumann (1810-1856) and
Clara Wieck was about 1830. Clara was
then eleven and Robert was twenty. It
was not until ten years thereafter that
Robert was able to overcome the parental
obstacles which stood in the way of taking
Clara as his bride. At that time, it should
be remembered, Schumann was a more or
less unwelcome modernist in a vale of
classicism. In 1834 he first brought out
his Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik—the radi¬
cal journal of “youth and movement,”
which was to play such a vital part in the
history of musical Europe. As a composer
he was comparatively little known. On
the other hand, his wife was a widely

exploited wonder child, her father was
perhaps one of the best known piano
teachers of the old school in Europe.
Severe, pedantic, unyielding, he provided
just the kind of fuel which the passionate
romantic natures of the two young lovers
demanded to make their romance glow
at a white heat. With every obstacle
thrown between them, their ardor flamed
more furiously.
“That glorious girl,” as Schumann called
his bride, was an unending source of
inspiration to the master. Her opinions
and her good cheer were very precious to
the composer. An injury to his hand
prevented him from executing his own
compositions as a pianist might play them.
Here his beloved Clara became his hands;
and it is doubtful if many of his master¬
pieces would ever have been written if he
had not had this intimate interpreter to
depend upon.
They were married on September 12,
1840, at the twenty-first birthday of the
bride. His wedding present to her was
a new piano, which was taken to her home
by arrangement while he went on a stroll
with her.
The Schumann Songs

DURING the year after their marriage

Schumann wrote upwards of one
hundred lieder, among them some of the
most tender, the most sincere and the most
beautiful love songs ever penned. There
is nothing in the whole literature of song
more intense in its direct appeal than the
wonderful little drama of Chamisso set to
music by Schumann as “Frauenliebe und
Leben.” It spans the depths of feminine
emotion from the first innocent outbursts
of girlish affection to the tragic hour when
death silences her beloved. In some mystic
manner the poet outlined
the life of Clara and her
great grief.
The
Schumanns had
eight children. The first
born was Marie, who came
to bless the lives of Robert
and Clara in September,
1841. The last born was
Eugenie, whose birthday
was in December, 1851. It
was a singular and unfor¬
gettable experience to call
upon these two ladies as
late as last summer, at
their delightful little home
in Interlaken, under the
frowning shadow of the
towering Jungfrau. There
for many years they have
rested, dreaming of a won¬
derful heritage of the age
of Romance in Music. It
should not be thought that
because of their age they
have entered the period
when life is clouded. On
the contrary they are both
very alert mentally and
have a keen recollection of
their early years. Eugenie
has, in fact, recently writ¬
ten a most interesting book
which has been translated

into English as “Memoirs of Eugenie
Schumann.”
A Mind in Eclipse
HEN THE curtain gradually com¬
menced to descend over the gor¬
geous imagination of Schumann, his family
could scarcely realize the horror of the
catastrophe that was coming to the great
tone-poet. Few people know the nature of
his hallucinations. He read extensively of
the furor being created in America by
spiritualists who astonished their patrons
by “spirit rappings.” Schumann, who was
very much run down in health, commenced
to hear “rappings” and was terribly dis¬
turbed by them. He was seized with
delusions about good and evil spirits, often
talking incoherently to them. Once he
dreamed that Mendelssohn and Schubert
came to him and offered him themes.
Schumann’s wife watched over him care¬
fully and tenderly, but she had other cares
and responsibilities thrust upon her. One
of the more or less tragic incidents of the
early years of the Schumann children, of
whom seven survived, was that after the
grave illness of Robert became known,
Clara found herself confronted with the
problem of supporting a large growing
family, but with little means except what
she might herself provide. Therefore she
bravely called her children together and
told them that the only course was to break
up the home, put them in charge of kind
friends and relations, and take up the
itinerant life of a traveling artist. The
older children were at a responsible age
and able to help in the care of the little
ones. The mother spent Christmas and the
holidays with her family. Eugenie tells
how, when the mother came home after
a fatiguing journey, she would often be
found crying. She kept in
touch with her large family,
with a rain of letters in
which were incessant ad¬
monitions to “practice the
piano regularly.”
As she grew older she
had more time for her
family, but, alas! after
that formative period
which means so much in
the life of a child, Schu¬
mann died, in an asylum,
in 1856, two years after
his unsuccessful attempt at
suicide by jumping into the
Rhine.
In Schumann’s last days
he had but one great re¬
gret. He begged his doc¬
tors for maps. According¬
ly, Brahms wrote to Clara
saying that he had bought
a huge atlas of eightythree pages, to be presented
to the unfortunate man.
The Devoted Widow
A FTER THE DEATH
of Schumann a won¬
derful artistic companion¬
ship sprang up between the
widowed pianist and the
composer Brahms. Their

correspondence, numbering hundreds of let¬
ters, is now published (Longmans, Green
& Co.) and is a very valuable reflection of
the musical art of the period. Joseph Joa¬
chim, also a close friend and admirer of
Schumann, left nothing undone to sustain
the heart-broken widow.
Clara survived her husband for forty
years, and, as his fame- grew greater, she
became in great demand as a pianist and
teacher. In fact for fourteen years (18781892) she held the enviable post of pro¬
fessor of pianoforte-playing at the Hoch
Conservatorium in Frankfort-am-Main.
During this time our own Edward MacDo well was a pupil at the Conservatory.
The Composer for Youth
O EAT ED in the room at Interlaken,
invested with so many mementos of
another day, mementos hallowed to musi¬
cians, it was indeed a remarkable experi¬
ence to have the elderly ladies recall their
memories of their father as a teacher. It
has been supposed by many that Robert
Schumann wrote his famous thirteen
Kinderscenen (Scenes from Childhood)
(Opus 15) for his children. This may
have been true; but they were issued three
years before his first child was born.
The Jugendalbum (Album of Youth),
of forty-eight pieces was, however, written
for his children—the first five having been
a birthday gift to the very Marie Schumann
who, in delicate tones at the age of eightysix, told me all about them. Schumann
received fifty louis d’or (about $250.00) for
the work. This was a very good price
indeed, even in those days, for a set of
juvenile teaching pieces. In a letter to
Karl Reinecke, the composer said of these
compositions, so well known now to thou¬
sands of pupils: “These pieces have wound
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themselves around my heart.” You will
find traces of the old humor in them. The
point of view is quite different from the
Kinderscenen, which were a grown person’s
recollections of childhood. These later
pieces are the child’s own ideas and imag¬
inings of things and future happenings.
Schumann as Teacher
THE WHOLE Schumann had a
splendid concept of what constituted
good teaching methods but was himself a
poor teacher. He was retiring and un¬
communicative. These are hardly qualities
for an inspiring pedagogue. In fact, when
he was engaged at the Leipzig Conserva¬
tory he seems t© have been an almost
negative factor. One of his pupils, Wasielewski, reported that at one lesson the
composer did not open his mouth to say
one word.
Yet, according to Marie Schumann, her
father was a loving preceptor for his own
children. The aged musician at Interlaken
made clear that Schumann thought more
of main artistic principles leading to beau¬
tiful playing than of mechanical or techs
nical details. Art for mercenary ends
horrified him. He felt that those who
studied music with the idea of making
money were very likely to be disappointed,
whereas those who studied it for art’s
sake alone were the ones who might be
successful.
Schumann sought incessantly for tonecolor, urging his children to fix the color of
the different orchestral instruments upon
their ears and imagine them while playing.
Folk songs interested him immensely; and
he urged his little folks to learn as many
of them as possible. He advised his piano
pupils to practice the organ when possible,
because he felt that the organ compelled a
perfect legato and literally prohibited much
of the careless playing that irritated him
when he heard it.

ON

Practice Precepts
E WAS a strong believer in having
every music pupil study musical his¬
tory thoroughly. This, however, he felt
should not be confined to biography alone

H
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but should be accompanied with illustra¬
tions from the master works. He deplored
time spent upon trashy compositions. He
advised his children not to practice when
they felt tired, insisting that a fresh and
ready mind was necessary for good music
study.
He laid great stress upon an active
persistency in music study, always urging
his children never to leave a. piece half
played. Sight reading and ear training,
as we know it today, were unknown to him,
but he urged his children to be able to sing
their pieces or to hum them as well as
play them. This is in complete accord
with the most modern pedagogy with
children, which often goes so far as to have
all juvenile pieces accompanied with words-’
so that the child may sing all that it plays.
Most of the Schumann children were
well trained, musically. Marie. Elsie and
Eugenie played the piano well. Ludwig
went insane, and phases of the same dread
affliction reached out to Ferdinand and
Felix at the end. Ferdinand was a suc¬
cessful business man; while Felix, who
originally intended to become a musician,
went into another field.

What Great Music Owes to
Woman
<By Carl Engel
CHIEF OF THE MUSIC DIVISION IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AND EDITOR OF
“THE MUSICAL quarterly”

Mr. Carl Engel was born in Paris, on July 21,1883.
in 1901 and became a naturalized citizen in 1917.
of the Boston Music Company.
brary of Congress.

In 1917 he became head of the Musical Division of the Li-

During the early part of this year he was elected president of the dis'
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I’d Li\e to,
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By Margaret Shippen Cumings
Yes I said it, too, a year ago—“I’d like
to keep up my music, but I simply have
not the time.” Indeed, I didn’t seem to
have it. I was in an office, working every
day all day, and my evenings were devoted
to recreation. Certainly there was scarcely
a fraction of an hour left for practice.
Then I secured a position. It was merely
playing for a class in esthetic dancing one
evening a week. But it paid well and I
liked it. But I found that MacDowell’s
Witches Dance, Saint Saens’ Danse Ma¬
cabre, Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata and
others of that ilk needed careful and con¬
scientious work. It became a question of
practicing or sacrificing the position.
I practiced!
So can you, Miss Schoolteacher, Miss
Office Worker, busy as you are, if you
want to. It means—let me see—cutting
down on that last morning nap, getting in a
half hour earlier each night to make up
for lost sleep: it means hurrying a trifle
with your lunch, staying in one evening a
week. But you hardly miss them, those

Arpeggios and

few spare moments that you scarcely knew
you had.
This is our schedule, Piano and I:
At six-thirty the clock goes off, and I
hop out. Seven o’clock finds us together,
tubbed and fresh, and we work until eight
when we part for a bite of breakfast.
Then there is the dash to the office with
the “comfy” feeling tucked away that one
hour’s work is accomplished.
At noon there is a run over to the studio
(it is very simple to secure the use of a
piano in the center of the city. Any one
of the numerous music schools is only too
glad to rent one for a small period each
day.) When I take my lunch—consuming
it in ten or fifteen minutes—why, there is
still a glorious forty-five minutes left in
which to work!
There we are. An occasional two hours
at night, once or twice a week, an extra
hour on Sundays, and our practice problem
is solved, Piano’s and mine.
So is yours, if you really want it to be.
Do you?

TBheir

Fingerings

By Gladys M. Stein

THE CHILDREN OF CLARA AND ROBERT
The oldest child is Marie; the youngest is

He came to the United States

For a time he was the musical advisor

tinguished music publishing firm of G. Schirmer, Incorporated.

By Rena Idella Carver

Music is perhaps the best recreation in
the world. It is also the best unifier in
the world. It is the best bond of com¬
radeship.”—Dr. Frank Crane.

He was educated in Strassbourg and

Munich where he was a pupil of the noted Ludwig Shulle.

Good Habit
Patient practice is a prime prerequisite
of good habit.
Patient: with a smile and joy or with
frowns and tears? With concentration or
with one eye on the clock?
Practice: Doing better each time or
making the same mistakes?
Prime: First in importance or last?
Prerequisite: Something previously re¬
quired and necessary to the end proposed
or something never acquired and of little
value in this relation?
Patient practice is a prime prerequisite
of good habit!
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The following plan for fixing in the the figures above, the 'fingerings for the
mind the fingerings of the three positions right hand and those below for the left
of the arpeggios is simple and clear and has hand.
never failed to interest the pupils.
The fingerings starting with the first let¬
ter are for the fundamental position; those
starting with the second letter are for the
first inversion, and those starting with the
third letter are for the second inversion.
For young children, write the fingerings
for each position in different colored pen
eils—fundamental position in black, first
The letters give the n
inversion in red and so forth.

r ■—,
,
10 write for four hands.
tions in G w nothing less than a masterpiece.’’—1. Philipp.

F WOMAN hitherto has not succeeded
in composing truly great music, the
greatest ever written by man was “in¬
spired” by her. This inspiration has not
always taken the form of ecstatic romance,
but more often has consisted in her cook¬
ing three meals a day (if there was food
for that many) and in mending the mas¬
ter’s socks. These latter pursuits being the
humbler, though not the less estential ones,
history rather slights the two successive
wives of John Sebastian Bach (who bore
him twenty children and saw to it that
he had a clean shirt for the Sunday serv¬
ice), or the self effacing spouse of a
Gluck, a Mendelssohn and a Cesar Franck.
To be sure, extraconjugal entanglements
prove, as a rule, more “inspiring” to the
artist than does connubial regularity, no
matter how blissful. Even Gounod's pious
sugar-plums owe something of their sweet¬
ness to a rapture that was by no means
sanctified. The joys of free love, and more
particularly the miseries of such love, have
at all times profoundly stirred the creative
musician. Thus woman—whether the ten¬
der and understanding companion or the
beguiling and capricious tyrant—rules, with
the power of her sex, the heart and mind
of the musician. And all to excellent pur¬
pose, unless the stronger succumbs to the
wiles of the weaker and finds himself, like
Berlioz, drowning in his emotions instead
of riding atop of them. Only occasionally,
as in the case of Joseph Haydn, has a
vixen and termagant of a wife failed to
darken with the shadow of her pettiness
the bright sun of a genius that drew in¬
spiration from depths more calm and
heights more serene than are the uncertain
regions where dwells love between woman
and man.
The Emotional Affinity
ARTIST is by nature a lonely
being that cannot suffer loneliness.
Here is his conflict, his doing and undoing.
A work of art is conceived in solitude
but must be realized in communion. Ac¬
tivity of mind and phantasy stimulates the
whole nervous system. The state of crea¬
tive concentration is followed by a desire
for expressive radiation. During the pro¬
cess of imaginative travail, the body be¬
comes charged as with an electric force
that seeks release by contact with its op¬
posite or complement. Contrariwise, a
period of emotional excitation may have to
precede the gathering of that energy which
touches off the spark of creation. And to
woman belongs the gift of supplying man
with the fullest measure of this release and
energy. That is her imperial and eternal

THE

Yet, in the end, it is not woman but Art

CARL ENGEL
that triumphs over man, that claims him
fibre and soul. To bow before this final
superiority is wisdom, to rise above it is
greatness. Only a wise woman knows that
the artist remains a child, that she must
be both mistress and mother to him. Only
a great woman knows that greater than
she is Art, and willingly steps aside when
the artist enters into the strict seclusion of
his temple-workshop. But she also knows
that when he emerges from it, he will need
again the caress of her hand and the
soothing of her voice.
The Mozart Idyl
FAR the theory of it. In reality,
there is a Mozart, twenty-six years
young, with the divine fire in his head and
with burning blood in his veins, who writes
to his father that he cannot live and work
in singleness any longer, that he must
marry, must have a home and family, and
then—in spite of his father’s vehement pro¬
tests— takes unto himself for wife a
pretty little coquette of nineteen, whose
thoughts are on ribbons and furbelows, too
inexperienced in the ways of the world to
smooth the path of her husband on earth,
too worldly to follow him on his flights
into the empyrean. They have nine years
of wedded life before he dies. They have
six children, four of whom die before the
father. But even so the charge is heavy.
Mozart begins to feel the weight. Debts
stare him in the face; he averts his gaze
and snatches a kiss from the rosy mouth
of his wife—or from some other pair of
inviting indulgent lips. His spirit soars,
he writes another masterwork, until he is
interrupted by butcher, baker and candle¬
stick-maker who pester him with their
bills. But he keeps at his work. Three
hundred and eighty-one compositions fall
into the twenty years during which the
unmarried Mozart wrote music, and two
hundred and one into the married last nine
years of his life. If Constance does not
inspire her husband, at least she does not
interfere with his work. Enough glory is
left for her, if she has not part in his wear¬
ing himself to death. What immortality is
his, reflects upon her; and she has earned
it—artists are not always easy to get along
with.
The “ideal” marriage between “kindred
souls” is the exception that proves the rule
of ’ clashing artistic temperaments. Clara
and Robert Schumann were worthily
matched. Nevertheless their exalted hap¬
piness ended in disaster when Robert’s mind
broke down. Could a soberer domestic diet
have prevented or deferred the collapse?
Schumann, the most romantic of roman¬
ticists, had the mate and muse that suited
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him best. A perfect union, and yet its har¬
mony ended in the sharpest dissonance.
Wider difference could not exist between
two beings than that which separates Con¬
stance Mozart and Clara Schumann. Both
were equally successful and equally unsuc¬
cessful in their task as woman and wife.
In such matters there is no standard of
achievement other than the amount of grief
one heart can bear for the love of another.
To love a Mozart or a Schumann is no
trifling affair.
The Exacting Artist
A FRENCH NOVELIST has remarked
E*- that it is not lack of love which
causes the greatest sorrow, but insufficient
and ignorant love. He might have added—
love perverted into jealousy. And art is
woman’s worst rival. The artist is always
bigamous. Without making allowance for
that fact, he offers a hopeless problem. He
lives and loves differently from other men,
more intensely and less prudently, more
generously and less conventionally. His
capacity for passion is surpassed only by
his demands upon compassion. He is as
prodigal of his emotions as he is of his
art; he expects to receive as much as he
gives, to receive comprehension as man and
as artist. And though what the artist has
to give may not always or instantly be ap¬
preciated, even misunderstanding of the
man should spare him at least from sulk¬
ing intolerance. Tradition has it that Hen¬
ry Purcell, England’s glory, died at thirtyseven because, upon returning home one
night at an hour which was later than
Mrs. Purcell deemed fitting, she let him
wait outside the bolted door in the fresh
morning air until he caught a cold that
killed him. She published some of his
music, after he was dead, and made money
on it. Now she lies buried by his side in
Westminster Abbey. If there is justice in
another world, perhaps Saint Peter kept
her waiting a little while outside the gates
of heaven.
Franz Schubert seldom returned to his
bachelor quarters from the alehouses of
Vienna until after the midnight hour or
until paling dawn. He was lucky not
to have had Mrs. Purcell sit up for him,
else he might have died even younger than
he did, from double pneumonia instead of
typhus. Was Schubert afraid of mar¬
riage? He once wrote that “marriage is a
frightful thought” to a free man, who
“confounds it either with melancholy or
low sensuality.” Schubert was shy in the
presence of “swells.” Countess Caroline
Esterhazy, his pupil, became a fixed “star”
in distance as well as in radiance. Schubert
did not disdain the passing “flame” that

was nearer at hand.
But it gave no
warmth. He wrote in his diary: “My
works are the product of my understand¬
ing of music and of my suffering; those
that were born of suffering only the world
seems to care for least.” And his suffering
lasted to the very end. In the expense
account of his last illness figures an item
of “10 florins 30 kreutzers” for “the fe¬
male nurse” and’ another one of three
florins for “the female nurse, 6 days’
board and wine.” Would that she might
have been young, gentle spoken and kind!
The Dual Lover
pOR BEETHOVEN it was unquestionA ably best that he never married.
Though always in love, he was not built to
pull in the yoke. He craved the company
of handsome and intelligent women, but
in a mood of misanthropy he would flee
them all. To several of them he was rash
enough to propose; luckily for him, he
was always turned down. In a letter to
Ferdinand Ries, written in 1816 (when he
was forty-six), Beethoven bemoaned the
fact that probably he would never possess
the “one woman” of his dream:.; and he
added: “\et I am no woman hater.” Nor
did women dislike him. Far from pre¬
possessing in his exterior or suave in his
manner, he succeeded where the charms
of a Don Juan often failed. Still, he was
not without limitations, and the conscious¬
ness of them obsessed and tortured him.
The misfortune of his deafness added to
his difficulties. There is a love that can
be mute and gains by silence. There is
another love that strives to be eloquent;
and when it speaks, it does not profit by
the laborious method of recording every
word on writing tablets. Beethoven pre¬
sents the true type of the artist’s dual
love-nature, the sensual and the spiritual.
They are not contradictory; they do not
exclude one another. Beethoven moved
among nobility and royalty as their su¬
perior. Before the grace and wit of a
charming woman of quality he was the ab¬
ject slave. He longed for this slavery all
his life, while intent upon retaining his
absolute freedom.
Profane and sacred
love are sisters, and possibly twins. Bee¬
thoven knew them both; in neither was he
wholly happy. But he found in them the
release and the energy needed to achieve
his gigantic work. Into his loftiest pages
he put that “untarnished thing,” which is
deep longing crowned with renunciation.
The “Wagner Motive"
r I 'HE THEME of renunciation plays an
important part in the muddled philos¬
ophy of Wagner’s music dramas. Yet he
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himself did not know what it was really
to renounce. In his love-life he was just
as selfish as in everything else. The cata¬
logue of his recorded amours (generally
and painstakingly set down by himself)
forms a sizable list. More formidable still
is the amount of written comment they
have provoked. And there is no end to
it yet. But any discussion of Wagner or
of his music must lead ultimately to his
relations with the women he loved. He
called women “the music of life.” And we
should remember that discords are an in¬
tegral part of music. To Wagner, more
than to anyone else among the musical Ti¬
tans, love represented the ruling motive in
life; and it was the one supreme “leitmotif”
in his music. Love was the core of his
nature, the well-spring of his inspiration.
The instruments of Providence that helped
to inspire “Tristan,” “The Mastersingers”
and the “Ring” acquitted themselves well.
Two Musical Romances
AMONG THE MUSICIANS, whose
music owed to some grandes amoureuses not only its inspiration but much
of its particular flavor, Chopin and Liszt
are classical examples. The good or the
bad of that inspiration is a debatable point.
Liszt’s constitution was better than Cho¬
pin’s, and Chopin’s music better than
Liszt’s. But the one wasted away physi¬

cally and the other musically because
neither of them, much beloved as they
were by many women, was ever loved by
the right one.
For good or bad, woman continues to
exercise her influence upon music and musi¬
cians. Or at least she still did in the cases
of Faure and Debussy and of a few other
masters of their generation. Does some of
our modern music miss fire because, in a
voluntary or involuntary revulsion, it tries
to banish emotion and substitutes for it
pure cerebration or mock-passion? Goethe
proclaimed that “the eternal feminine lifts
us up." Sometimes it does so only to dash
us down from a greater height. And we
learn to be wary or frigid. But the chem¬
istry of love, after these many thousand
years of experimenting, is still too much
of an occult science to permit a clear sep¬
arating and labelling of its elements, a
knowledge of its agents and reagents, much
less a synthesis of the ingredients that
went into Isoldes wonderful and fatal lovedrink. Perhaps it is as well. For if it
were in our power to distill and distribute
such a draft, it might lead to another pro¬
hibition, one that would be fatal to music.
It is better that the mystery of love’s curse
and blessing remain unsolved, so long as
from a woman occasionally emanates the
inspiration that will incite a man to create
masterworks.

T5he Much'Abused Spring Song
By Sister Mary Charles
How often do not unthinking pupils
make a travesty of Mendelssohn’s beauti¬
ful Song Without Words, by failing to ap¬
ply the proper legato in playing the melody
and by neglectirig to sustain the tied mel¬
ody notes as indicated by the composer.
A very common rendition of measures
43-46
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The melody, although tender and delicate> must ^ given due prominence so
that it can always be heard above the acThe first note of the measure should companiment. The arpeggio-like chords
sound as though a crisp grain of corn were must be played quasi arpa, “as if on the
jumping out of a rattling popper.
harp.” Even where the melody increases
The following exercises may be helpful in intensity, the accompaniment must be
in securing a good legato for the melody kept subdued so as not to obscure the lyric
tonesquality of the melody.
*1
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o-reatlv overfilled. Two of these teachers
^
successfui, having more than
they can possibly do.
The other two
failures, not making enough to live
are failures,
I have studied pretty carefully the
situation, as I am so deeply interested
in the younger generation working in
music; and I am absolutely sure that
the successful ones are born teachers,
They love their work; they don’t eat
out their hearts because they are not acclaimed as great artists; and, when I went
one of their pupil recitals the other day
and saw what one of the teachers had
effected, not only. in making these young
people play the piano, but also in general
cultural training, I could not help thinking
how much more important was the work
doing than what she would have
accomplished if she had made a career
concert pianist.
When I get letters from remi t places
throughout the country, teacher asking
curiously intricate and interns r questions about the interpretation of the
MacDowell music, I feel perfectly confident that your theme, “Woman - < Ipportunity in Music,” is very apt for ,! -mission.
Their opportunities are most surely great,
if taken in the right spirit, with a certain
amount of humility, and the knowledge
that they have great responsibility in train¬
ing the young people of America to love
music, to make it, and, perhaps most im¬
portant of all, to have them treat it as a
cultural side of life, and, sa\
i few
exceptions, a vocational

By G. A. Selwyn
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(Correction and Kindness

Rupert Hughes, the famous novelist,
wrote a book on “The Love Affairs of
Great Musicians,” in which he shows that
Beethoven, though he never married, was
not blind to feminine charms.
His mother died when he was young,”
says Hughes, “and he found a foster-mother
in Frau von Breuning, of Bonn. Her
daughter Eleonore, nicknamed ‘Lorchen,’
seems to have won his heart awhile; she
knitted h:m an Angola waistcoat and a
neckcloth, which brought tears to his eyes;
they spatted, and he wrote her two humbly
affectionate notes which you may read with
much other intimate matter in the two
volumes of his published letters. He still
had her silhouette in 1826, when he was
fifty-six.
Three years before he had succumbed, at
the age of twenty, to the charms of Barbara
Koch, the daughter of a widow who kept
the cafe where Beethoven ate; she made
it almost a salon of intellectual conver¬
sation. Barbara later became a governess
m the family of Count von Belderbusch
whom eventually she married Next was
the high-born blonde and coquettish Jean¬
nette d Honrath who used to tease him by
singing ironical love-ditties. Then came

Fraulein Westerhold whom he loved vainly
in the Wertherlike fashion.”
Hughes also mentions “the tantalizing
Countess Charlotte von Brunswick ’’ “Mag¬
dalena Willmann, a singer,” “Julie von
Vering whom Beethoven love;! and by
whom he was encouraged,’’ and Fraulein
Therese to whom he wrote “Think of me
kindly, and; forget my follies,” and her
cousin Mathilde. Also a Fraulein Roeckel
who deserted Beethoven in favor of
Hummel.
“The Hungarian Countess, Marie Erdody,
is listed among his flames, though Schindler
thinks it ‘nothing more than a friendly
intimacy between the two.’ Still she gave
Beethoven an apartment in her house in
1809, and he writes that she had paid a
servant extra money to stay with him—a
task servants always required bribing to
achieve—Beethoven dedicated to her cer¬
tain trios, and she erected in one of her
parks in Hungary a handsome temple in
his honor, with1 an inscription of homage
to him. In his letters he calls her his
confessor,’ and in one he addresses her as
Liebe, liebe, liebe, Hebe Grafin,’ showing
that she was his dearie to the fourth
power.”

By H. E. S.
Clara Schumann, giving her daughter
Eugenie her music lesson is quoted (from
“The Schumanns and Johannes Brahms”
by Eugenie Schumann) as giving the fol¬
lowing directions for playing the first
Study from Czerny’s “School of Velocity
“ ‘That is all right so far, but don’t you
think chords sound much nicer like this?’
She played the first eight bars from the
wrist with all the notes of equal strength,
forte, yet exquisitely mellow in tone, never
stiffening the wrist for an instant, and

knitting the chords rhythmically together
so that the simple piece suddenly took on
life and character. It .was a revelation
to me; my feeling for beauty of touch and
rhythm was stirred into life from that mo¬
ment.”
“After the lesson,” Eugene Schumann
continues, “she (Clara Schumann) gave
me a kiss and dismissed me, when I took
myself and my music out of her room with
a light heart.” The perfect lesson—both
in wise instruction and in delightful kind¬
liness.
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How Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler T5aught

By Mrs. Edward MacDowell
on
I have been asked to give my P;i
‘Womans Opportunity In,
„. and
subject is certainly a very Jf^
with my many years of experience, my
opinion ought to be of some value. But
somehow I don’t feel that it is.
There are two or three points, howwhich I think I can emphasize.
Perhaps the most important one is this
mat m taking up music as a vocation, if
the thousands and thousands of women
throughout the country could face it
vocation in the .simplest meaning of
the word, and not as a career, the world
would be’ much enriched. When I speak
of a career, I mean that idea which is
back in the minds of the average musical
student of unusual ability—the desire
become a public performer. One of the
tragedies of this country, and I suppose of
others, is the knowledge of the heartaches
and heartbreaks in connection with so many
brilliant
I don’t think it applies to music only,
Professor Clark of Columbia only last
week brought up this question of what one
might call the over-specializing in college
work and the under-specializing of what
might call cultural
Another question, surely
be asked, is,
“When the chances for a career
public
artist seem negligible, has that woman
sician the fine talent for teaching ” I am
thinking this minute of four curious ex¬
amples right under my eyes—all teachers,
all brilliant, in many ways all fitted for
public work, but the market for the last is

C5he Love of Beethoven
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Womans Opportunity in ‘Music

Benefits from Music Study
By Sarah Elizabeth Spratt
Music study broadens the vision i
Through the study and the practice of
the great composer’s works one secures an
unprejudiced feeling toward all races
In becoming acquainted with the his¬
tory of music one acquires an accurate
knowledge of the historical, moral and
religious conditions of all races and nations,

as well as a better understanding of oi
Present musical system.
Through music study comes the convii
tion that work is essential to success.
Music study is a safe financial investmen
A musical education gives the individu;
more real satisfaction than any other ai
comphshment.
Make music your constant friend.

<By Theodora Troendle

T

HE LAST strains of Schumann's
Kreisleriana resolved into the con¬
cluding chords, and the young per¬
former looked around for what seemed, to
our young and uninitiated ears, well de¬
served approbation. Mrs. Zeisler, sitting
alert and attentive at the second piano,
caught the glance.
“A wretched, colorless, unimaginative
performance,” she announced. “So many
wrong notes that if I had stopped you for
all of them—.” She threw out her hands
in the characteristic and expressive shrug
that usually concluded her arguments with
a rather damning finality. “Bring me, next
Week, one of the Kreisleriana and bring it
to me perfect, then perhaps—” again the
shrug— “I can say something!”
The large room, with its trophies of laurel
wreaths, autographed photographs, memen¬
toes and souvenirs of a long and active
musical career, was filled with the early
afternoon rays of the winter sun, and the
chimes from the University tower pene¬
trated the quiet room. Twenty or thirty
young people, grouped in a semi-circle at
the foot of the small platform, stirred un¬
easily. Mrs. Zeisler scanned a large, bulky,
disjointed volume, in which she kept the
minutest record of her victims (as we then
considered ourselves) with her nearsighted
eyes, and pounced on the next aspirant to
musical fame and fortune. If she was
young, shy or terribly inexperienced, Mrs.
Zeisler, with incredible patience, would work
with her, over faulty hand position, over’
“lumpy” scales.
“Play your scales this way,” she would
explain, “very slowly, each hand separately
and accent the finger which falls before
your thumb. In the right hand ascending
this will be 3rd, 4th and so forth. Coming
down, the second finger will receive the
accent. A fluent, even scale is of the ut¬
most importance and your first considera¬
tion.” Then they would, perhaps, work
through a Czerny Opus 740, one with crisp
staccato chords, and she would explain the
kind and variety, the procedure, and
would give illustrations from several
Chopin studies, with the clarity and crisp¬
ness of touch for which she was famous.

EDITOR’S TiOTE: Miss Troendle’s article is of unusual interest
and value in that she was a pupil and assistant of Mme. Zeisler for a
period of seven years—from 1913 to 1920. Miss Troendle’s profes'
sional activities consist in concert wor\, instructing and composing, in
all of which she has attained a great measure of success.
It is doubtful if the young student her¬
self always got the full purport of her les¬
son. But the listening students with note
book and pencil—when they weren’t draw¬
ing caricatures of each other or of Mrs.
Zeisler—had ample opportunity to collect
a tremendous amount of invaluable data
and information.
The inevitable Beethoven Sonata would
sooner or later be brought to her atten¬
tion—perhaps the Pathctique. “Your sup¬
plementary notes must be played like grace
notes”—she would interrupt at the end of
the first measure, “You take all the starch
out of the piece right at the start, and it
is so effective!”
Here followed anecdotes on Beethoven’s
life in Vienna at the time of the Napoleonic
wars, and she would call attention to the
military strains that ran through the pro¬
ductions of the master at that period. “Bee¬
thoven is an orchestral composer, principal¬
ly, and his sonatas are but more simplified
versions of the symphonic form reduced to

the medium of the piano. You must be able
to give the effect of the wood, wind, brass,
strings and percussion. Make your dynamic
effects and contrasts much the same as does
the orchestral conductor. A pianist must
know so much. He must know the princi¬
ples of the art of singing. Otherwise how
can he phrase intelligently or how can he
balance his nuances, putting the right in¬
flections in the right places ? He must know
the underlying principles of the stringed
instruments. Otherwise how can he make
a convincing portamento, which is but a
bowing effect, or the rolled chord, which
must have all the qualities of good harp
playing ?”
Bach Embroidery
A BACH three-part invention followed.
■0* Again a wail of protest.
“But Bach is vocal music, not a dry,
stupid, pedantic, piano study. It is vocal
music with the religious fervor of the Ger¬
man renaissance. The different voices must

be sung and the little themes which so clev¬
erly peep out from within the fabric of the
composition are like the motifs of a Per¬
sian carpet, making a beautifully blended,
colorful whole. Students don’t comprehend
Bach, don’t like, don’t appreciate the beau¬
ties of Bach. We are too mechanically
minded,” she would add.
Mrs. Zeisler would continually impress
upon us the importance of fingering to
obtain not only facility but also the
correct tonal balance in a phrase. “Al¬
ways note the fingering notations that may
possibly be edited into your composition.”
she would enjoin us. “The editor very prob¬
ably knows a great deal more than you.
and very probably has put a great deal of
time and thought into his talk. But if the
fingering of a passage is not comfortable
or does not lie well for your type of hand,
change it! But be sure to mark in your
own fingering and keep to it, when you have
fully decided upon its adequacy. Faulty,
uncertain fingering will upset the most fluent
technic. In balancing a melodic phrase it
is important that the strong fingers fall on
the important notes. A lover of poetry will
readily understand how important this mat¬
ter of correct inflection is to the beauty and
balance of a melodic line. “Sing your
phrase,” she would often command us.
“The most unmusical person would seldom
commit the errors of inflection that you
young pianists perpetrate every day at the
piano.”
Mrs. Zeisler was noted for her very beau¬
tiful bell-like pianissimo, and her remarks
on the subject were rather unique.
“It is one of the most important and one
of the most difficult things for the serious
student to achieve. Curiously, a very deli¬
cate piece must be practiced with great
firmness. It is like walking on tip-toe. It
takes more muscular strength than if you
walk heavily. If the firm, clear practicing
is neglected, your pianissimo is blurred and
the piece has a weak, watery sound. Few
students realize this, and this is probably
why the true pianissimo seems to be in the
sole possession of the mature artist.”
Occasionally a lesson period would be
taken up with but one subject, for example,
pedalling.

How to Practice
< C T F I CAN only teach you, students,
*• how to practice,” Mrs. Zeisler would
reiterate, “my struggles to teach you piano¬
playing will not have been in vain. It is
the secret of success in any field of en¬
deavor—the habit of systematic, concen¬
trated effort—and so particularly is this
true in the fine arts. The arts, by the way,
are singularly parallel. The painter pre¬
pares his canvas, makes numerous sketches
of his ideas, and then how carefully he pre¬
pares the charcoal outline, before applying
the color, and how carefully has he thought
out those same effects of light and shade
before using them. The intelligent pianist
should work much the same way. The
‘skeletons’ of his piece should be firm and
clear-cut before he attempts the shading
and nuance with which he colors a compo¬
sition and endows it with the reflection of
his own personality. To have a good photo¬
graph, one must have a sharp and clearly
outlined negative. It is easy to tone down
and soften, hut if the outline is unclear, the
result is undesirable. This is so particular¬
ly true in piano playing. Music is a lan¬
guage, and your ideas must be projected
clearly or confusion results.”

The Soul of the Instrument

FANNIE BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER

t*'T"'HE PEDAL is the ‘soul of the pi-*■ ano.’ We pedal to color and beau¬
tify a melodic line quite as much as we
pedal to accumulate tone and to sustain
bass tones. Pedalling is an art and a sci¬
ence in itself. Pedalling depends greatly
upon the tone and technic of the player,
upon the vibrancy of the piano, and upon
the acoustics of the room or hall. There¬
fore it is often necessary to change the
acquired pedal pattern at an instant’s
notice.”
Mrs. Zeisler held quite decided views on
memorizing and insisted on everything be¬
ing committed to memory from the be¬
ginning.
“You memorize then with your conscious
memory, not your subconscious. You have
not your ears to guide you, so you must
depend on your knowledge of the rhythmic
and harmonic structure of the piece.” Here
would usually follow interesting reminis¬
cences on famous “lapses of memory,”
some of them her own—also of many fa¬
mous colleagues. Rubinstein, I believe, was
a flagrant offender, not because he failed
to have a tremendous musical intellect,
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but because he taxed his powers to the vein that it is never necessary to make
breaking point, sometimes with highly concessions to good musical taste and dis¬
diverting and amusing results.
cernment.”
Mrs. Zeisler had a direct, forceful, terse,
“I don’t really sympathize or fully under¬
stand the aims of ideas of the modern com¬ yet very graphic way of speaking, and
often
hit the nail on the head fairly and
poser. I am of the old school,” she con¬
fessed one afternoon when there had been squarely. Many of her dictums most
quite an epidemic of modern French and often heard and repeated were as follows:
I. Do not blunt tools by fast, unfirm
Russian piano compositions brought to her
or uneven practicing.
attention, ‘‘but I want to understand and
II. Despise not the metronome; and
appreciate them.” I remember her working
differentiate between faulty time
out the Ravel Sonatine with its kaleido¬
and
faulty rhythm.
scopic colorfulness with real enthusiasm.
III. Nowhere is the phrase, “Haste
“It’s like the impressions of one’s first day
makes waste,” more applicable than
in Paris. I can veritably hear the rattling
in study.
of the early morning carts over the cobbleIV. The chief line of demarcation be¬
tween the gifted amateur and the
Mrs. Zeisler had some very interesting,
artist is pedalling and phrasing.
marvelously effective and curative prepara¬
V. Concentrate your attention only on
tory studies which every pupil, unless quite
a
phrase at a time while your piece
capable technically, had to master before
is still new, gradually increasing
he was admitted as a regular student, as
to a page at a time; by that time
she disliked to teach these studies. Her
the weaknesses will become ap¬
“vorbereiter” or assistant invariably did the
parent enough in your piece to re¬
preparing, and it usually took the average
ceive your spec'al attention.
student from six to eight weeks to master
VI.
Study
the underlying principles of
them. They have never been publi.hed and
all suggestions you receive from
indeed they were so simple as to be very
teachers or colleagues. Reject the
easily and readily taught, though not so
criticism of no man. Consider it
easily mastered.
carefully, then reject or accept only
The scale, in all its forms and mani¬
after mature deliberation. Don’t
festations, including scales in double thirds
merely blindly follow advice be¬
and octaves, was the first item to be
cause
you deem it authoritative.
grappled with. Then the arpeggio, in¬
Continually ask yourself the “why”
cluding the most widely used chord forms,
and “wherefore.”
was studied and dissected. These studies
VII. Remember that nothing in this
were comprehensive and solved the great
world happens by accident but-is
majority of technical problems for most
the result of the accumulation of
of the students in a very short time.
favorable or unfavorable condi¬
On the inexhaustible subject of inter¬
tions.
Therefore, study again and
pretation, Mrs. Zeisler had much to say.
again- those underlying principles
She continually stressed the fact that we
which iead to favorable conditions
must imitate only at first, analyzing the
which in turn lead to success.
“whys” and “wherefores” of beautiful and
harmonious effects, so that when the fun¬ VIII. Seventy-five percent of success is
personality and charm and seventydamentals of good taste had been acquired
five
percent: of personality and
we should be in a position to strike out
charm is sincerity and simplicity.
for ourselves on new and original paths.
IX. “The shortest way home is the
“In deciding on the correct interpretative
longest way around” is another
presentation of a piece,” Mrs. Zeisler
daily motto for the embryo artist.
would often say to us, “bear in mind that
Nothing really worth while or of
nearly all compositions, generally speak¬
enduring value can be accomplished
ing, come more or less under one or more
“in a hurry.” Remember that your
of the following classifications: music
artistry includes mental, physical,
must tell a story; it must present a mood
moral, spiritual and intellectual be¬
or a philosophy; or it must be pictorial,
sides musical growth.
that is, present to the imagination a
X. Quantity is nothing.
Quality
scene or a series of scenes purely pic¬
should be the summit of your en¬
torial in character. The modern French
deavor.
composers are past-masters of the art of
To
an
absorbing,
impressionable
student,
pictorial music, and it takes much delicacy
of. perception properly to understand and there was much to be gained. There was
properly to project their elusive charm. an atmosphere of. continental Europe in
The old classic masters are deeply intror the big music room, and I never hear the
spective and philosophical, but there is so Chopin E Minor Concerto without vividly
much written into their music that the recalling an ’.early spring afternoon, the
conscientious student can’t go very far rain falling so plaintively without, and
wrong. It takes really bad piano playing within the soft lights and an extremely
to spoil a Beethoven Sonata. The “ro¬ talented performance, exquisitely accom¬
mantic composers” are the “story tellers” panied.
It must be said, unfortunately, that all
of music. What could be more graphic or
thrilling than the way Chopin depicts the afternoons were not harmonious. Some
love, romance, and tragedy in his Bal¬ were quite stormy and tears deluged the
atmosphere in no uncertain quantities. In
lads 1”
retrospect one can be so tolerant and un¬
derstand so clearly what, at the time,
Advice on Program Building
seemed to our youthful inexperience cruel
A/f RS. ZEISLER’S advice to a young or hard-hearted despotism. For Mrs. Zeis¬
-*•*-*• artist on program building was of ler, life had been a tremendously serious
great interest and benefit to all who hap¬ undertaking. She was conscientious al¬
pened to be present.
most to an obsession and her will was
“The advanced student with his artistic adamant. Praise was Something she be¬
future close at hand must put much lieved should be dispensed with. It did
thought on artistic and effective program¬ not occur to her that we needed and
making. A good program must be very craved encouragement, that just a word
much like an appetizing and well-chosen would have lighted the stony path and
meal. Your main dish (probably a clas¬ made the going so much pleasanter and
sical sonata or its equivalent) must be so much easier.
counterbalanced by piquancy and by nov¬
To her Art was as the baptismal fire—
elty. The entree and the dessert, in other the survival of the fittest (or the tough¬
words, must by no means be overlooked. est). Consequently many fine talents were
A too-heavy program is a great handi¬ lost to her. They could and would not
cap for a young artist, and there ire so bear the brunt of her criticism. She never
many excellent things written in a lighter seemed to comprehend or fathom the in¬

dependent spirit of the American student
The tragedy lay in that it saddened her
life immeasurably toward the end. When
her health no longer permitted the strenuous concert activities to which she was accustomed it would have been a great
solace tp have surrounded herself with the
growing generation of young artists, to
have pa:sed on to them her heritage, and
to have received the admiration and homage that was her due. That this was not
sufficiently given her was perhaps her
own fault. She was too often deeply
wounded at the apathy and indifference
of her young colleagues, who, in their

By Howard W. Rogers
Lack of knowledge of scales, chords and
arpeggios, lack of finger control and lack
of smoothness and sureness in playing are
three disadvantages which must be over¬
come before even fairly successful playing
ability can be secured.
Conquering the first demands continuous
effort and repeated study and practice of
the scales, chords and arpegg'os which
time and time again are skipped over hast¬
ily—sometimes skipped entirely—or cast
aside in preference to some exercise or
piece cons dered more interesting by the
pupil. Minor scale exercises often pave
the way to real mastery of the keys.
Freeing oneself from the other two
impediments requires constant attention.
Finger exercises, wrist and arm exercises,
gradually increasing in difficulty, thor¬
oughly studied and mastered are an aid.
Two fairly easy finger exercises will as¬
sist pupils in correcting poor finger con¬
trol:
>

m Hi m

Both of these exercises, besides, when
played without breaks or hesitations, tend
to develop independence in the use of the
fingers.
Never allow yourself to think of such ex¬
ercises as being dull. Try each time to do
an exercise better than ever before; and
practice soon becomes a fascinating game.

By H. W. Stevinson
prenticeship he did not like, and theoutcome < ' “ : all,
" a-away t
Then marriage to the woman whose life
had mn in-with his, children born of
their love, and now the grand-. He
lifted
lifted vworn hands to heaven and prayed,
The Giver of all good heard the-of
his child. Theof the •
and, as peace s^kTonce more over all.
IZ
The Italian word-is now carved upon
his grave.”
Words omitted:
1. space.
13. scale.
2. staff.
14. measure.
3. line.
15. trilled.
4. bars.
16. flat.
5. treble.
17. natural.
6. rest.
18. run.7. bass.
8. brace.
9. keys.
10. arpeggio.

live in a great city and know where 1 could Tl T

*“

ROSA PONSELLE

G

ENIUS FINDS or makes the op¬
portunity. The near-genius passes
by without seeing it. Which is
just another way of telling the tale of suc¬
cess or failure, of the successful or the
unsuccessful singer. For it is still true,
as Goethe once said, that “Genius is an
infinite capacity for taking pains.”
And so, I would say that the opportuni¬
ties for the American girl, in opera, are
just as good as she will make them. In
fact, they are improving by leaps and
bounds, till to-day she has as much chance
for success as a girl of any other nation¬
ality, provided, of course, that she has the
materials with which to “make good,”
that is, real talent and ambition; and that
last means an insatiable appetite for hard
work.
Blazing the Trail
HE AMERICAN GIRL’S opportuni¬
ties in opera have been so greatly
improved because, first and foremost, the
old-time prejudice against American sing¬
ers is dying out. Nordica, for instance,
was probably the first of us to break
through all barriers and prove to the
world that a full-fledged American wom¬
an with a real voice and real brains is
capable of standing as a peer of any na¬
tion’s best in the greatest opera houses
of the world. And what a debt we of a
later day owe to her indomitable will and
perseverance. How much we owe to that
woman who, without resorting to clap¬
trap methods of either cheap publicity or
degraded vocal art forced the wo-ld to
recognize a noble art nobly used, till final¬
ly she stood on the very summit of the
mountain of success.
Yes, it is largely because of the achieve¬
ments of Nordica, Clara Louise Kellogg,
Emma Nevada, Emma Eames, and a rather
large constellation of other stars that are
only slightly paled by their great splendor,
that American girls are having far greater
opportunities than ever before to display
their talents. They are having these, too, be¬
cause they have gone right into the arena
with their sister artists of other nation¬
alities and have shown that, whatever
those others can do, they can do just as
well. Were it not for a certain indelicacy
in mentioning personalities, some very pic¬
turesque instances of this might be related.
Of course, much of this has come about
through a process of evolution. Gradually
our singers have acquired a better balance.
They seem to have “found themselves,” so
to speak. They have become acclimated
to an atmosphere that formerly was to
them exotic. Many of them have “taken
their pace,” one might suspect, from those
Delphic words of Nordica: “I have heard
many American girls with better natural
voices than mine, but I have worked.” All
of which has made them more capable of
coping more readily with conditions as
they are—and with competition.

T

-A {Musical Game of 'Wits
The following has been such a success
at musical parties that it is well to pass
it on. Each blank is to be filled i: a with
'
a musical term.
“In an open-between tv o hills went
an old man leaning on a-. Ever and
anon he looked up at the--of
-of f
the
mountains against the sky. A storm was
approaching and he quickened his pace,
A, h. c^e
rara the rad
he let them down and w
1 through. The
wind, now whining a high- —, sank to
a growl, and for a moment all seemed a
-. Soon the reverberating-—of
the thunder rolled across the sky, and the
old man stopped to-himself’ against a
tree. He shook until the-in his pocket
rattled and again the grand-of the
storm rolled through the-. The rain
began to descend, but the old man could
not-. He could not_the moun¬
tain, for his-of strength was gone"
His past life came before him, his youth
when he had-his happy songs. He
remembered the-monotony of an ap-

An Interview with the Distinguished Soprano and Artist

Secured Sxpressly for fthe Etude by
3. In what way is the pedal the "soul
of the piano?’’
4. Compare a program to a meal.
5. What was Mrs. Zeisle/s idea of the
metronome?
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Tohe American Girl’s Qhance in Opera

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MISS
TROENDLE'S ARTICLE
1. What was Mrs. Zeisler’s advice con¬
cerning scales?
2. Describe a Bach fugue in visual

Handicaps Which Discourage Good Piano Playing
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wished them well and how valiantly she
upheld and extolled the genuine excellency
of the American musician of standing both
here and abroad.

Edward Ellsworth

tangible something that, for want of a
better phrase, we call tone color. This is
due, perhaps more than to any other cause,
to our faulty method of speaking.
As a nation, we have given too little
thought to the cultivation of the speaking
voice. The greater number of our voices are
pitched near an octave above the tone which
should be used in normal, cultured conver¬
sation or speaking. Of all things, this habit of
high-pitched everyday speech is doing most
to injure the American voice for both ora¬
tory and song. The quality of the speaking
voice acts directly upon the singing organs;
and one of the first things that the singing
artist has to learn is to modulate carefully
the speaking voice so that, by speaking
without strain and on a low pitch, there
shall be not only no undue tax laid upon the
vocal organs but at the same time there
Vocal Limitations
shall be developed an easy and resonant
OW ALONG WITH these fine quali¬
fications the American girl’s voice emission of voice which may be carried into
her singing art.
has one peculiar weakness which needs
This is a matter for our great organiza¬
particular study: that is, on the average,
tions of club women to consider. They rep¬
it is deficient in warmth. It is more
resent, largely, our more or less leisure
“white” in quality than European voices.
In other words, it is lacking in that in¬ class of women. Now any British student
of the subject will say at once that the su¬
perb quality of the speaking voices of their
women is due, most of all, to its cultiva¬
tion by their women of leisure.
All of
which is very pertinent to our theme; for,
argue as you may, the great public solves
the operatic riddle for us by flocking to hear
and see the sweetest-throated song-birds.

For fine natural intelligence our women
need fear comparison with none. When
once they have determined to do a thing,
they become fired with a whole-hearted
ambition to succeed, so that they burn all
bridges behind and barriers before them;
and this often results in a thorough musi¬
cianship that is seldom equalled by the
women singers of other nationalities.

Let the Soul Spea\
A ND NOW, while on the theme of our
■l*- limitations, let us be quite honest with
ourselves and discuss quite candidly some
other things to which we American girls
must direct our attention. And, when we
do this, we find that, compared to the
European nationalities which have pro¬
duced the most successful singers, we lack
in that depth and warmth of feeling which
is the magnetic power that overleaps the
footlights and makes a performance con¬
vincing to an audience. As a nation we
have been given too much to repression.
We are too much afraid to allow our
emotions to come to the surface. We con¬
tinually smother them, lest we be thought
sentimental. For this reason we too often
lack the sincerity, the spontaneity, the hu¬
man appeal of members of other nation¬
alities. Personal magnetism is, without
doubt, a quality largely inborn; and yet
the germ of it that is in every nature may
be brought to the light and nurtured and
cultivated, just as under the horticultur¬
ist s skill the wild rose of the prairie final¬
ly becomes the gorgeous American Beauty.
And the greatest stride toward this end is
taken when we have learned to cease re¬
pression and then allow our own native,
sincere selves to come spontaneously to
the surface.

Her Native Talents

NOW American girls have certain in¬

nate qualities which favor their suc¬
cess in opera. First of all, many of them
have voices of exceptional quality and in¬
dividuality. While, possibly, lacking in a
certain “lusciousness,” belonging to the
better voices of Southern Europe, there is
a compensation in their greater firmness
of texture, reliability, longevity and de¬
pendability as to pitch.

Hipsher

The career of Rosa Ponselle is one of the most inspiring in all
the annals of song. Born of a humble Italian family in a New Eng¬
land village, by the use of her native talent and through years of sheer
hard wor\, she has brought herself to the position of one of the greatest
singers of all time. In fact, it is doubtful if any one singer has ever
united to such a high degree the gifts of lyric, dramatic and colora¬
tura vocalism. In whichever field she is for the moment, she is simply
superlative. Her recent Covent Garden debut stirred the London pub' lie to one of the greatest demonstrations in all the years of that historic
house. The press unanimously indulged in such superlatives as:
“Thunderous applause greeted at intervals what undoubtedly is one
of the finest voices of the age." “Her’s is a glorious voice. Such sing¬
ing, such distinction of real style, is, alas, of the rarest today." “Her
coloratura is of the smoothest and of the utmost purity." “A voice
beautifully rich in quality, to the lyric range of which is added bril¬
liant technique in the upper register.” And she is "Our Ponselle,”
American born and entirely American trained.

A Thrill in Wor\

ROSA PONSELLE
From a Portrait in Oil by C. Chandler Ross

' I 'HEN, the one who would achieve
A greatly must curb the desire “to get
there quickly,” with us a disease which
we might call Americanitis. Longfellow
knew the pace when he said, “Art is long.”
The desire for early so-called glory must
be curbed and a feeling for conservative
success encouraged. The majestic oak is
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a product of the centuries; and a great
art is the fruit of years of incessant study,
toil and sacrifice.
Friends will ask, “Is the reward worth
all this effort?
Why, bless your souls, yes! And worth
a great deal more than most of us can
put into it. For, as Emerson has said:
“The reward of a thing well done is to
have done it.” Just to have done a thing
so well that we can be proud of it—is
that not happiness enough?
I love my work. I love my audiences.
They have been so wonderfully kind to me
that there is an immeasurable thrill in
spending hours and hours of every day in
developing and storing up a riper art to
give to them in return. And, after all,
just to be able to feel that we are giving
of the very best that is in us makes work
towards that end become one of the most
satisfying games in all the world.
The "Theatrical Sense"
/"\UR GIRLS are apt to lack the “operatic instinct; and they need, almost
first of all, to cultivate this. They need
to hear more opera; and when once one
has made the decision to undertake a “ca¬
reer,” she should seek every possible op¬
portunity to attend such performances. In
most parts of Europe people are brought
up on opera from childhood. Consequently
our young singers who have not had this
opportunity require a longer period to get
into the routine and the feeling of opera.
Their performances are not so convincing
as those of singers who have been “fed
on opera,” after having been born into its
atmosphere. The only way to overcome
this handicap is by “living in the theater”
—by being there for every possible per¬
formance and even for rehearsals when the
permission can be had.
The age at which a young woman may
safely undertake an operatic career will
depend largely upon her general mental
and physical development. Certainly this
would not be before the seventeenth to the
nineteenth year. There, first of all, must
have been a good general education, for
intelligence is one of the absolute essen¬
tials on the modern operatic stage. The
period when the skillful warbling of a few
tunes would satisfy an audience has passed.
The operatic singer must now be able to
interpret the text and the scene on the
stage, with both voice and body, in prac¬
tically the same manner as the actress on
the dramatic stage. This means that there
must have been a thorough schooling of
the voice, a complete course in dramatic
interpretation and acting, and at least some
acquaintance with practical stage work.
To attempt a career with less than this
preparation is but to court disaster, as
many instances of the past years will
testify.

mental, emotional and spiritual vigor.
Otherwise, before the evening’s perform¬
ance is finished, there will be a diminution
of powers. The audience will sense this;
and, right where the singer should be
able to rise to her greatest heights, there
will be a loss of spontaneity in her art,
which means that all her struggles, sacri¬
fices, and hard work will have been for
naught, so far as her audience is concerned.
Then there is the danger of a too great
desire for material compensation rather
than for the achievement of success for
success’ sake. Let the heart be but set on
the doing of a work well, and material
rewards will take care of themselves. This
law has been sq felicitously stated by Em¬
erson that his “The reward of a thing well
done is to have done it,” is worth the re¬
peating ; and the thought has been put even
more beautifully, if not more eloquently,
by Thomas Tapper in his, “The best re¬
ward you ever will get for your labor is
the consciousness that you have done it
so well that you can be proud of it.”
American Study
A MERICAN TRAINED singers stand
just as big a chance of success as
those of any country. Certainly, in my
case as with many others, it has been
proved that an artist may gef just as valu¬
able training in this country as in Europe.
While we must be willing to' avail our¬
selves of all the best of the artistic tradi¬
tions of the older nations, still we have
ceased to be bound to any of them, so far
as technical training is concerned.
A Singer’s Method

AH, THERE IS NOTHING like the
Bel Canto method of singing. It
is the only safe foundation for a singing
career. The Bel Canto is not only the
easiest way of using the voice, thus saving
it for a lifetime, but it is also the most
natural way of producing tones. In almost
any other method, the beautiful line of the
singing is lost, because of the declamatory
style of tone production which gives re¬
sults not at all melodious.
People often ask by what means I pre¬
serve the freshness and spontaneity of my
voice. In the first place, I have to thank
the Creator and a fine musical parentage
for a reliable throat and vocal organs.
The only secret I have for the preservation
of what has been given me is that I have
been taught a proper method of singing and
then practice a proper method of living.
The voice is so sensitive, reflecting every
variation of our physical and emotional
condition, that not to keep the body, the
mind, and the soul or emotional instincts
all in a normal, healthful condition, is
simply suicidal to the singer’s ambitions.
After a singing technic is once thor¬
oughly developed, but little exercise of
The Pace That Kills Art
the voice, other than that necessary at re¬
/~\NE OF THE GREATEST .obstacles hearsals and in actual public use, is neces¬
in the way of success of our young sary. Just a few “warming up” exercises
singers in this day is the spirit of haste occasionally to keep the tones flowing
which urges them to want to get there smoothly. Here are three exercises that I
too quickly. This cannot be too strongly find to be about all I need.
or too often emphasized. Art is a slow
growth, no matter what the medium of its
expression; and the one who would achieve
greatly must be patient and ready to de¬
vote years to the cultivation of this tender
flower. And this must be done in spite of
the feverish haste in the life of our time.
Lasting success comes only as a gradual
and well-earned achievement.
The desire for fame, no matter at what
cost, wrecks many a career. There must
be no “burning of the candle at both ends.”
The singing and interpreting of a great
operatic role makes demands upon the vi¬
tality of the artist, which can be scarcely
comprehended by the uninitiated.
To
withstand this strain it is absolutely neces¬
sary that the singer preserve and develop

AND

These vocalizes I generally do in the
morning and again before starting at work,
that is, before starting to practice or to
sing a performance.
The one thing that the singer must never
sacrifice is that velvety edge on the tone
which charms the senses of the hearer. No
matter how dramatic the situation, the tone
must never become strident. No matter
what the depth of emotion or how violent
the passions of the situation, always the
tone must remain spontaneous, pure, and
responsive, that it may be a medium for
the transmission of the emotions of the
soul of the singer. Just as soon as strain
enters into the tone, just that soon it loses
to a large degree its usefulness as a means
of moving the one who hears it. And for
this reason I seldom practice my vocalizes
in full voice. Always one should feel that
there is more to give if it were but neces¬
sary. There is such inspiration in the
feeling that there is still more in reserve.
Strangely enough, this feeling goes right
out over the footlights and takes hold of
the audience, creating a wonderful confi¬
dence in the artist because those out there
have that same feeling that there is al¬
ways a possibility of more to come, that
the singer has not reached the limits of her
ability to give.
A Foundation Broad and Deep
T CANNOT stress too much the need
that the singer has of a good general
education. Intelligence, intelligence, and
then more intelligence, is all the time
needed by the one who would attain the
he’ghts in the opera houses of to-day. And
it is needed in so many ways. One must be
able to cope with almost every possible sit¬
uation, and sometimes with such as one
would not have dreamed of.
Then, when there have been years of
careful training of the voice by a consci¬
entious master, there is the study of the
operatic roles, which should be done under
the most expert guidance. The one who
would train the young singer in this work
must be more than a pianist-coach.
He
must know opera; he must know its tradi¬
tions; he must know the modern theater;
he must know music; he must know his¬
tory; he must know literature.
While studying these roles there must
be constant training in acting, in stage rou¬
tine, in stage poise, in everything that will
make the singer so completely familiar
with the stage and so much the master of
herself while there that to be “on the
boards” interpreting her role will be her
natural way of living.”

AS SOON AS the training has bei
adequate, the young singer should se<
every opportunity for practical experienc
No part should be too small to be co
sidered, if it but gives an opportunity
come upon the stage, possibly to sing
phrase, or even but to “page" a princip;
One might well afford to enter the chor
(perhaps under an assumed name), just f
the experience of living on the stage ,
learning the traditions of the vario
operas and for the priceless benefit
being able to study intimately the metho
of the artists interpreting the leadii
roles. Nothing that can help towards t
perfecting of one’s art can lower her di
mty, provided she does it so well that s
can be proud of her effort. No part in
artistic performance can belittle the o
w-ho does it, if she but do that so well th
she has added something to the quality
the artistic whole.
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National Problems

NOW a few words as to the
operatic needs of America. In the
first place, we need more opera companies'
in which our young singers may have the
opportunities of developing their talents,
just as young singers of Europe may do!
To achieve this end, there must be a more
general interest in opera awakened in the
general public.
Fortunately, there are
signs that this is beginning slowly to come
to pass. But it needs nurturing. Also we
need funds created for the developing of
more opportunities for young American
singers, just as millions are being devoted
to the development of great orchestras, in
which our young instrumentalists are find¬
ing their places beside those imported.
Then we need a great number of local
“stock companies” giving opera. With a
good conductor, given capable assistants,
any community of fifty to a hundred thou¬
sand inhabitants ought to be able to or¬
ganize a good chorus, a capable orchestra,
and to furnish singers capable to do at
least the minor roles. Guest artists from
the standard companies would lie better
for the leading roles. They ,uuld bring
into the organization the fruits of practi¬
cal experience, the real opera traditions.
They would be an inspiration t > the local
singers and would create ay
tar interest
in the community than if tin . anization
were entirely home people. These visiting
artists need not necessarily he front among
a few outstanding individual)' es. In our
great metropolitan compann
are many
artists of fine capabilities who are mightily
interested in the development of our oper¬
atic art. These would get something
of a thrill out of becoming "guest” artists
of these less pretentious companies and
would give of the very best they have,
because of the opportunity t y would be
given to develop. And many of them
would take a real personal interest in help¬
ing these less favored organizations to
raise the standards of their
t finances.
The times now' seem rather favorable to
the development of opportunities for our
young singers. Managers and conductors
are no longer tied to a European back¬
ground for a singer. They have learned
that American singers — even entirely
American trained, as myself—can stand by
those from abroad and fear not.
A Game of “Give Before Taking"
OUT A SINGER must not ask to be
heard simply because she is an
American. She must be able to do her
work just as well as the foreign artist.
She must be just as genuinely sincere in
her work.
The possibilities are here,
though much is still to be done in the de¬
veloping of the opportunities.
Yes, and I must not close w'ithout a few
words for our fine critics. As a matter
of fact, they are inclined to be rather
kindly disposed towards the American
singers, provided they have the talent and
training that justifies their claims for at¬
tention. I have known them to drop many
a rhetorical flower or kind incentive along
the paths of our young artists; and those
flowers have sometimes matured into
richer harvests.
And now, as a last few words, I would
say to our American girls, “Be not afraid 1
Be sure, first of all, that you have a real
voice, that you have genuine musical
talent, and, above all, that your desire for
a career is not a mere whim. This desire
must be so strong that, whatever the cost
m time or effort, it shall be the dynamo
that shall thrill you with zeal and keep the
fires of ambition burning. Then, with
these, if you will but undertake your work
with the determination that no honorable
sacrifice shall be too great, provided it
shall enable you to do your work to the
very best of your ability, all of the best
things this world has to offer to its chosen
artists shall be yours.

Fundamental Art Secrets in Piano Playing
An Interview with the Eminent Virtuoso Pianist

ELLY NEY
Secured txpressly for 'Bhe £tude by
C i' K s HERE ARE certain fundamental
X
truths about art and the study
of art, which remain unchanged,
no matter how much our ideals of special
interpretation, of tone-making, of program¬
making, may vary from day to day.
“These are equally applicable for young
people everywhere, in one country as in
another. I am glad to try to impart some
of these truths to the American young
people, who are full of strength and vi¬
tality. Yet I feel that the message of
music is best conveyed by music itself
rather than by words which, after all, are
always incomplete in meaning.
The Composer First
“W^ETH^R we P>ay or whether we
’ Y listen to music, the composer should
be the chief idea in our minds. Many peo¬
ple, perhaps most people, at a recital think
of the performer—what the performer
does. They listen to the instrument or
watch for some extraordinary effect, some
dazzling feat of technic. But beyond the
performer, beyond the instrument itself,
there is the composer, the message of
music, the thing which should absorb their
thoughts. When we stand in awe before
the great cathedral at Milan, Cologne, or
before Notre Dame in Paris, do we ask,
‘Oh, who built this cathedral?’ No! We
accept it as a great spiritual offering to
God and we bow in reverence. So in
music we must look for the great spiritual
message that is there.
“I like to play a program of one com¬
poser only, because I believe that only
through hearing a succession of composi¬
tions by one master dc people really begin
to hear what he has to say. We should
approach concerts with devotion and rever¬
ence to the music we are going to hear.
We should be quiet and peaceful to receive
a message. How unnatural, almost sac¬
rilegious, one might say, to rush from a
subway or a noisy, crowded street, full of
material thoughts, into the concert hall
and expect, presto, to receive a spiritual
impression or message.
“It is often true that during the first
number of a program the mind of the lis¬
tener is occupied with the personality of
the artist or with the impressions of the
day. In the second number it begins to
attend to the instrument. In the third
number it can really fix itself on the
music, the composer.
“The student should, above all else,
seek to divine the message of the com¬
poser. Many students talk and think too
much of technical perfection, making tech¬
nic an end in itself. If they want technic
merely they should go in for sports. But
if they want music, that is a different mat¬
ter. For the first necessity in music is
not technic; it is spiritual response. All
the technic in the world will not help one
to play a Mozart Andante if one has only
technic. Until one has devotion to every
tone which a master like Mozart has writ¬
ten one cannot have art. Goethe has said,
‘Technic without spiritual understanding
can be the worst enemy of art.’
“How shall the student approach his
work? How shall he practice? First and
always he must seek for inspiration in
practicing—or rather he must open his
mind and heart to inspiration. Therefore
he must practice scales for the sake not
merely of showing them off. He must

Florence Leonard

[Elly Ney, famed throughout all European musical centers as one of the
leading musical artists of our generation, ivas born in Germany. Her con¬
cert career began at an early age. Her mother was her first teacher, but
she is largely self-taught and self-developed. At the age of sixteen she had
won the Mendelssohn prise, in the award of which Joachim was one of the
judges. She was then studying with one of the best pupils of Clara Schu¬
mann, and later she succeeded to the position of this teacher in the Cologne
Conservatory. Her first American tour was in 1921. During the Beethoven
Centennial, the City of Bonn, birthplace of Beethoven, where the German
Government festival was held, conferred upon Mme. Ney an honorary
citizenship in recognition of her unexcelled interpretations of Beethoven’s
music throughout the world, the only instance in which the freedom of any
German city has been conferred on a woman. Mme. Ney recently married
a Chicago man and makes her home in Chicago while in America.l

sages that Beethoven has written in his
symphonies, string quartets and other
chamber music, and in his sonatas! How
much they miss! Take the melody from
the slow movement of Beethoven’s ArchDuke Trio, one of the most beautiful slow
movements in the world! Such music we
should be familiar with! There are so
many such compositions that students could
play and should plat-. They should also
be able to read well enough to play second
piano for concertos as well as all chamber
music. Thus may they become familiar
with the great works and enjoy them, even
though they have not the ability to play
the concertos themselves.
They should
learn to accompany the songs of Schubert,
Schumann, Brahms and other great writers
of song.
“In the choice of music for their pupils,
teachers should be altogether judicious.
Some of them give pupils poor, cheap
music of the day, frequently bordering on
the vulgar, because, as they say, ‘the pu¬
pils like it.’ There is so much beautiful
music from the classics and the good
modern writers, music that pupils would
really prefer if teachers would only point
out the beauties that are to be found in it.
For the great music, the good music, is
from the other world. The cheap music
never springs from the highest sources.

practice them for the sake of making them
“The child or adult beginner should play,
beautiful. He must, however, also prac¬ from the first, songs, folk-songs, melodies
tice melody. In the Beethoven Pathetique, from the great composers, and play them
(op. 13) for instance, these scales:
beautifully, every little phrase with love,
Ex.l
using, of course, the right pedaling and
touch. Is not this better than to play too
many dry exercises without understand¬
ing their relations to the melodic construc¬
tion of the music? If a child studies
three or four years of etudes, scales and
other exercises, and has not learned to
speak the language of music naturally and
are not for scales merely! They are
to play the beautiful melodies of the great
melody. And this accompaniment:
masters, what has he gained? This is also
Ex. 2
true for older players. Is it a pleasure
to study twenty hours on the SchubertTausig Marche Militaire and then be un¬
able to play it because of lack of verve
The Still, Small Voice
and inspiration ? Everyone should play
“VVT’HEN THE student practices he
up to the limit of his ability, rather than
Y
should practice with inspiration.
try in vain to play beyond it.
To practice always slowly, always forte.
is not merely a broken chord. Every note
“How many pianists who have studied
is melodic.
long and earnestly know the great mes¬ is not practicing music. It is not inspired
practice! In the first place, such sounds
are benumbing to the ear which must al¬
ways be refreshed, so that it can always
be listening and following the characteris¬
tic expression of the composition as intended
by the composer. His intention may vary
from time to time. To make beautiful
sounds is not always his chief purpose.
For instance, rhythmical proportion and
accents played convincingly cannot always
produce sounds which are sweet. Com¬
posers like Beethoven or Brahms may not
have intended at certain moments to be
sweet. Therefore, the real divine sweet¬
ness is more effective as a contrast in
places where it is intended.
“It is plain also that it is not advan¬
tageous to practice too long at a time.
\\ hen the student is tired, when he is not
inspired for the music, that is the time to
stop. But while he is practicing he should
listen for melody. If it is a rapid one, he
should begin it slowly, then take it grad¬
ually faster and faster, trying with each
repetition to make it sound just as per¬
fect as at the first slow playing. If he
can do it slowly, he can also play it quick¬
ly, that is, if he knows how to relax. Tech¬
nical ability is innate. Nature has given
each student a perfect equipment, if he only
knows how to use it. But he must let a
sonata speak to him in order to find a
way to achieve the technic! Technic is
not and never will be the alpha and omega
of piano playing. Of course it is neces¬
sary, but it is but a means to what one
is trying to accomplish. Perfect technic
can be found in many well constructed
mechanical instruments.
"In spite of all this, great pianists must
be fine technicians; and by “technic” we
mean not only proper tone production, re¬
laxation, use of the fingers and arms,
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tip- ships of his existence.

13— George Whitefield Chadwick, b.
Lowell, Massachusetts, 1854. Or¬
ganist, eminent music pedagogue and
a leading and impressive composer
of the present day.

Think of the Em- Day

14— James Francis Cooke, b. Bay City,
Michigan, 1875. Distinguished ed¬
itor and writer, and the composer
of many excellent piano pieces and
songs.
The author of reference
works and general music literature.
i to be able to forget the audience enstjr- He must have feeling for form, for
‘
good taste. Above all, he must
times himself.

15— William Horsley, b. London, Eng¬
land, 1774; d. there, June 12, 1858.
Organist and composer of note.
Among his published writings, his
collection of glees stands out prom¬
inently.

inspired them to make the trivial become
„0ble. In studying style, the student must
be careful about tempos. He must not hurry
the tempos. The Carnaval of S '

U'T'HE PIANIST
I able to recog!

and conductor.
of the famous

Kreutzer (kroi-tser), b.
Versailles, France, 1766: d. Geneva,
Italy, January 6, 1831. The violinist
to whom Beethoven dedicated the
Kreutser Sonata. Composer of many
masterly etudes.

CfCILE CHAMINADE
Eminent Composer

TERESA CARRENO
Virtuoso Pianist

ADELINA PATTI
World Famous Prima Donna

MAUD POWELL
Virtuoso Violinist

DR. FRANCES E. CLARKE
Distinguished Musical Educator

]\[otdble Musical Women
<By

Edgar

A.

Barrell

17—August Wilhelm Ambros (ahmbros), b. Mauth, near Prague, Bo¬
hemia (Czecho-Slovakia), 1816; d.
Vienna, Austria, June 28, 1876. His¬
torian, critic and composer of nation¬
al music. An outstanding writer of
his day.
Henry Rowley Bishop, Mus. D.,
b. London, England, 1786: d. there,
April 30, 1855. A dramatic com¬
poser of originality. His musical
setting to John Howard Payne’s im¬
mortal lines, Home, Sweet Home, is
world-loved.
Wilheim Zachau (tsakh'ow), b. Leipzig, Germany, 1663; d,
Halle, August 14, 1712. Composer
and the master-teacher of Handel.
His works include Italian as well
as German national music
20—Daniel Grecory Mason, b. Brookline,
Massachusetts, 1873.
A forceful
author, lecturer and critic: also a
composer of consequence. Professor
Mason is a grandson of the eminent
Lowell Mason.
■hur Goring
Park, Sussex,
London, March
composer; also
odes, duets and

that you move must be inspired, every tone
must be olive
Playing thus with devotion to each
phrase one may hope to come into ouch
with the spirit of the great masters.

^e^arT*practicing. °M SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MME.
finally, if we feel that we have sometimes
NEY’S ARTICLE

James Sharp, b. London, Eng¬
land, 1859; d. there, June 22, 1924.
Organist, writer and collector of na¬
tional folk-songs. Also author of
important works on this subject
23— Manuel De Falla, b. Cadiz, Spain.
1876. A composer of stage works
and other forms. His writings pos¬
sess marked individuality and sin¬
cerity of expression so characteristic
of Spanish art.
24— Lilli Lehmann (lav-mahn),b. Wurz¬
burg, Germany, 1848; d. Berlin, May
17, 1929. Dramatic soprano and fa¬
mous teacher of manv distinguished
pupils. She early established an im¬
portant place among the great mis¬
tresses of song.
:elbert Woodbridge Nevin, b.
Edgeworth, Pennsylvania, 1862; d
New Haven, Connecticut, February
17,1901. A gifted composer of piano
pieces and songs of lyric beauty.
His varied compositions have gained
world-wide favor.
(Continued on page 860)
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sat in the park for an hour and watched
the trees, looking up into their branches
and thinking how they stand there, open
to all the life-giving influence of sun, rain
and air. So we must hold ourselves in

Thomas, b. Ratton
England, 1851; d.
20, 1892. An opera
a writer of choral
orchestral music.
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Mothers of Great
tMusicians

By Mrs. Edgar Stillman Kelley

<By

Hope Stoddard

The Story of the Women Who Have
Influenced Great Masters
in Their Youth

Jjp Hi .jj 77.1
R J]

D jj jj

:

incn alternate the right with the left:

n nj

Ji

Finely play the two together:

3 Jjj jTj j~
U l U *J I

jT

These three eighth notes in the melody
against two in the accompaniment should
be practiced until the notes in both rhythms
are perfectly smooth and even in time
break in the rhythm, the right hand being
perfectly independent of the left. Only
then will the real beauty of these passages
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but seldom, and theiv only for her more
intimate friends. She also drew exqui¬
sitely. She spoke and read English, French
and Italian aud was well enough versed in
Greek to read Homer in the original. En¬
dowed with wealth, she dressed simply and
very quietly. Yet such was her poise and
strength of character that Stephen Heller,
having seen her but once, in his early
youth, kept an impression of quiet kindli¬
ness and gentle reserve fresh in his mind
for over a half century.
As hostess she stirred her guests not
only to witty sallies but to more intellec¬
tual flights in the region of art, politics
and religion. Meanwhile she herself would
seem to make no effort whatever. It was
her complete quiescence that gave scope to
her associates for inspiration and attain-

Strength Through Composure
' I 'HIS STRENGTH through composure
bore its full fruit in the lives of her
children. She made her chief object in
life their development, directing their edu¬
cation with true forethought. Her remark
at Fanny’s birth that she had “Bach-fugue
fingers” gives an insight into the intelli¬
gence which she coupled to her devotion.
Fanny and Felix, her two eldest children,
were launched on their musical instruction
very early in their careers. Lessons at
first were but five minutes long, but they
were gradually lengthened with the chil¬
dren’s development. Their mother was a
strict pedagogue and would never allow
her children the slightest laxity in their
work. For years they never practiced
without their mother sitting by them.
Such strictness, scarcely encouraged in
these days, was without a doubt the most
faithful method in the case of the Men¬
delssohn children. However, we cannot but
believe that the sternness was tempered
with gentleness and understanding. That
complete sympathy prevailed cannot be
doubted when we read the letters of Felix
and Fanny which are overflowing with
tenderness and gratitude.
Calm as the mother usually seemed, we
are told she was subject to great bursts

of passion. When the plan of Felix’s leav¬
ing Berlin was voiced she was affected
“to a terrible degree.” Mendelssohn con¬
fessed that his yielding to the wishes oi the
King after having made up his mind to
retire was due wholly to his mother’s
pleading. He writes to a friend, “You
think that in my official position I could do
nothing else. It was not that. It was my
mother.”
The Fountain-Head of Songs
E PLAY over such a “song without
words” as Consolation and treat it
as some sort of natural phenomena, like
rocks or waterfalls, but in reality its se¬
cret springs lie in simple human relation¬
ships. Thus, aside from the obvious tokens
of childlike devotion, such as Mozart send¬
ing his mother 1000000000000 kisses or
Tschaikovsky being literally torn from his
mother in the first sad breaking of family
ties, we find many instances of mothers
influencing their sons to actual creative
activity. Borodin’s early education was
wholly in the hands of his mother. The
longing of Stephen Foster’s' mother for
her homeland (she left the South to live
in Pittsburgh soon after her marriage), to¬
gether with the deep poetic nature with
which she endowed her son, formed the
stimulus which sent echoing through the
composer's heart the songs of the South¬
land.
In the citation of the lives of mothers 'of
famous sons the modern feministic move¬
ment assumes a rather drab aspect. One
wonders where tends this fitful fretting
for power, when it is already reserved for
woman to be called “Mother of the Grac¬
chi,” or to have said of her, “All that I am
or hope to be I owe to my angel Mother 1”

w

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MISS
STODDARD’S ARTICLE
1. Name four composers who were
taught music by their mothers.
2. IVhat composer’s mother saved him
from a violent death?
3. Describe Liszt?s mother.
4. What was the method of instruction
pursued by Mendelssohn’s mother?

A Practical Use for the P^dio in VYCusic Study
By Edward M. Young
How many musicians and music stu¬
dents have made the following use of their
radios? Frequently, when not being able
to attend a symphony concert in person,
the student may place a chair and music
stand near his radio, and follow the score
as played, perhaps even with baton in
hand, conducting the invisible orchestra
himself, and thereby being able to note the
variations in tempo and expression that
occur during the rendition of the work.
Moreover, it is most interesting to note
the differences between conductors in their
interpretation of the same, compositions, for
instance, Beethoven’s “Symphony No. 2”
as conducted by two of our recognized
eminent conductors, namely, Mr. Mengelberg and Mr. Toscanini.
To the music student—and are we not all

students to the end of time—many surpris¬
ing things will be noticed. The music fur¬
nished by so many different instruments
of varied tone color is one thing on the
printed page and quite another in produc¬
tion. The rapidity with which some of
the allegro and scherso movements are
taken by the several players will undoubt¬
edly humble the ambitious and aspiring
student who little realizes that members
of the modern orchestras are necessarily
soloists of the first rank.
To all who are interested in musical
progress in connection with the pleasure of
“listening in” to ensemble and symphonic
music, the getting out of scores and of
batons will be a means toward real fun
and considerable enlightenment as to the
secrets of appealing interpretations.

A ‘Dumb Hand'Show
By Annette M. Lingelbach
A surprise game for the members of a
music-club is a dumb-hand-show, which
employs only the five fingers of each hand
for the keys C to G. The performer
silently touches keys whose letter names
will spell such words as “egg,” “deed”
and “cab.” The watcher may either re¬
ply by naming the words or designate
them by inserting the proper notes on
the staves. Staccato and legato effects
and thumb and hand-crossing exercises may

be used effectively and to good purpose.
A lively dancing of the hands may sig¬
nify a jolly German dance, the Idndler,
while a lifting of the finger-tips in the air,
a sudden fluttering, standing still, and bow¬
ing, to the chanting of the words, singdance—talk—clapping may be accepted as
an opera performance. Even a complete
tune may be played in a silent ear-training
contest. Concentration will be developed
along with quickness of perception.
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Inspirers

Department of Reproduced Music
By Peter Hugh Reed

—

Creators — Interpreters

cBy the Honorable Tod Buchanan Galloway
COMPOSER OF THE FAMOUS “THE GYPSY TRAIL” AND “O HEART OF MINE”

THE

CELEBRATED Brahms’ Con¬
certo for Violin, originally written
for his friend, the great Joachim, has
been recorded again. This time it is
Szigeti, the eminent and youthful Hunga¬
rian artist, who draws the bow across the
solo instrument. When Kreisler’s record¬
ing of this work was issued last year, an
English critic anticipated Szigeti’s per¬
formance in a curious way. “Kreisler is
splendidly virile,” he wrote, “but, having
heard Szigeti recently in this work, I think
he can show the older man something in
the way of subtlety.” Although these
words have proven prophetic, we cannot
forget the masterly manner in which
Kreisler plays this work. His is a ma¬
tured conception, one that has ripened with
long familiarity with this master score.
Szigeti’s performance, however, has a
quality of youthfulness in it, an ardor and
an equal power of command that cannot fail
to captivate or please the listener.
The tonal balance of the solo violin
with the orchestra is unusually fine in this
recording. Szigeti has behind him the
Halle Orchestra under the skilled baton
of Sir Hamilton Harty, who long has com¬
manded our admiration and respect in re¬
cording. That Szigeti plays the original
cadenza created by Joachim seems to us a
worthy salutation to tradition, for that
same cadenza held the approval of the
composer. At the end of this set he plays
the slow movement from Brahms’ Sonata
in D Minor, Opus 108, in a manner that
makes us long for the whole thing. (Co¬
lumbia album, No. 115.)

tance of Bach and Beethoven, "putting
their legacies to interest” and “enriching
the world with an augmentation of their
wealth.”
Parlor Opera
COMPLETE opera, “Aida,” is
now available for home performance
on the records. It is presented in a man¬
ner that invites the captious dissenters
from recordings to fold their tents and re¬
tire silently and gracefully from the area
of audibility. “Aida" may be a spectacular
opera, appealing to the imagination
through the eye as through the ear; yet,
with a performance as vocally rich as is
the Victor’s recording of this score, one
can scarcely imagine those familiar with
the opera lamenting the tinseled pomp of
the ofttimes none-too-convincing theater.
Each vocalist is a distinguished singer; and
the orchestra and the chorus are from
Italy’s foremost opera house, La Scala in
Milan. The result is that we have in Vic¬
tor’s two albums of nineteen discs, a per¬
formance of which, we believe, both our
Metropolitan and Chicago Civic operas
could be justly proud.
“Aida,” the plot, was suggested by an
Egyptologist and the opera originally given
in Egypt. It is none-the-less based on a
tale of pure fancy. Also, as a story, it
proved one that inspired the composer,
Verdi, to some of his finest music. This
opera owes its origin to Ismail Pacha
(1830-1895), first a viceroy of Egypt un¬
der the Turks, and later a self-made
Khedive.
As the latter, he exploited
Egypt both vigorously and prodigiously.
One of his most lavish exploitations was
the Italian Opera House of Cairo, which
was opened the same month as the Suez
Canal, in 1869. For the inauguration of
this Ismail commissioned Verdi to write
“Aida,” paying him as a fee four thou¬
sand pounds sterling (about twenty thou¬
sand dollars). “Aida” was first planned
to be produced at the end of 1870, but the
Franco-Prussian War broke out; and the
painters, costumers and singers in Paris
were stopped in their work. So the pre¬
miere was postponed until the day before
Christmas of 1871. Its success was imme¬
diate and noteworthy.
Other vocal operatic discs that have re¬
cently engaged our attention include the
tenor arias from “La Gioconda” and “La
Forza del Destino,” admirably sung by
Aureliano Pertile, who also sings Rhadames in the Aida set. These, on Victor
disc 7065. Then the baritone arias from
Faust” and “La Traviata,” sung by the
famous Metropolitan baritone, Giuseppe
De Luca, are, we believe, his first electri¬
cally recorded solos. Victor No. 7086.
Lastly, the King’s Prayer from “Lohen¬
grin and the Song to the Evening Star
from “Tannhauser,” are superbly inter¬
preted by Alexander Kipnis of the Chi¬
cago Civic Opera, on Columbia disc
50163D.

THE

A Brahms Legacy
A ND YET ANOTHER Brahms work
has come to us via Columbia rec¬
ords. This is the Clarinet Quintet in B
Minor, Opus 115. The Lener String
Quartet, assisted by Charles Draper, the
celebrated clarinetist, perform this compo¬
sition in an ideal manner. Here, indeed,
is rare music rarely interpreted, and also
recorded. Sidney Grew in England aptly
phrased it, when he wrote about this work:
“The composition is poetically unique.
It is music of ripest artistic wisdom,
and no other body of instruments could
contain it. The clarinet and the four
stringed instruments are like spirits wan¬
dering together in love and complete un¬
derstanding.”
The Leners, who play in this recording,
are an organization emanating from Buda¬
pest. They are a youthful group, none
being over thirty-five years of age. To
them all music-lovers owe a debt of grati¬
tude for their fine recorded performances
of so many of the classic quartets. Imbued
with a fondness for lyricism, resiliency of
tone, and graciousness in expression, they
make a work live melodically.
Their
phrases have definite curves, born as much
of the spirit as the brain. In Europe their
successes have been unique. In Italy, they
were lauded as no other chamber group
In London, they have played to audiences
exceeding nine thousand enthusiastic listenOpera on the Orchestra
ers. This winter they will be heard for
the first time in America, making, we are ORCHESTRAL RECORDINGS that
emanate from operatic sources, which
certain, new friends and adding new laurels
In these two works of the mature artistry we have heard, include a suite arranged
of Brahms, we are brought face to face and conducted by Oscar Fried, from Hum¬
with that composer who more than anv perdinck’s charming “Hansel and Gretel.”
other, we believe, entered into the inheri¬ the suite opens with the lovely Evening
(Continued on page 851)
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OW EVER colorful, ever varied,
never ending, all embracing is the
theme of the inspiration to man¬
kind of woman! Whether we view it
through the medium of profane or sacred
history it is always present, in one place
or another, as the all absorbing, always
perplexing and more or less inexplicable
moving cause which is woven into the
warp and woof of all times.
If we follow through the stories of
mythology—the lives and loves of the
deities, semi-deities and humans of that
misty epoch—or if we accept sacred his¬
tory from the fall pf Adam down through
the centuries until we come to the crown¬
ing of womanhood in the Mother of Sor¬
rows, this influence, the inspiration which
woman exerts, is ever present. It is the in¬
spiration which has been and is stronger,
more powerful, than love of home, love of
country, love of God; for the influence of
women have made men forget their homes,
be traitors to their country, apostates to
their religion. “It is woman who has
painted all the great pictures, written all
the great poems, composed all the great
music—woman the inspirer of all art.” As
one has said, “Women and Music are in¬
separable in the male imagination since the
days when the morning stars sang cosmic
chords in the vasty blue.”
From mythology we learn of the wise
Enterpe and her potent sway while it also
tells us of the music mad maids who
slew the god Bacchus for a mere song.
An early keyed instrument was named in
honor of a woman—the virginal—and the
first printed piece of English music was
called Parthenia.
A charming woman
once asked Jean de Reszke, if he cared to
sing Romeo or Tristan to any particular
woman. “I always sing to my ideal
woman,” replied the great artist.
Much of this inspiration in the composi¬
tion of music has been by indirection, by
the subtlety of association or environment.
For example to state that the magnificent
church music of Bach was directly the in¬
spiration of his wife would not be correct.
But, on the other hand, did not his years
of domestic happiness and concord have
their results in those uplifting expressions
of devotion and thanksgiving by wh:ch
Bach made the world better and brought
mankind nearer to the divine?
Virtue that History Does Hot Dim
'"P O SAY that love, passionate or platonic, friendship, the peace and pro¬
tecting cares of domesticity have played a
compelling part in forming the careers of
great composers in giving vitality, ideas
and direction to their work is to repeat a
truism. As a result of this condition a
great number of legends and romances
have developed about the lives bf certain
composers which in time the world has come
to believe as authentic, and enthusiasts have
cherished them. But unfortunately in most
cases these charming stories which one
wants to believe do not bear the search¬
light of history. The truth, however, is
potent enough to show us that women have
inspired the greatest of composers in the
writing of their masterpieces so directly
that without it the world might never have
had these priceless gifts to bless it.
“All the world loves a lover,” and, as it
has always cherished the story of Abelard
and Heloise, so it held close to its heart

the unselfish devotion and deep affection,
the perfect sympathy which glorified the
lives of Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck
Schumann. The tale of the development
of their love, of Schumann’s Jacob-like
patience in waiting in the hope that his
future father-in-law might give his con¬
sent to their marriage, of his resorting to
law to compel that consent and their final
marriage forms a fitting prelude of that
happiness which their wedded life brought
to both of them. The direct influence of
Clara upon Robert Schumann was at once
apparent and continued until the dark cur¬
tain of insanity put an end to his compos¬
ing. Up to 1840 he had not written a single
song, but when Clara Wieck was really
his own he literally burst into melody.
Nearly a hundred and forty of the lovliest
songs ever written showed the inspiration
under which he was composing.
The Perfect Union
IN ADDITION to this during the period
* of the development of their mutual
affection and understanding and the un¬
certainty of the parental consent, all of
his piano pieces reflect his attitude towards
her as shown in his Novelletten, the Kinderscenen and The Kreisleriana. But it
may truthfully be said that after his mar¬
riage his real life work began, the work

which left eloquent testimony of what
greater things he would have accomplished
had mind and health been granted him.
He ceased to confine his work to the limi¬
tations of the piano keyboard and began
to compose both chamber music and
symphonies, and it was Clara Wieck
Schumann the companion, advisor, friend
and genius, who led him to his greatest,
highest achievemehts. To Clara Schu¬
mann as a composer and interpreter we
shall refer again.
Coming nearer to our own time the great
composer whose life work was stimulated,
guarded and made to bear fruit by the care
and inspiration of woman is Richard Wag¬
ner.
Of Wagner’s first wife, Minna
Planer, we have little information. That
temperamentally they were unsuited to one
another we know—he, a genius with all
the almost impossible vagaries that go with
that word, she, a plain, methodical patient
and saving housewife. Of course she did
not understand or appreciate the heights of
his nature, but there is little doubt that
her frugal ways and careful management
made it possible for him to get through the
early days of struggle before prosperity
and the sunlight of royalty beamed upon
him. However, they were incompatible and
they were divorced. In view of what the
world of music owes to Richard Wagner

ST. CECILIA SINGING THE PRAISES OF THE SAVIOR
A famous painting by Miguard

it must in truth be admitted that it was
best that they separated.
Cosima Wagner was a daughter of Liszt
and had been the wife of Von Biilow—a
woman of rare personal accomplishments,
extraordinary magnetic power, capable of
deep understanding and sympathy. As a
child she was brought up in the society of
Lamartine, Victor Hugo, George Sand,
Chopin and others equally noted.
Her
mother was the Countesse d’Agoult, an
author. What a contrast to the environ¬
ment of plain Minna Planer! It is small
wonder that when Cosima and Richard
Wagner met—with her power completely
to understand and sympathize with him and
his aspirations—that they should naturally
fall in love. This meeting proved a bless¬
ing and. inspiration for him. She became
his counsellor, advisor and inspirer—and
remained so until the day of his death.
Domestic Turmoil
IT WAS THE irony of fate that he to
whom the musical world has given the
endearing title of “Papa” as the father not
only of the symphony and quartet but the
parent of cheerful, graceful unaffectedly
charming music, Francis Joseph Haydn,
should have had a most unhappy stormy
domestic life which forced him to seek
happiness elsewhere than at home. His
wife, the daughter of a wig maker, was of
violent ungovernable temper, who, as Haydn
himself said, did not care whether he was
an artist or a shoemaker. She was a ter¬
magant, always grasping for money, and
once when he was in London her selfishness
displayed itself in her writing to him de¬
manding that he purchase a certain piece
of property for her so that she might have
a house provided for her widowhood. For¬
tunately fate is not always unkind. Prince
Paul Esterhazy, the music patron and
reigning Prince, offered young Haydn the
position as Capellmeister and became his
life protector. Haydn joyfully accepted
the position as it was a chance not only
for success in life but also for freeing him¬
self from domestic troubles, since the
Prince never permitted the wives of mu¬
sicians to accompany them. Thus he not
only secured an important position but
a life-time release from his marital dif¬
ficulties.
After that, although Haydn
had his love affairs, the great and lasting
influence musically in his life came through
a continuing and honorable friendship with
Madame Genzinger, the wife of a promi¬
nent physician in Vienna, who was several
years his senior. Haydn was an honored
guest in their home and an extended cor¬
respondence shows the powerful and noble
influence she exerted upon him. For her
he wrote several of his Symphonies and a
great number of his sonatas, and it is to the
noble influence and exalted friendship of
Madame Genzinger that may be assigned
his best instrumental pieces. When he com¬
posed the “Creation” and the “Seasons” Ma¬
dame Genzinger was long dead, yet as one
writer says, “May not these his two great¬
est works also be attributable to the same
inspiring influence?”
Beethoven, the Bachelor
\UE ARE APT to think of Beethoven
v ’ the great tonal master as an irritable
absent-minded genius, full of vagaries, liv¬
ing in confusion and untidiness, constantly
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quarreling with his servants and at times
behaving like an enraged bear. If ever a
man needed the care and attentions of a
good devoted wife Beethoven was the one.
He never won such a companion to guide
his destinies and smooth his eccentric na¬
ture. And yet he was always yearning for
this one and only love. His capacity for
human affection is no more clearly shown
than in his love for his graceless nephew
who brought so much heart pain into
his life. Love to Beethoven was not a
sudden flame which hums brightly then
fades but a constant light which illumines.
His loves were many, but all honorable
and pure. It was unfortunate that most
of those women to whom Beethoven was
attracted were those whose rank forbade
any serious thought of union. It is not
possible to enumerate all those women
who inspired the Titan of music but we
know that to the inspiration of such wo¬
men as the Princess Odescalchi, Baro¬
ness Ertmann, Countess Giulietta Guicciardi, Countess Therese Von Brunswick,
Bettina von Brentano and Amalie Sebald
—the “Seventh Symphony” and the “Eighth
Symphony” were inspired by her—that the
world owes his most sublime creations.
The gladsome joyousness and sweetness
of Mozart's music which has and still does
gladden the world was induced by the un¬
blemished mutual love and devotion of his
wife and himself. This young couple who
were never quite free from the sting of
poverty or the struggle for freedom from
want, nevertheless lived with the joy and
verve of youth which the composer’s music
exemplifies. All of his great works were
written after his marriage to Constanze
Yon Weber who was his cheerful compan¬
ion, counsellor and guide, guarding him al¬
ways, as his health was delicate, diverting
him when he was tempted to overwork and
overtax his strength, yet seeing to it that
he fulfilled his engagements and encourag¬
ing him to better and stronger composition.
His “Mass in C Minor” was written as a
thank offering after her first child was
born, and she sang the solos at the first
public performance. His opera of “Entfiihrung” was a distinct suggestion of their
iove in which he pictures himself in the
character of Belmonte and his wife in that
of Constance. Through all their struggles
she was his cheerful helpmate and manager.
The story is told that on one occasion when
there was no fuel in the little home and no
money with which to purchase it, a friend
found the young pair busily waltzing
around their bare room in order to keep
warm. Is it any wonder that such cheer¬
fulness produced “The Marriage of Figaro.”
"Cosi Fan Tutte” or “The Magic Flute”?
Fuel for Fire
A FTER A stormy period of infatuation
to a handsome seductive but wholly
unscrupulous singer by the name of Brunetti which nearly led to Von Weber’s ruin
he was rescued by the love and absolute af¬
fection of Caroline Brandt whom he mar¬
ried and who from the time they became
engaged until his death inspired his crea¬
tive power in a marked manner. “Der
Freischiitz,” which, aside from Wagner’s
music dramas, is the flower of German op¬
era, was directly influenced by her advice
and suggestion. He called her his “public
with two eyes,” and when the opera was
finished wrote to her, “The whole has now
a far better effect and I must thank you
for that, my poppet. Your ideas are bold
but they have succeeded.”
In Von Weber's diary is this entry which
tells his life’s effort: “May God still grant
me the blessing which He has hitherto
graciously accorded me, that I may have
the power to make the dear one happy and,
as a brave artist, bring honor and advan¬
tage to my fatherland. Amen.” His prayer
was answered as his married life was one

of happiness and, as composer of “Euryanthe” “Die Freischiitz” and “Oberon,” he
brought honor to his fatherland.
These are but seven representative names
in the list of great composers, and it could
be continued to include practically all, if
space permitted, of those whose musical
productivity has been the result of the sup¬
port, incentive, impulse and consolation
through the influence of women.
In quite another form but none the less ef¬
fective has been the financial aid by which
women in various ways have inspired the
composition of music, and we wish to, pay
tribute to the invaluable service to the com¬
position of music which our own country
woman, Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge,
has given and still continues to give by her
wonderful zeal, interest and activities in
Washington, D. C., and the Berkshires.
In the dim dawn of history stretched the
dark corridors of time which became light¬
er and lighter as age succeeded age and
women were accorded—not recognition, yet,
but at least tolerance in the realm of music.
True Egyptian hieroglyphics show us
women playing on instruments in charac¬
ter like the harp and lute, but the scenes
are distinctly domestic and secluded.. In
Homer we read that the muses attained
their well-known abode on Olympus where
they sang festal songs at the banquets of
the gods, which songs, of course, the muses
composed themselves. But to turn, from
fiction to fact, from mythology to history,
we do not find anywhere in the Bible any
suggestion that women created any music
or were more than incidentally active in it,
as, for example, singing with the congre¬
gation in the Temple. Certainly they were
not among those chosen to render the
sacred songs as a Choir because we are
distinctly told, “Also the Levites which
were the singers—with their sons and
their brethren being arrayed in white
linen,” but nothing about the wives or
daughters or sisters.
The Slave’s

Tas^

handed over to Slaves or courtesans, and
that stigma has1 undoubtedly been one of
the causes for 'the slow development of
music, particularly along creatives lines
among women. The ideas of Greece and,
more powerfully, those of Rome, perme¬
ated all Europe, and it has been a slow
process of evolution by which the thoughts
and ideas of other nations coalescing and
reforming with those of Rome have fi¬
nally produced modern Civilization.
In groping back through time we find
the first authentic instance of a woman
creating music—to quote Lord Byron
The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece,
Where burning Sappho loved and sung.
It was Sappho who lived sometime near
the close of the seventh century, B. C.,
and who first, like the Muses of mythology,
wrote the poetry and composed the music
of her songs. In Greece, poetry and mu¬
sic were inseparable, and we know that
her example was followed by at least two
famous poetesses, Mytria and Corinna.
But after them there is a long silence.
Every age discouraged the participation
of women in music. Even in the early
Christian Church women could join only
in congregational singing until the Synod
of Antioch in A. D. 379 forbade them
/singing at all in the Church services. This
may have been a case not so much of mas¬
culine piety as masculine jealousy. Yet,
with marked inconsistency, a woman, St.
Cecilia, was made by the Church of Rome
the patron saint of music, and in the legend
connected with her name she was said to
have joined with her harp and voice in
divine praises. Therefore throughout the
world we have St. Cecilia Musical So¬
cieties without number, and we are in¬

debted to her for Raphael's beautiful pic¬
ture and Dryden’s noble ode in her honor.
While through the Dark and M'ddle
Ages we read of the Trouveres and Trou¬
badours. the Minnesinger and Meistersinger exalting women with verse and
song, yet not a word do we find of the
gentler sex rendering, far less composing,
music.
A “ladye fair” might indeed
soothe her wearied liege when he returned
from battle or the arduous chase with soft
notes on the lute, but strictly in the seclu¬
sion of her domesticity, not otherwise.
When we recall that it was not until
well in the seventeenth century that women
were allowed to appear on the stage as
actresses we can understand how slow man¬
kind was in permitting feminine advance
in any of the arts. While an isolated
case appears like that of the nun, Roswitha,
who at the end of the tenth century won
fame through her poems which she set
to music, it was not until we come down
to the eighteenth century that we have
authentic records of women composers,
and then only when royalty in the persons
of the sister of Frederick the Great, a sis¬
ter of the Emperor Charles VII of Aus¬
tria, and the Duchesses of Saxe-Weimar
and Saxe-Gotha wrote and published can¬
tatas, songs and operas.
Here and there as time went on and
women slowly gained freedom to develop
their natural talents do we find examples
of their musical efforts. Even the gifted
Fanny Mendelssohn was discouraged by
her brother from, publishing her works
on account of her sex, and several of her
songs were published as his own. The
anecdote is well known of how on one
occasion when Mendelssohn was playing
before Queen Victoria she asked him
about one particularly pleasing piece he
had rendered and in confusion he was ob¬
liged to confess that it was a composition
of his sister. Rubinstein sneeringly said
that women could not produce a good love
song or express mother-love in a lullaby.
How wrong the Russian bear was! He
also once said that music as a profession
was going down because so many women
were going into it. Again how wrong he

T T HAS been lightly asked what womai
-*■ has taken place as a composer with th
great masters of music? An unfair ques
tion. It has taken men whole centuries t
learn music during all of -which tim
women were practically excluded from it
pursuit. What has not been done does nc
dogmatically prove that it cannot be don<
In view of what women have produced i
good music under limited opportunitie:
surely with the present zeal and broadene
viewpoint there is a confident hope fo
future success. With the awakening o
women in all the arts, sciences and indus
tries she now realizes that she can he!
influence the world through her own musii
Some years ago women submitted one
tenth of the manuscripts to publisher
Now they outnumber the men two to on*
and all the time the work more clearl
shows deeper purpose, more individuality
greater courage in composition.
This article cannot attempt to enumerat
the names of those who have achieve
fame and success as composers, but it i
well to recall such a one as Ethel Smyt
whom the King of England made a Dam
of the British Empire. She easily lead
her sex in the art of composition. Mentior
mg only her overture, “Anthony and Clec
&***?*" in D” and her oper
Der Wald, produced in Dresden, Lor
aon, and at the Metropolitan in New Yor
and characterized as virile, masterful i
construction and workmanship, or her opet
“The Boatswain’s Mate” we pass to he
greatest opera “The Wreckers,” of whic
Grove says, “It is difficult to point to an

work since Wagner that has more appeal
to the emotions and is more skillfully
planned and carried out.”
Perhaps we naturally think of Clara
Schumann who was at once inspirer, com¬
poser and interpreter of music. Her
works consisted not only of numerous
songs but more serious pieces eminently
successful in construction as well as sin¬
cere in purpose. Clara Schumann’s de¬
termination to make the world acquainted
with her adored husband’s productions
limited and restricted her own original ef¬
forts.
We can only allude to such names as
Chaminade, Augusta Holmes and Mrs. H
H. A. Beach among the present-day com¬
posers whose works are known world wide
and to whom no concession need be made
because they are women. Their composi¬
tions of the highest standard have won
recognition by the right of merit

Where, Oh, Where
AS FAR AS composing i concerned
at the present time some one has
asked “Where is there a creative musician
whose genius equals the interpretive talent
of the present age?” While this and that
name are spoken of as of great promise,
nowhere does such prognost n
it predict
a musical star of the first man in' Me. The
recent Schubert Anniversary - , brought
forth only a symphony win
the com¬
poser admitted was plagiarize i largely as
a joke—remote indeed from Schubert or
Beethoven. There is, of course, a plentitude of fine music today but nothing of
commanding superiority.
Music is emotion’s most direct expres¬
sion. The feminine soul is capable of more
passionate emotion, of feelings at once
more intense and more tender than those
experienced by man. After the long period
in which women had no opportunity to dis¬
play any talent or visible ability in com¬
position, it is too much to expect that Di¬
ana—like some one of the gentler sexwill spring forth a full-armed composer.
We must allow a sufficient lapse of time to
pass, a generation or two, before we un¬
dertake to pass final judgment that women
cannot rise to the heights of composition
that some men have.
Huneker wisely says, “In view of what
women have produced in good music, their
absence from the field with their present
zest should serve both for an explanation
of previous failures and a hope for future
success. The present activity of women
in music surely enlarges their claim to
consideration and argues well for what
they may do in the future.”
It is axiomatic that without interpreters
there would be no composers. Intellect
may be divided into two classes, receptive
and productive. Everyone has both types
of mind but the proportions vary. A woman,
as a rule, has a more receptive mind, than
a man. She has in her nature love, pathos,
passion, poetry and religion to give her the
power to express in fullest measure musical
ideas. This is particularly true in the
realm of song. If in instrumental music
she has not taken ‘so exalted a position as
in vocal music, it has been largely because
she has not had the opportunity to do so.
The old prejudice has been slow to yield.
but even in the face of difficulties womai
have become world famous as interpreters
on musical instruments. We mention such
names as Camilla Urso and Maud Powell
on the violin—that instrument peculiarly
adapted to delicacy of expression and
taste.
On the piano the first place must be
given to Clara Schumann, of whom Liszt
wrote, “They recognized in this inspiring
vision a true daughter of their fatherland.
They strewed their pearls of song before
her and glorified this goddess of their
race, who, gazing about with inspired
glances and wondrous smiles, seemed ld'c
(Continued on page 855)
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Art of ‘Playing for the Radio

Its Bearing Upon the Great Future for the Musical Home, Music teachers.
Music Pupils and Musical Education
An Interview Secured with
Madame Lolita Cabrera Gainsborg
UD LAYING the piano before the great
£ radio audience is one of the most
thrilling of all musical experiences.
Of course the real artist has his mind and
his soul sealed up in all that has to do
with musical interpretation. But at the
same time, as everyone who reads the
Etude knows, after one has studied for
many years and has absorbed composition
after composition into one’s consciousness,
a great deal of one’s playing becomes sub¬
conscious. Then, when one is before the
microphone, it is impossible not to find
the mind reaching off into the vast dis¬
tances and imagining the audiences of
every description in all parts of the country
listening, listening, listening to every note.
“This is, I sincerely realize, a great
artistic responsibility. It is conceivable
that the right music at the right time
would make a psychological impression
upon some people such as would change
their whole lives. Of the radio artists
that I know the really fine ones are very
sensitive to this, more sensitive, perhaps,
than they might be in playing before an
audience, in person.
Long, Careful Training Imperative
“'T'HERE IS a great deal that one
should know in order to become
an acceptable pianist before the micro¬
phone, but, after all, it is simply the differ¬
ence between a well-trained pianist and
a poorly trained pianist. I play no dif¬
ferently before the microphone than I do
in the concert hall. But my playing has
proved acceptable not because of any spe¬
cial tricks, but because my long, laborious
training, under such a master as Edward
Morris Bowman, schooled me in avoiding
those things which make playing over the
radio indifferent or poor.
"Mr. Bowman died in 1913. Of course
he had no idea that I would gain recog¬
nition in this unusual manner, because the
radio at that time was only a dream. I
don’t believe he ever heard a radio of any
“In training me in the Mason method
( Touch and Technic’) he used first of
all the two-finger exercises which I found
very valuable especially in the under¬
standing of the different touches. The
average student makes no definite study,
for instance, of the legato and staccato
along what might be called scientific lines.
Dr. Mason laid great stress upon this as
did Mr. Bowman. One of the things he
insisted upon was that there should be no
harshness, no roughness at the keyboard.
Over and over again with the very great¬
est patience he would repeat, ‘Listen to
your playing! Listen to your playing!
Listen to your playing!’
Wor\ in Transposition
“A/TR. BOWMAN was a great believer in the technical value of
the Bach Inventions in two and in three
voices. These he would have me trans¬
pose into all of the twelve keys, and at
each lesson he would have me play one
or two of these Inventions in two or three
keys. This work in transposition I found
extremely valuable. It also helped my
ear. I began to realize as a little child
that every composition had a design and
that a change of key did not in the least

Editorial Note—Madame Lolita Cabrera Gainsborg, distinguished Spanish-American pianist, was born at White Plains, New York. Six genera¬
tions of her family resided in Bolivia, South America. All of her brothers
and sisters were born in Bolivia. Her parents, believing there would be
more opportunity for the family in Nezv York, moved to White Plains
a short time before her birth.
Her early training was with her sister. At the age of seven she was
taken to the renowned American pianist and teacher, Edward Morris Bow¬
man. Mr. Bowman was a pupil and disciple of the late William Mason and
one of the best known exponents of the Mason Method. Madame Gains¬
borg remained with Mr. Bowman for ten years and has had no other
teacher.
Her delightful and forceful playing “on the air” has attracted the warm¬
est admiration from connoisseurs everywhere. Of the thousands who wait
for her performances many have imagined that her training was probably
received abroad.
It is an inspiration to know that this remarkable pianist was trained en¬
tirely and exclusively by American methods with which so many Etude
readers are familiar. No more convincing testimony as to the value of
American methods could possibly be imagined.
change this design. It merely moved the
composition into another room, so to speak,
where one might see it under different
lights, different surroundings. Mr. Bow¬
man also insisted that when I played the

Bach Inventions in different keys from the
original that I retain the original fingering
exactly as in the previous key. This pro¬
vided me with great facility in fingering.
It is almost unbelieveable what this will

do for the interested student with an in¬
sistent teacher. It gave me a readiness in
playing and in reading for which I shall
always be grateful.
“Toward the end of my term with Mr.
Bowman my playing attracted the favor¬
able comment of many of his distinguished
confreres, and we had a secret conspiracy.
I was to go abroad and appear in different
countries as an artist who had had none
other than an American training. Alas,
the hand of fate intervened! My dear
father and mother died, and almost at the
same time Mr. Bowman died. This was
a terrific shock to me as may be imagined.
I was obliged to abandon my plans, and
before very long married and settled down
as a housewife and mother.
The Great Future Opened by the
Radio
tt'X'HEN CAME the marvelous radio.
I began to realize that if my play¬
ing were really good it would attract at¬
tention, and I might thereby win the ca¬
reer which had been denied to me. Many
people were saying that, now the radio
had come into the field, there would be no
more- demand for piano recitals or con¬
certs. Just exactly the opposite happened
in my case. I had been literally unknown
as a pianist, but after playing before the
radio for some time a demand was created
to appear in all sorts of out-of-town places.
“The radio I consider the very finest
advertisement that a performer can have,
providing his art is liked by the people.
Furthermore the radio is one of the very
best tests for pure art that one can im¬
agine. Think of it! There is none of
the glamour of the stage, the fascinating
costumes, the personality and smiles of the
artist, the magnetism of the living being.
The music alone is what the radio audience
gets, and by that they measure the worth
of the performer. Thousands of letters
manifest the eagerness with which they
received this art.
“The educational value of the radio in
the home and as an adjunct to the work
that the teacher does is to my mind pro¬
digious.
The teacher gives instructions.
The student hears these instructions actual¬
ly carried out over the radio. The prog¬
ress of students today can therefore be
made at least twenty or twenty-five per
cent greater than it was before the radio
came into existence.
“The public artists who by various stage
tricks have made a success cannot ‘get by
with bluff in radio performances. There
is, however, in the playing of every artist
what might be termed a kind of inner
personality. This is indicated by nuance,
rhythm and various other interpretative
devices which become just as character¬
istic of the player as the smile does of the
individual. These all come out of the radio
and make it a living thing in the home.
“In view of its great influence today
the mechanics of radio broadcasting has
been made highly efficient. If you were
to come into the study of WJZ you would
find that the microphone is placed about
five feet away from the bend of the grand
piano. This I have found to be the best
position in my playing. The vibrations
(Continued on page 856)
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Teachers’ Round Table
(Conducted by

Sequence of Studies
(1) Most of my pupils are begin¬
ners, in the first grade, with a few
more advanced. I am using John
Williams’ Very First Book for the
small children, following it by Bilbro’s First Grade Book, or beginning
with the latter if the child is ten
years or more of age. Should these
children have any technical work
while in the Bilbro book, and what
would you suggest to follow It as a
general study and as technical work ?
Do you like the simple technical ex¬
ercises by Schmidt and the ones by
Hanon ?
(2) Several of my older pupils
who have come to me from other
teachers have a habit of Jiggling
the wrist with each note that they
play, especially in the right hand.
I have tried low wrist exercises and
exercises with up and down move(3) Is there any other way to
train beginners to curve the fingers
except to continually remind them?
That is my bugaboo. Note reading
is easy compared to it, I think.
Mrs. G. W.

rest of the fingers. When
i play with the fourin finger my
fifth finger raises high. I can play
with perfect looseness in moderate
tempo, but get a decidedly weak tone.
If I keep my thumb perfectly re¬
laxed, I hardly get any tone from the.
third finger. Then, when I make
strong tones, they result in con¬
tracted muscles.
If I practice for absolute relaxa¬
tion in the fingers and forget about
loudness, will strength finally come?
Is this the way for me tb®ro<?^ed?
Except in the very lightest playing, the
fingers should always be kept somewhat
firm; otherwise they have no stamina to
drive down the keys. This does not
mean that they should be pulled back from
the hand but that they should be held
somewhat curved and pointing a little
downward from the back o{ the hand.
Where relaxation should be especially
observed is in the wrist which should be
kept loose all the time except when it
is instantaneously stiffened and relaxed in
the full-arm touch.
What you should cultivate, therefore, is
the ability to keep the fingers firm while
the wrist is absolutely relaxed, conditions
necessary for the hand touch. To illus¬
trate this touch, plqce the fingers of the
right hand on treble C, D, E, F, G, with
the back of the hand held about level and
with the wrist and upper arm held loosely.
Now Throw the hand over into the keys,
so that the thumb drives down C, and in¬
stantly relax, allowing the thumb to ride
quickly up to the top of the key. As the
note is sounded, the wrist should jump
up an inch or So and then fall back to
the level.
Repeat this process several times, sound¬
ing the key with different degrees of force,
and then treat each of the other fingers
in the same manner:

(1) After Bilbro’s First Grade Book,
you can well use Eclectic Piano Studies,
by Heinze (in Presser’s Music Mastery
series). If these are too hard, preface
them by Keyboard Adventures, ten Study
Pieces by A. Louis Scarmolin.
A good book on technic to use with these
is Technic for Beginners, by Anna Pris¬
cilla Risher. The exercises by Schmidt and
Hanon which you mention are all right
but are somewhat lengthy.
Sometimes, too, it works well to write
down each week in a music manuscript
book the exact technical exercises which
you wish the pupil to practice. Scales and
arpeggios may be taught especially well
by this method.
(2) Thorough instruction in forearm
rotation ought to cure this fault of “jig¬
gling’' the wrist. Instead of keeping the
wrist low, let it be raised quite high, so
that the fingers can drive the keys directly
downward. Keep the wrist perfectly loose
and let the hand and forearms rotate to
right or left so that it comes directly
each note as it is played. For instance, in
the following exercise, the hand rotates al¬
ternately to left and right, quickly driving
Next, drive down the thiimb again, but
down each key by concentrating the weight as the tone sounds retain ju^t enough pres¬
of the hand upon it:
sure on the key to keep it down. You
may then proceed from this finger to the
Right Hand
next, making the tones legato, and so to
the other fingers:
v LRLR LRLR LLRL RLRL L
L-left, R= right.
Such loose and easy movements of the
arm and wrist ought to do away with
In all these motions you should observe
jumpy or “jiggly” motions.
(3) A little free-hand drill in connec¬ the principle of forearm rotation, throw¬
tion with technical exercises (or preceding ing the hand slightly sideways, as well as
them) may consist in gradually pulling the forward, in the direction of each key as it
fingers from a straight to a very curved is played.
The above exercises should cultivate the
position. I should not worry too much
about this trouble but should occasionally right attitude towards relaxation and
correct a too flat finger position. For most should give you command over the weight
touch
which will ultimately reinforce the
playing, a moderate amount of curvature
tones, so that you may make them as loud
of the fingers is sufficient.
as you wish.

Tjone and Relaxation
I am troubled by a tight hand.
When I hold a note by the second
finger of either hand and play

Reading, Rhythm
(1) The greatest difficulty I have
with my pupils is that of correlat¬
ing the keys and the notes. They

DEPARTMENT IS DBSIGNED TO HELP THE
TEACHER UPON QUESTIONS
PERTAINING TO “HOW TO
TEACH,” “WHAT TO
TEACH,” ETC., AND NOT
TECHNICAL. PROBLEMS PER.
TAINING TO MUSICAL
THEORY, HISTORY, ETC., ALL
OP WHICH PROPERLY BE'
LONG TO THE “0UE8TIONS
AND ANSWERS DEPART'
PULL NAME AND
ADDRESS MUST ACCOMPANY
INQUIRIES.

usuany I'eau iuc a^e first and then
glance at the keys to find it. t nave
given them exercises to play with¬
out looking at the keys. Could you
suggest some other remedies for this .
I also have one pupil who has a
good ear and consequently plays by
ear if she hears the piece. I have
her name the notes as she plays
them, without looking at the keys.
Am I right in doing this?
(2) How soon after starting les¬
sons should a pupil be given scales?
(3) I find difficulty in explaining
rhythm ‘ -*-""
-’—uoes nor unut
__ l„ __r understanding
of it. Is there some pleasant way
of teaching rhythm ? I have all my
pupils count aloud.
(4) How far advanced should a
student be if she has taken, inter¬
mittently, work enough to fill five
years? Do you think she has done
well as she is in grade Five-A ?

explaining also the finger numbers.
Now show how the staff is formed and
what the treble clef is, with its sign. Show
the pupil where the five notes which he has
played are to be found on this staff, and
give him a few of the simplest exercises,
in whole notes, to apply with his right
hand.
This is quite sufficient for Lesson I.
Leave the matter of time-duration till the
next lesson when you may explain whole
and half notes and also take up the bass
clef and notes in this clef, to be played
with the left hand.
From this time on, take care to intro¬
duce only one or two new principles at
each lesson, and let these be thoroughly
(1) This trouble will doubtless cure instilled into his mind before proceeding
itself as the pupil advances. Perhaps the further.
best help lies in sight-reading which you
can further encourage by playing duets
An Hours ‘Practice
with her at each lesson for a few minutes.
Please advise me how to divide
Your idea of having the pupils name the
an hour's practice a day when study¬
notes is a good one.
ing the following materials:
Bach
: Three-part Inventions, Pre¬
(2) Start the scales quite early, say, by
ludes and Fuf/ues
the tenth lesson. Begin with C major, one
Pieces by romantic modern com¬
posers.
octave with the hands taken separately.
Scales.—M. C. R.
Then follow this by others, in the order
of signatures.
(3) Have the pupil learn the rhythm of
anything you give her by drumming it out
first on a table-top, counting aloud, as
you wisely suggest. Having thus mastered
the time-divisions in advance, she will be
prepared to apply them to the keyboard,
where the rhythm may first be drummed
out on a single note (such as treble or bass
C) and may then be applied to the notes,
intervals and chords that are written.
(4) Since the grades are founded on
the normal amount accomplished in each
during a musical season, your pupil is
nearly, if not quite, up to the standard.
She should now be able to play with ease
such pieces as Haydn’s Gipsy Rondo, Schu¬
mann’s Arabesque, and Grieg’s March of
the Dwarfs, Op. 54, No. 3.
But, after all, it is quality rather than
complexity that counts. So it is better for
her to play pieces of moderate difficulty
m an accurate and musicianly manner than
to blunder through more difficult ones, just
for the sake of showing phenomenal’“ad¬
vancement” !

Your time may be divided somewhat as
follows:
Minutes
Scales, finger exercises and arpeggios. 10
Bach .20
New piece .15
Review pieces .15

Rdhe First Lesson

her with her work. But she has
found it wearing on the nerves to
force the child to practice and has
said that she would stop the lessons
until the girl herself would ask to
renew them, a plan with which I
have agreed. But is it best? What
would you have done?
She practiced one hour a day, and
I kept her, as a rule, working on
"""b study four or five weeks, since

oi wnat a pupil SuVUiU
given at
» St
le®son? How much should
him about
In¬
tervals, rhythm, tel1writing
notes
Chords and the like?—E. A. B
’
Be careful not to bewilder the pupil by
trying to teach him too much. Simply in-

Most important of all is Bach, because
nothing is so conducive to pianistic finesse
as melodic expression, especially when sev¬
eral melodies are combined on an equal
footing, as in Bach’s works. It is said that
Chopin, when preparing for a recital, spent
the week previous in assiduous practice on
Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavichord, which,
you know, has been called “The Musician’s
Bible.”

Ir\some ‘Practice
I have a pnpil twelve years of
age who has had about two years of
lessons. She has talent and learns
her lessons well when she wants to.
I have been giving her gold stars
for a good lesson. Though she likes
to receive these she dislikes to prac¬
tice. Her mother is anxious to have
her play well and has always helped

no°esCe h’m t0 thC keyboard and to Panted
See that at first he assumes the proper
playing position. Then show him how to
produce tone by depressing the keys Let
him count up the number of keys Ex
p!am how they are divided into octaves
and how these are distinguished by the
groups of black keys. Give him the letter
names and have him locate a given key in

Under the circumstances, I think it was
best to stop the lessons for a while and
give the poor mother a rest. If the girl
is really musical, she will probably beg
to have the lessons resumed. This should
be done, however, only on her agreeing to
practice faithfully.
Much depends on the orderly way in
AarCL°Ct^Ve hy, lts ,etter name’ Point out which her practice is conducted. Write
Middk C and have him sound the keys out a complete practice schedule for her
with his right hand from this C up five
(Continued on page 861)
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Victor J. Grabel
HE ENGLISH HORN first made
its appearance at approximately the
FAMOUS BAND TRAINER AND CONDUCTOR
same time that the oboe came to
light; and it is, therefore, among the most
ancient of reed instruments. These wind
instruments are part of a group of probably
three voices, namely, the alto, tenor, and
bass tones. The English horn is some¬
times called the tenor oboe. In its earliest
forms it was called the tenor pommel; and
it came to the present form through a series
of gradual improvements.
Very little can be found in regard to the
Alfred Barthel
origin of the name of the instrument. The
present name would lead one to believe
that it had its birth in England, or that it and in cantabile and slow movements it is of the English horn, which make it perfect
was at some time extensively used in that unrivalled. It has been generally supposed in tone color, is lacking.
Very little has been said or written about
country. This thought is not generally that this peculiar quality, however, would
accepted. Others are of the opinion that make it unfit for great rapidity of execution; music composed especially for the English
Horn, and it is usually taken for granted
it should properly be called the “Cor Angle”
that
this literature is scarce. It is not al¬
—somewhat similar to “Cor Anglais”
ways found in regular orchestrations; but
(translated to English horn). This idea
composers have frequently made use of
comes from the belief that it had, at one
its peculiar possibilities to help them to
time, in its earliest specimens, a slight angle
express certain ideas or emotions.
in the middle of its length. This angle,
In many orchestral works, extra parts
however, has been proven to have been
for
the English horn are provided; and
only a slight curve. No instrument so
the tone of the instrument is such that it
nearly approaches the tone of a deep hu¬
is impossible for any substitute to replace
man voice; and in Italy it is called not only
it. Nevertheless, this is frequently done
the “Corno Inglese” but also the “Umana
when the facilities are lacking. The effect
Voce.”
required, however, is not accomplished. To
the untrained ear or to one not familiar
Its Near Relatives
with the English Horn, the melody may
npHE ENGLISH HORN bears the
impart much beauty, but to the truly mu¬
same relation to the oboe as the viola
sical hearers a definite something is lacking.
does (6 the violin; and it is capable of pro¬
Composers used the English horn as far
ducing great effect, both in orchestra work
back as the seventeenth century, when the
and as a solo instrument. Its position in
Scotchman made it an important instru¬
regard to the oboe is the same as the re¬
ment
in his band work. It may be sup¬
lation between a basset-horn and a clarinet;
posed, therefore, that the name English
and the two deep-toned instruments are
horn dated from this time. However, no
frequently confused.
one can be absolutely certain as to its ori¬
It has almost the same scale and compass
gin. There are so many plausible conjec¬
as the oboe (though pitched a fifth lower) ;
tures to be proven.
ranging from E in the bass to about A
In 1767 Gluck gave it some prominence
or B flat above the treble clef. The tone is
when his opera “Alceste” was performed.
full and rich in the lower tones; but as it
In 1774 English bands used the instrument
ascends, unless fully mastered, the notes
quite extensively, and since then it has held
become weaker and of a more nasal quality.
its place among composers and players
It has the same fingering as the oboe
alike.
proper. Its tone is quite similar to the

Tohe English Horn
<By

T3he Home Orchestra
By Preston Ware Orem
PART II
The Clarinet
T MAY be suggested that we have
omitted a very important instrument,
the clarinet. We have done so purposely.
Although very necessary as our combina¬
tion grows, this instrument is more diffi¬
cult of mastery than some of the others.
Like the saxophone it is a single reed in¬
strument, but it differs in many other re¬
spects. The clarinet in B flat is the one to
use. The transposition is the same as that
for trumpet or cornet. The clarinet blends
beautifully with violin and piano, also
with flute, saxophone and cornet. There
are fine clarinetists in all the leading sym¬
phony orchestras.
Whenever possible,
even in a small combination, it is well to
have two clarinet* (first and second).

I

The Trombone
MONG BRASS instruments, the trom¬
bone is one of the finest. Let it be a
slide trombone, if possible.
The slide
trombone (for which the music is written
in the bass clef) is not a transposing in¬
strument. The valve trombone (an inferior
instrument) is a transposing instrument
(in B flat), the music for which is writ¬
ten in the treble clef. We are explaining
this matter, since parts for either trombone
are to be found in many orchestrations. The
trombone fills in well, even with a small
combination, but we would not recom¬
mend it unless a trumpet or cornet be used
in conjunction. We might even have two
trumpets or cornets. The trombone, in the
small orchestra, has a three-fold purpose:
it may double the principal melody; it may
have an independent counter melody; or
it may take the bass of the harmony.

A

Further Additions
YX7E MAY not go much further in the
rr home orchestra, although there are
some other instruments that may, on occa¬
sion, be found available.
Let us recapitulate. We have worked up
to a possible home orchestra, as follows:
first violin, second violin, viola, ’cello,
double bass, piano, flute, clarinet, saxo¬
phone, trumpet (or cornet), trombone.
Even this may prove too large for the aver¬
age American family of today; but inter¬
ested friends and relatives may be drawn
The writer knows
sonally of at least ene family in
suburban tou l, which has a most efficient
orchestra of ix pieces, right in the home
group; and one of the players are professionals. He knows of several other
families that are equipped to play string
quartets and other chamber music combina¬
tions. Odd groups are sometimes to be
met with, even in a single family. For in¬
stance, a trio of flutes, a brass quartet, a
saxophone quartet, a string quartet, backed
up with a piano and a pipe organ. All of
these under our own observation.

oboe de caccia; and the later instrument is
often mistaken for an English horn. Con¬
A. BARTHEL
noisseurs, however, know that the oboe
de caccia is in reality a small bassoon raised
through a fourth. The English horn has but a great ease of action makes it suitable
much the same appearance as an oboe also for a fast tempo. The tone of the
proper, with the exception that it is some¬ instrument is almost the direct opposite of
what longer. The bell joint on an oboe that of the oboe, which is so light and
is almost straight to the end, at which point sportive in quick movements but at the
it becomes slightly flared. The bell joint same time holds a “pleading” tone in the
on the English horn differs in that it is slower effects.
of a hollow globular shape with a large
opening. Built to the scale of F, its part
Its Notable Use
is written a fifth higher than it sounds,
with a key-signature of one sharp more ’T~*HE BEAUTIFUL melancholy-like
tone of the English horn is well used
or one flat less than that of the key of the
composition. In old French scores the in the opening passages of the second move¬
part is found on a mezzo-soprano clef, the ment of Dvorak’s “New World Symphony.”
player reading as though from a treble clef. In many instances, where the English horn
The older Italian composers wrote the part is not available, this melody is played by an
in the bass clef, an octave below the sounds oboe, While the beauty of the written
notes remain, the throaty, mournful quality
required.

As a Solo Instrument
ARE very, very few works
written for the English horn as a solo
instrument, in spite of its adaptability and
pleasant tone quality. Madame de Granval
has written a few numbers, which, though
not generally known, are well received
when rendered. Compositions written for
the 'cello are often used as solo numbers.
Saint-Saen’s “The Swan” is especially
beautiful in the peculiar tone of the English
horn. Many ’cello numbers are in reality
more pleasing when rendered on the Eng¬
lish horn. The oddness of its tone makes
the rendition very attractive.
It is to be hoped that, with the new era
of music dawning on the world, modern
composers will not fail to recognize and
appreciate the possibilities for various ef¬
fects to be found in the English horn and
its better known relative, the oboe.

Shape and Tone
'T'HE ENGLISH HORN is extended
in length by the reed which is placed
on a long metal hollow tube instead of
directly into the instrument, as it is in the
oboe. The proportions of the reed are
larger but it is made on the same principals
as an oboe reed.
The quality of its tone is peculiarly
adapted to express melancholy in music,

The Drum
EXCEPT in connection with the rhythmic orchestra or the toy symphony, we
have
not
mentioned
the percussion instru¬
greased, and all springs lubricated with
tiny drops of oil regularly. Your instru¬ ments. When only a few instruments are
ment will repay you for the extra care and to be had, it may be well to omit even
the amount of work expended on it, by giv¬ the well-known side drum, so dear to the
ing both longer life and better service.
(Continued on page 811)

THERE

On the Pare of Your Instrument
By J. B. Cragun
Your instrument is largely a piece of
mechanism as well as an artistic product.
All mechanism must have care. Brass or
reed instruments should be kept clean, the
slides well lubricated or the joints well
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CHILLER SAID, “Song forbids vic¬
torious deeds to die;” and each day
and year the world at large is real¬
izing more and more the power of and
the need for music. The public school
must give to the child of to-day the richest
possible background of music or it has
failed; it has denied the adult of to-morrow
George L. Lindsay
his rightful heritage of the culture derived
from good music.
Not only directors and teachers of mu¬
sic but also educators in other fields are
with a false conception of music ? Such a
Material
urging more culture and this culture to
plan is wrong from every angle. Special
HE FOLLOWING material is neces¬
take the form of music knowledge and ap¬
teachers of music should be chosen from
sary for the successful presentation of
preciation.
Dr. Will Grant Chambers,
each school faculty. Those who are mu¬
Dean of the School of Education, Pennsyl¬ the above:
sical should present the music lessons, the
For grades one, two and three are
vania State College, in the April, 1929, issue
unmusical ones relieving them of some
of the National Education Association
other duties in compensation.
Journal, said:
1. Rote song material in the hands of the
"How can one live efficiently, happily,
Individual Singing and Seating
2. Large display form of Material that is
and significantly in our world without edu¬
to be studied on the blackboard;
cation ip music ? The college man, without
DEFORE SEATS can be assigned for
3. A pitch instrument and a staff liner;
interest in the arts of our day, is surely
singing, each pupil must be tested in¬
4. A keyboard instrument for playing dividually. Those pupils who can sing
as pitiable an object in terms of culture as
the Harvard graduate of a century ago who
accompaniments, whenever possible; single phrases correctly should be seated
5. A phonograph and records of good in the rear of the room; those who sing
knew no Latin, if such a creature ever
existed.
fairly well should form a middle group;
"Let those who will continue the study
For grades four, five and six are needed: while the defective singers should be placed
1. The same as numbers 3, 4 and 5 of at the front of the room. This plan offers
of the ancient languages, literatures, and
philosophies, as a means of culture. But
grades one, two and three, with the to the defective singers the double advan¬
addition of—
the masses of those who seek preparation
tage of hearing both the teacher and the
for life through a college course will find
2. Books of music in the hands of the singers in the class. It also enables the
more to refine their taste, to direct their
pupils, these to contain unison and
teacher to keep in closer touch with the
conversation into clear and worthy chan¬
two and three part treble voice ma¬
so-called “monotones.”
nels, to fill their leisure hours with whole¬
terial ;
After the above mentioned seating plan
some, creative, and enjoyable reflections,
3. Blank music paper in the hands of the
has been carried out, each individual in a
through the study, practice, and appreciapupils.
row will sing a phrase of the song, begin¬
>• tion of the arts which are most prominent
ning with the last pupil and working for¬
• in the life of our day.”
Procedure
ward toward the front. Begin a new song
CINCE THE MOST natural means of with another row and proceed as before.
Aims of the Public School Music
learning is by imitation, it is logical
to begin by teaching rote songs. In this,
Course
Correction of Defective Singers
TN PHILADELPHIA, from the en- if the children are to imitate the teacher,
| 1 trance of the child into the first grade the first essential is that this teacher shall A/fANY CHILDREN at first have
difficulty in singing. The average
of elementary school until his graduation use as beautiful a tone as she can produce.
from high school, the aims of the division A light head tone quality, not hushed and child, however, soon responds to rote sing¬
“breathy,” but relaxed and with forward ing ; and, with a very small singing experi¬
of music include the following:
placement, should be her aim. The neu¬ ence, almost all children can sing in time.
The course strives—
There may remain a few whom we
1. To give to the pupils the use of the tral syllables, “loo” and “noo,” are used
to emphasize the head quality in tone.
singing voice;
shall call “tone deaf.” This condition may
The fact that the pupils are to take their be the result of one of several causes;
2. To develop in them a love for the
initial steps by means of imitation brings and it calls, for individual help by the
beautiful and fine in music;
3. To develop in them a discriminative up the point of the non-musical teacher. teacher, or, in some cases, by a physician.
taste in choosing the music that they The traditional plan has been for each ele¬
The teacher should remedy the so-called
mentary school teacher to teach her own monotone condition by individual match¬
sing, play or hear;
4. To help them to acquire the ability music lesson. What, then, of the teacher ing of tones. The successful teacher will
who
cannot
sing,
who
cannot
“carry
a
to appreciate the charm of structure
have reduced, by the end of the year
and design found in the best music; tune,” or who cannot keep the pitch the percentage of defective singers to a
5. To lead them, above all, to a concep¬ throughout a song? Are these children, minimum.
tion of that universal and individual who surely will imitate the teacher, to begin
(Continued in December Etude)
language, music, as a beautiful es¬
sential in their daily lives.

A. (fross Section of ^Public School
!"Music in a ®ig Qity
cBy

T

Elementary School
XTEEDLESS TO SAY, in the early
part of the child’s school life he
must be guided slowly and wisely towards
the foregoing objectives. Each year, with its
unfolding of new perceptions, his experi¬
ence may be enriched.
The course of study emphasizes the fac¬
tors necessary to the well balanced mu¬
sical development of every child. Song
singing—both by rote and by note-indi¬
vidual singing, the correction of defective
singers, rhythmic development, recognition
of measure, recognition of phrase repeti¬
tion, ear training—including both oral and
written dictation—development of beauty
of tone: all of these have been included in
the course.

Junior High School Boys’ Qhorus
<By Earl

L.

Barker

Part II
How to Organize the Glee Club
TN ORGANIZING a boys’ chorus or
1 glee club all the boys from the seventh
grade through the junior high school or
hinth grade should be called together and
told they are going to sing four-part
harmony, namely, first and second tenor,
first and second bass. It should be stated
definitely that the work is hard, that it is
a man’s job.
The boys are seated from the teacher’s
left to right in the following order: alto,

soprano, alto tenor and bass. The descend
mg scale: do, ti, la, sol, fa, mi re do is
written on the board in large letters. ’ G
(above middle C) is sounded from a pitch
pipe or piano and all the alto boys are
asked to call this G do and sing down the
scale quite loudly, holding the last do
whrnh is an octave, below the starting
tone. Those boys who can reach this
low G easily with the quality growing
fuller richer and freer are classified as
second tenors. Their range is one octave

All alto boys who cannot reach the low
G easily are classified as first tenors.
Next, the soprano boys arc tested, exactly
the same method being followed as that
used for the alto boys.
t of the
younger boys will test as first tenors, but
age, maturity, nationality, type and tex¬
ture have a great deal to •' with this.
The range for a first tenor : C to D, as
in the following example:
Ex. 2

The next voice to be con-r ered is the
alto tenor. This voice is usually found
in boys just before the period of mutation
or change. Sometimes the voice has al¬
ready broken, but has not taken on a bass
quality, and sometimes it is just ready to
break. For these boys sound the pitch
of A, fifth line, bass staff.
Ex. 3

The boys should call this \ “do” and
sing down to “sol” or E, third space, bass
staff. Those boys who can
y this low
“sol” easily with the voice graving fuller,
richer and freer as it descend are classi¬
fied as first basses. The con. . of their

The last voice to be considered is the
bass voice. Generally it is the older boys
one looks to for basses, but occ inally a
younger boy matures rapidly and his voice
changes. To test the changed bass voice,
the pitch of A, fifth line of bass staff, is
sounded. The boys call this do and sir®
down the scale quite loudly. Those boys
who can sing the low A an octave below
the starting point with the voice rich and
free are classified as second basses. The
rest of the changed voices, or those who
cannot reach this low A, are first basses.
The range of the second bass voice is
A to C, as indicated:
Ex. 5

If voice quality is not understood by the
teacher or supervisor, it would be wise to
ask a man teacher or a second and first
bass from the high school chorus or glee
club and either a teacher or a high school
girl with a good contralto quality to help
with the testing. These teachers or stu¬
dents should rehearse with the boys during
the first few lessons, singing softly and
assisting with the intonation.
Further Steps
A FTER THE boys’ voices have been
carefully tested, they should now be
seated from the teacher’s left to right in the
following order: second tenor, first tenor,
(Continued on page 860)
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lover of music should know. A portrait of each of these celebrities thisgmanner,
is given
and it will be noted that master composers,
graphical sketches accompanied by tinted portraits are presented in this mam
great pianists, noted singers and famous violinists of the past and present

LEOPOLD GODOWSKY
Godowsky (Go-dof-skee) was born in
Wilna, Poland, in 1870, the son of a
physician. His love for music was ap¬
parent as early as his third year and, in¬
creasing continually, convinced his parents
that young Leopold should receive a thor¬
ough musical education. The boy made
several efforts at musical composition—ef¬
forts, which cannot have been too fright¬
fully Ijad, for he has since made use of
bits offthem in other compositions.
His pianistic debut took place in Wilna
in 1879, when he met with such an ova¬
tion that tours were at once arranged.
In 1883 he was entered at the Berlin
Hochschule, at which institution his pro¬
fessors were Rudorff and Bargiel. Go¬
dowsky first visited America, in company
with the great French violinist, Ovide
Musin, in 1884; he appeared here before
many audiences, and his playing earned
him a lofty place in their esteem. After
appearances in France and England dur¬
ing the years 1887-88, he came back to
America, but ere long was off again for a
tour of Europe. His recitals in Berlin in
1900 were of prime importance, placing
him unquestionably in the forefront of liv¬
ing virtuosi. For several years he was
on the faculty of the Akademie der Tonkunst in Vienna. He then returned to
America, which has ever since been his
home. His work as an editor of educa¬
tional piano material deserves great praise.
Among his own compositions, special men¬
tion is due the Triakontameron (thirty
pieces for piano).

CARL REINECKE
' : feeiNEtKE (Ry-nek-e) was born in Al■ tona, Germany, in 1824, and died in Leip¬
zig, in, 1910. His father, a musician of
good standing, was the source of his early
v musical training. When Carl was but
ejeven he gave excellent piano recitals.
At eighteen he toured through Denmark
' and Sweden, going the next year to Leip¬
zig for additional study and for the in¬
calculable benefits which would flow from
friendship with Mendelssohn, with Schu¬
mann and with other important figures
there. New tours were undertaken in the
‘ ensuing years — in Germany, Denmark
(Reinecke was the recipient of a stipend
from the Danish king), Italy and France.
After a period as professor of piano and
composition at the Cologne conservatory, he
became (1854) conductor of the Konzertgesellschaft in Barmen, and, five years
later, musical director at Breslau Univer¬
sity.
In 1860 he succeeded Rietz as conductor
' £>f the Leipzig Gewandhaus Concerts. He
was also, made a member of the faculty
of the noted conservatory in that city.
Fronf 1867 to 1872 he gave concerts exten¬
sively, "Winning the acclaim suitable to
tl?e virtuoso that he undoubtedly was. In
1895 he . gave up his position at the Ge¬
wandhaus; in 1902, his position at the
conservatory. Reinecke wrote a large
amount of music in all forms, operas, can¬
tatas, symphonies, masses, songs, piano
sonatas, and several excellent piano con¬
certos.

CAMILLA URSO
Camilla Urso (Oor-so) was born in
Nantes, France, in 1842, of Italian parenage. She died in New York City in 1902.
From her father and her grandfather, both
musicians of talent, she inherited an intense
love for music, leading to early instruction
on the violin. Upon the removal of the
family to the French capital, she was en¬
tered in the classes of the distinguished
Joseph Massart at the Conservatoire. The
excellence of Massart’s teaching is obvious
from the fact that such violinists as Henri
Wieniawski, Pablo de Sarasate, Teresina
Tua and M. P. Marsick were among his
After a successful recital tour through
Germany, followed by further study in
Paris, Camilla was brought, at the age
of ten, tb America. Here she was hailed
as a true prodigy, and for three years
gave most delightful and astounding re¬
citals which showed her the possessor
of a lovely tone and an excellent technic.
Her Interpretative powers, even at this
early stage of her career, are said to
have been exceptional in scope and in¬
tensity. Then for several years she re¬
tired from the concert stage, not resum¬
ing appearances till 1862.
Going abroad shortly thereafter, her
playing at the Pasdeloup Concerts in
Paris won her tremendous ovations and
she was accorded many honors. Later
occurred tours in Australia and South
Africa, and everywhere audiences greeted
: her with the utmost enthusiasm.

DAVID SCULL BISPHAM
'
Bispham (Bisp-hm) was born in Phila¬
delphia in 1857 and died in New York
City in 1921. Despite his Quaker back¬
ground, uncongenial to music of any sort
and particularly to opera, his early lean¬
ing in this direction was too patent to
be denied.
After singing in amateur
theatricals and with various choirs in his
native city, he went, in 1886, to Italy for
advanced study. Here his principal teach¬
ers were Vannuccini and Francesco Larnperti. Thereafter going to London, he
completed his training under Randegger
and Shakespeare. Thus he may be said
to have had the incalculable advantage of
learning from four of the very greatest
vocal teachers of the day.
His operatic debut occurred in London
in 1891, when his singing and his amus¬
ing acting in a Messager opera brought
him speedy note. Soon after, he sang
with distinction the role of Kurwenal (in
“Tristan and Isolde”) at Drury Lane,
thereby enhancing greatly his reputation!
For about twelve years, or from 1896
to 1908, Bispham appeared alternately at
the Metropolitan Opera House in New
York and at Covent Garden Opera
House, London. He also gave many re¬
citals — incidentally singing all foreign
songs with English text—and these grew
so popular that in 1909 he quitted the
operatic stage in their favor. Among the
roles in which he was best liked were
Falstaff, logo and Kurwenal. He created
leading parts in operas by Cowen, Benedict,
Dame Ethel Smyth and Walter Damrosch.

CARL MARIA VON WEBER
Weber (Vay-ber) was born in Eutin,
Oldenburg, in 1786, and died itpLondon in
1826. Both parents were exceptionally
gifted musicians. Moreover, from watch¬
ing his father’s work as director of an
itinerant dramatic troupe, he developed a
“stage sense” which was later of immense
assistance. His principal teachers were
Heuschkel, Michael Haydn, Valesi, Kalcher and Abbe Vogler. His earliest com¬
positions he inscribed to Michael Haydn.
In 1799 he composed his first opera and
made appearances as a piano soloist. Be¬
coming interested in lithography, through
his friendship with its inventor, Weber
himself engraved a set of his own piano
variations. In 1800 his opera “Das Waldmadchen" had its premiere.
After a short period as Kappelmeister
at the Breslau City Theater, he resigned,
soon entering the services of the Duke of
Wiirtemberg, as Music-Intendent (1806).
The following year he was made secretary
to Duke Ludwig of Stuttgart and teacher
of the Duke’s children. Various operas
were later given their premieres, and
meantime their composer made sensation¬
ally successful piano tours.
For some
time conductor in Prague, Weber became
(1817) conductor at the Dresden Royal
Opera House.
Three years later his
splendid opera "Der Freischiitz” was com¬
pleted, soon to be followed by “Euryanthe,” with “Oberon” in 1826.
Weber was the initiator of the German
romantic school of composition and was
one of the world’s greatest pianists.

HANS ENGELMANN
Engelmann (Eng-l-mahn) was born
in Berlin, Germany, in 1872 and died in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1914. His
father, a military officer who had risen
to the position of private secretary in the
service of Emperor Wilhelm I, intended
his son for the medical profession—but
that Hans was “all music” soon became
apparent. His father, therefore, allowed
him to leave the University at Heidelberg
in favor of residence in Leipzig and
courses in piano and composition.
It was in the winter of 1891 that he
came to America, locating in Philadelphia.
His musical training was continued here
under Hermann Mohr, a teacher of great
merit who proved also a real friend to
the young student. Constantly composing
■works of all types, but especially piano
pieces in lighter vein, Engelmann found
a ready market for his wares. The first
manuscript published in America was The
Marine Band March, an attractive little
composition of only second grade diffi¬
culty. Then followed, till the time of his
death, an amazingly lengthy list of suc¬
cessful pieces—generally easy to play and
ever characterized by that wonderful flow
ot melody which teachers and pupils the
r?
came t0 admire and expect.
he Melody of Love has won the pennon
o popularity over all his other composiions, but there are many close rivals for
the honor among the host of delightful
pieces from his pen.
As an orchestral conductor Engelmann
, also won considerable repute.
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A fine rhythmic study. Grade 3a.
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good octave practice. Grade 5.
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IRENE MARSCHAND RITTER

~
Prom a set of five compositions entitled
From Grandmother's Garden. Grade 5

MIGNONETTE

Other Music Sections in this issue on pages 817, 833, 841
Copyright 1929 by Theodore Preaaer Co.
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Mrs. H.H. A.BEACH, Op. 97, No. 3
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WHITHER?
An impassioned song without words. Grade 5.

TONE POEM

“Ah, whence, and whither flown again, who

knows! “from

Omar Khayyam

AGNES CLUNE QUINLAN
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In relief is shown the mag¬
nificent new home of the
Chicago Civic Opera Co.

|Ljf£ Chicaso.Qvfc Opera. Ag*in th^any,^
vTr^bvlae'<i artists wHo comprise that out-jr_« ■
‘!T3£^tdndi|ig company have* cho$en the Bald-lj®
* twin for rehearsal accompaniments, concert
pLiwork and home use. The true merit of the.!.;.
■"TVB^ldwin has made it the choice of the ■>»
i. < greatest artists throughout the land who (f
f ’ recognize real worth. For concert, for
, * ■ home, choose your piano as the artists do ,,
-4 the Baldwin. Any Baldwin dealer will t
. gladly demonstrate. Grands are priced
from $1450 - - terms to suit you.
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY C
CINCINNATI
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Listen in every Sunday evening
at 7:30 Eastern Standard time to
«At the Baldwin, programs
broadcast from New York over
WJZ and associated stations of
the National Broadcasting Co.
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Immensely Successful Aids for the Teacher

eachin£

%
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TThe Greatest of All Books'^
t For Little Piano Beginners £'

A Valuable
Help to Young
Students

MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY

Learning
uch Delightful and
stinclive Features as

HAPPY DAYS IN MUSIC PLAY

What the “.Presser Service” Means
to the Teacher of Music

Notation

Emm

i

J A Brilliant and Delightful Sequel to X,
T the Superb “Music Play for Every Day” £

TfHu

SUTOR’S
NOTE
SPELLING
BOOK
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Sample Portions of Very Attractive Easy Piano
Pieces That Have Gained Tremendous Favor
THE FIRST LESSON—By C. W. Krogmann
Moderato m.m.J=wo
|

I

» Privileges

little stories from the
seven letters of the
alphabet used in

Catalog No. 11876—Price, 30 cei
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One, two, three, four, Lee-sons haye be - gun.
One, two, three, four, One,
No. 11876
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[JUST A BUNCH OF FLOWERS—By Geo. L. Spaulding
Catalog No. 6631—Price, 25 c
r4
bunch

^
of

Excellent Little Works That Admirably Serve as Preparatory or
Supplementary to the Usual First Instructor for Young Beginners

f#/
flow ....

yA-

NEW RHYMES AND TUNES
FOR LITTLE PIANISTS
By HELEN L. CRAMM
Price, 75 cen
“MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY”—Complete, Price, *1.25
A “Playtime Keyboard Guide” Included with Each Copy—Also Sold Separate!-Price, 20 Cents
FOR CONVENIENCE IN CLASS TEACHING “MUSIC PLAY FOR EVERY DAY” IS
PUBLISHED IN
„ ■ FPV? BOOKS
IN TWENTY “PLAYTIMES”

_
The Most Extensively Used First Instructor For Young

liift*

is

Beginners Just Above the Kindergarten and Primary Ages

BEGINNER’S BOOK
SCHOOL FOR THE PIANOFORTE, VOL. ONE

By THEODORE PRESSER
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NATION-WIDE
AND

CONTEST

PERFORMANCE OF

TO

ENCOURAGE

MUSIC RY

THE

APPRECIATION

YOUTH

OF

OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

AMERICA

-«#•A colorful, characteristic number.

OYS and GIRLS
E

lOOO fa. PRIZES

MINENT musicians and educators, civic authorities and leaders of
public opinion have been so eulogistic in their praise of the har¬
monica as a means of fostering in the youth of America, a proper
appreciation of things musical and of laying the foundations for a broad
musical training and development that a nation-wide contest has been
inaugurated to intensify the already keen interest of American youth
in this universal musical instrument.

How to Enter the Content
Here is your opportunity to win
a valuable prize andto have plenty
of fun while doing it. This is a
contest for every boy and girl—
and there are more than five hun¬
dred fine prizes to be awarded.
Regardless of how old you are, or
in what grade at school you are,
you all have an equal chance to
win one of the prizes. The judges
will take all this into considera¬
tion when making their decision.

Simply use the coupon in the
comer below to ask for a Hohner
Instruction Book so you can
quickly learn to play a tune on
the harmonica. The Hohner
instruction book will give you a
head start on the boys and girls
who neglect to get one.

Free
TO EVERY EYTRAYT

Remember, whether you enter the
contest or not, the Hohner Instruction
Book will be a big help to you. Even if
Along with the instruction
you don’t succeed in winning a prize,
book, you will receive an entry
the ability to play a real musical instru¬
ment will be its own reward. Playing a
blank and a harmonica catalog
harmonica will add so much to your
illustrating almost fifty models
The contest is for the best
personality and popularity, to your hap¬
of the famous Hohner harmon¬
piness and cultural development, that
compositions on the subject: “My
icas. The entry blank will
you’ll always be glad you learned to play
Experience with the Harmonica,”
tell you just
It is easy to enter this contest.
what to do,
Every boy and girl under eighteen
and ,how to
No. 270. Hohner “SUPER CHROMONyears is eligible. You don’t even
proceed in
»^a»
*
taves with
have to buy a harmonica to enter
competing for
Forty-eight perfectly tune d ree ds. Patente d
Contest Editor, Dept. 550'L
this contest. You don’t even have
the morethan
volume and adds tonal quality. Beautifully
to own a harmonica. Even if you
five hundred
etched, nickel-plated convex covers, brass
M. HOHNER, Inc., 114 E. 16th Street
have never tried to play a harmon¬
^H^elyc^d. Avaifabk inkeg
prizes which
New York City, N. Y.
ica in all your life, you can compete
will be given
for a prize. All is easy.
away.
Please send me FREE items checked below:
If you desire to purchase any of the models shown above, and cannot obtain them from your dealer,
Instruction Book □
Catalog □
u>e shall be glad to fill your order by mail, postage paid, on receipt of money order for the price’
Entry Blank □

HOHNER
Harmonicas
CK©B-

Name_
Address _
City_

State.
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LET NOT YOUR HEART BE TROUBLED
Andante con espressione

nvp

Mrs. R. R. FORMAN

MAUD LOUISE GARDINER
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GUSTAV KLEMM
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IN SCHUBERT’S DAY
PRIMO

RICH. KRENTZLIN, Op. 109
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DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS
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COLUMBUS

Violin 5

Sailing, sailing, o’er a sea of blue,
Columbus came in 1492.
He braved the sea to prove the earth was round
From Heroes of the Child World.

Piano

And so our own dear land was found.
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ROGUISHNESS
For Rhythmic Orchestra

Triangle
Tambourine
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Educational Study Hotes on "Music
in ^3his Etude
By

Edgar Alden Barrell

Cymbals

Louis XVI

Period Utitodel Grand
Graceful cases, ravishingly beautiful tone,
and sterling integrity of construction mark
the latest models of

Ivers & Pond
PIANOS
Built today as in 1880, in but one quality—
the highest—under the original ownerships
management, they are used in over 600 con'
servatories and schools and 75,000 homes.

How to Buy
Where no dealer sells IVERS &■ POND Pianos we
auote lowest prices and ship from the factory though
your home be in the most remote village in the United

for our catalogue and full information.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston Street

Boston, Mass.
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Breath Qontroi
By

THE SINGER'S ETUDE
Edited for November by
EMINENT SPECIALISTS

T3he

Singers Niet

By L. E. Eubanks
Since physical health is the foundation
of singing ability and since diet plays such
a prominent part in health, the singer's
habits of eating are fundamentally im¬
portant.
Singers usually recognize this fact, if
not at first, then after experience. Prac¬
tically all of them try some sort cf diet¬
ing but many proceed on inadequate knowl¬
edge of the subject.
Singers often possess curious idiosyn¬
crasies, some holding that certain articles
of food impair the voice, while others
maintaining that these -ame foods improve
it. W. C. Russell, in “Representative Ac¬
tors,” gives a list of foods and drinks
taken by prominent actors before going
on the stage. He states that Edmund
Kean, Emery and Reeve drank cold water
and brandy; John Kemble took opium;
Lewis mulled wine and oy.ters; Macready
was accustomed to eat the lean of a mut¬
ton chop previous to going on the stage,
but subsequently lived on a vegetable diet.
Oxbury drank tea. Henry Russell ate a
bo led egg; W. Smith drank coffee; Braham drank bottled porter; Miss Catley
took linseed tea and Madeira; G. F. Cooke
would drink anything; Henderson used
gum arabic and sherry; C. Kean took
beef tea; Mrs. Mary Ann Wood sang on
draught porter; Harley took nothing dur¬
ing a performance. Malibran, it is said,
ate a lunch in his dressing room half an
hour before singing. This consisted of a
cutlet and half a bottle of wine, after
which he smoked a cigarette.

Many singers eat little on the day of
their performance but partake of a good
meal afterward. A food used by singers
is the so-called “Jenny Lind Soup,” which
is very bland and does not alter the voice,
ft is made of bouillon and sage, to which
are added, before serving, the yolks of
two eggs beaten up in a half-pint of cream.
A half-teaspoonful of sugar is added, and
it is flavored with spices. Others take raw
eggs and sherry or albumen water, while
st.ll others prefer jellies; of the gelatin
variety, or even honey.
Many singers are fearful of nuts.
Though this is partly a superstition it
would seem to have justification in some
cases. One writer opines that “a soprano
who attempted the high notes after a meal
of nuts might rasp forth a file-like sound
that would send creeps and chills up the
spine.”
On the other hand, onions, those abomi¬
nations of the sensitive soul, are clung to
with curious abandon by some virtuosos
of the voice. Why in the name of all that
is physiological and sensible musicians
and vocal artists should show preference
for this oddity of the vegetable world re¬
mains a mystery.
From experience, the writer has found
Harley’s plan of taking nothing just before
a singing performance efficacious. But he
would confidently advise taking a dose of
oxygen, by breathing deeply. A physician
with considerable experience at singing
suggests that just before a performance

the singer relax fully, sitting “loose as
ashes.” Then he should breathe deeply
several times, inhaling and exhaling to the
limit of his lung capacity. This is the best
of all “last moment” preparations.
One singer of my acquaintance, none too
strong by nature, thought it well to “eat
for extra strength” just preceding her per¬
formance. This mistake is more prevalent
than one may suppose. Food eaten just
before an effort of any kind cannot possibly
be an aid and may be disastrous. It takes
several hours for food, through the pro¬
cesses of digestion and assimilation, to
give one strength. Really, as far as food is
concerned, we are strong today from what
we ate yesterday. And, equally true, we
may be off form today because of yester¬
day’s dietary errors.
No act of ordinary daily life is more
susceptible of habit formation than eating.
Carelessness breeds carelessness; and we
come actually to believe in the necessity
of things which our better judgment should
condemn.
But discrimination, too, may be culti¬
vated. An appetite for wholesome foods
can be created, and we can train ourselves
to moderation if we will. Indiscrimination
and gluttony are mortal enemies of the
singing voice, and all the attention we
give to determination of the right course
in d.et will pay handsome dividends.
Iron-bound rules of eating are not to be
recommended, not even for singers. People
differ too much in digestive power and ap¬

petite for any authority to give unqualified
directions. No matter how wholesome and
nutritious a certain article of food may be
generally, if one dislikes it it will do no
good. But one cannot safely argue contrarily, that an injurious edible will not
harm because one is fond of it. The only
safe plan is to study each individual case.
Great possibilities lie in the fact that
digestive power may be vastly augmented.
The singer should appreciate this truth and
spare no means to perfect his internal pro¬
cesses. He gets some higlih valuable ex¬
ercise in the singing itself, particularly in
the necessary diaphragm culture, but this
alone is not sufficient if lie has suffered
much from indigestion and
neral weak¬
ness. He should, besides, get outdoors,
cultivate an interest in baseball, tennis or
golf—do something in the open air that will
make him really hungry. Hunger is the
true measure of digestive power; no
“forced food” was ever digested as it
should be.
This appetite should not be satisfied ra¬
paciously. Food should be > lected care¬
fully, with regard for the facts already
learned about particular weaknesses. If
the singer eats just barely enough to ap¬
pease his hunger he is storing up digestive
power. Six months of this ;> >gram will,
perhaps, double his ability t "handle a
meal.” It takes “wind,” stamina, general
strength to sing successfully, and so the
singer finds it highly profitable to cultivate
health and muscle.

things We Forget to Remember
By D. A. Clippinger
With all varieties of memory culture
clubs running full blast, the new thought
advocates working overtime, and the large
and growing army of music teachers teach¬
ing a much larger army of pupils how to
memorize, we should be by this time a
race of memory freaks and prodigies; yet
we continue to forget our latch keys and
crawl in through the transom in the good
old way.
There are a number of things that seem
difficult for us to remember. For exam¬
ple: after studying singing for years we
stand before an audience, forget the key
(this time not the latch key) and experi¬
ment with three or four before we get
through. We should remember that all
experiments should be conducted in a lab¬
oratory and that audiences are not educated
to the point of fully appreciating the men-,
tal equipment necessary for singing in one
key while the piano is playing in another.
Should we desire to exhibit this remark¬
able faculty, we should do so. with discre¬
tion and only at long intervals.
When people come to have their voices
tried during teaching hours we, as teach-

ers, should remember that we are public
servants and that our time is not our own.
Besides, social engagements may make it
inconvenient for the inquirer to come at
a more auspicious time. And think of
what might happen to an untried voice in
the meanwhile 1 We sometimes forget the
other fellow is in town until he gets one
of our pupils. Then we wallow in our
wrath.
When a pupil comes for a lesson and
confesses that he has not looked at his
songs since the last lesson, we sometimes
forget and mildly suggest that a greater
degree of concentration on the subject un¬
der consideration would result in a more
comprehensive conception of its meaning.
We should remember that Herbert Spencer
says the origin of art is in play; the pupil
may have read this somewhere and all the
time has been assiduously developing his
artistic instinct after this manner.
When a pupil does not come for a les¬
son at the appointed time and we sit
calmly waiting, we sometimes dream of a
time when things shall be otherwise in¬
stead of remembering that time is only a

™
111
cognizance of
the passing phenomena of this material
environment; that up in the “milky wav”
they can’t tell the difference between the
Fourth of July and the first of January.
What is a paltry thirty minutes’ waiting
when there is no difference between a thou¬
sand years and a day! Anyway, the pupil
may have met a friend. We should en¬
courage these social relationships
We sometimes forget and expound our
theories to our pupils without asking their
permission. We should remember that the
one paying the bills may also have ideas
with which ours conflict.
M e sometimes forget and say things
about the other fellow that would not look
well in print. We should remember that
this is giving him the best kind of adver
tising and send him a bill.
When we arc asked to exchange our nrofessional services for something to cat at
banquets or receptions, we sometimes timdh’ suggest that we have a place where
we get our meals. We should remember
than an appearance at a fine society func-

as yet been able to compute. We should
lie awake at least one night congratulating
ourselves that we are found worthy.
When a pupil leaves the other fellow
and comes to us we sometimes feel sorry
for the other fellow. We should remem¬
ber that to the victor belong the spoils.
This includes spoiled voices as well as
other forms of junk.
If the memory culture clubs will take
us in hand and teach us how to remember
our manners at the right time they will
do much toward ushering in that specula¬
tive condition of society known as the
millennium.

"If thoughts are tones, why bother with
vocal teachers? Let us go straight to the
psycho-analysts, who will pull our thoughtconceptions to pieces and straighten them
out for us, and then there will arise a pro¬
fusion of great singers the like of which
the world has never seen:'—William A.
C. Zerbbi.
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Luzern Huey

Thf. problem of breath control, in
reality one of the most simple in acquir¬
ing vocal technic, is often made one of
he most difficult through an entirely
wrong procedure. Right at the start we
are told that first important objective in
learning to sing is breath control. That
all depends on what use of the breath
o„e intends to make
The other day an Indian girl ran twentyfive miles and “tapered off" by running
around a mile track four times. Now if
this Indian girl, without previous train¬
ing, had started to run twenty-five or
even five miles, the supply of breath would
have become exhausted within a short
time. But this girl had been trained to run
from childhood. What if she had been
singing in a perfectly natural, uncon¬
strained manner from childhood, mean¬
while keeping in running form physically?
Do you imagine she would have lacked
proper breath support?
\sk any little girl, musically inclined,
to sing a song for you. Note how she
handles the breath — subconsciously but
correctly. But ask her to concentrate not
on the song but on the breath and she
becomes mystified. If you attempt to go
into details regarding the breath she will
become utterly confused and totally un¬
able to sine. It works out very much the
same with the adolescent pupil. If the
teacher calls his attention to "breath con¬
trol” before he starts to sing, his attention

becomes centered on that point instead of
on the tone.
The first important objective in learn¬
ing to sing is to control the breath, not
through direct but through indirect action
— not by centering the mind on the breath
but by centering it on the tone.
Running has the same relation to walk¬
ing that singing has to talking. Under
normal conditions one can walk for hours
without discomfort but is able to run
only a comparatively short distance. Sim¬
ilarly one can talk for hours without
fatigue but cannot sing for that length of
time without occasional periods of rest.
Training for song is even more exact¬
ing than training for any form of athletics.
The singer, in order to obtain the most
perfect results, must be under training
rules as regards diet and exercise.
Some advise taking in all the breath
possible before starting the tone.
Of
course then the question is how' to con¬
trol or hold it back. In singing the full
power of the breathing muscles and the
tone-producing apparatus should never be
employed.' Such action takes the pro¬
duction from the artistic plane to the plane
of brute force. The only way an un¬
trained or an improperly trained singer can
produce a big tone is by applying ex¬
treme pressure. A great deal of this
powerful singing, especially on the high
notes, is in fact nothing but noise at pitch—
if indeed it happens even to be at pitch.

BRAMBACH
BABY GRAND

C

HRISTMAS

“He Was 1Despised”
By* Herbert Antcliffe
With tiif. contrasted number, I know sorrows,” a cry of wonder, of relief, yet
that my Redeemer liveth, He was despised of deepest penitence.
The second, or middle, section, often
shares the greatest popularity of the vari¬
ous solo numbers in Handel’s “Messiah.” mistakenly omitted, dealing with the physi¬
Whether it is merely a coincidence or cal side of Christ’s humiliation, provides
scope
for some small degree of passionate
whether the fact of their spontaneity ac¬
counts for their popularity, these two utterance, but this is only a short contrast
stand absolutely unaltered without the al¬ to the main theme of the spiritual suf¬
ternative versions given for most of the fering—He came unto His own, and His
solo numbers in the early editions of the own received Him not. This, * in other
words, is the deep unspeakable tragedy of
oratorio. Comfort ye, Every valley. The
people that walked and Behold and see which it tells. And in putting the right
music to it, the only possible music, it
are the other unaltered numbers.
When Handel had an idea of great seems to us now, Handel reached back
towards the old contemplative church
’beauty and expressiveness he did not worry
it but let it stand in all its unadorned ef¬ musicians who forgot, if they ever knew,
fectiveness. It is a pity more singers do that music could be a means of display.
Properly sung and played the music is al¬
not follow his example in this matter. The
most accentless and certainly has nothing
greatest mistake most of them make, par¬
ticularly in this number, is that they en¬ of dynamic force in it.
Yet look how the cumulative effect is
deavor to put too much expression into
achieved—by simple, obvious, yet convinc¬
it. They color each of its phrases, and
ing methods: He was despised— despised
often each of its words, with a different
and rejected—rejected of men—a Man o!
quality of tone and character. Consequent¬
Sorrows! In nearly everything he wrote
ly they miss the mystic awe and restrained
Handel employs only the two marks of ex
sorrow with which it is infused.
pression, piano and forte; but in nothing is
Its very simplicity makes it a great
the comparative character of these marks
temptation to singers to exercise their in¬
more evident. Anything extreme would
dividual distinctive characteristics upon it.
be foreign to the restrained character of
Yet the expression of pity, of pathos or
of grief must be restrained and the music the meditation. Moreover, these apply
only to the accompaniment; the vocal part
left to make its own emphasis: the slight¬
is left entirely to the discretion of the
est approach to passion, to hysteria, to
. ,
,
excitement or display evidences an ele¬ singer.
To stand up on the concert platform and
ment of self-consciousness entirely contrary
sing this solo seems to some people al¬
to the spirit of the piece. For remember,
most an irreverence. Yet when it is sung
this simple pathetic prophecy is no rhetori¬
as it should be, those who listen will for¬
cal utterance, particularly to the Christian,
get the secular, distracting circumstances
but a personal meditation which leads in¬
and lie absorbed in the tale of sorrow it
evitably to the self-humiliation of "Surely
He hath borne our griefs and carried ourr

■■Most singers try to make their voices sound big and by trying to do
so they makeTheir bodies rigid, and most of them tighten ^ifksaftei
breathing deeply. Some of them tighten their jaws also. Perfect relaxa¬
tion of the head, so as to be able to make a. complete circle while singing,
will help many singers in their course.”—Lazar Samoiloff.

with music...on the most

beautifully toned... popular priced ...
instrument of small grand creation. Through
all the years...the golden tones of a genuine
Brambach.
In selecting your piano, remember these three
achievements of tone supremacy which have
made Brambach the world’s largest makers of
small grand pianos. The Tone Expander that
imparts to Brambach the tone volume of larger
instruments. The Brambach Scale that is con¬
ceded the finest in any baby grand. The Sound¬
ing Board that so enriches the tone, is greater
in area and string length than any other small
grand. It is guaranteed unconditionally for life.
Brambach Art and Period Models to harmonize
with every scheme of interior decoration. Gener¬
ous and extendedpurchase terms through Bram¬
bach dealers place this leader of baby grands
within the reach of every lover of fine music.
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Shortcuts to ^Modulation

AH GV|

1By Rob Roy Peery

NOWLEDGE OF the art of modu¬
When this simple formula has been
lation is now considered a necessary memorized, it should be transposed from
part of the equipment of every aspir¬ every tone in the chromatic scale, that is,
ing- organist; and that organist, amateur D flat to A flat, D to A, E flat to B flat,
or professional, who has not at his finger¬ E to B, F to C and so on.
tips a sure method of moving gracefully
II. To the Augmented Fourth or Di¬
from one key to any other key is laboring minished Fifth
under a distinct handicap. In the wellThe next, modulation is to a more dis¬
regulated church service, as well as in the tant key, the model given being from F
theater, an abrupt change of key is no
sharp (six sharps) to C. As previously
longer tolerated.
done a mechanical procedure may be
There is therefore need for a tabulation, adopted. Let the three tones in the right
as brief and concise as possible, of a
hand ascend a semi-tone and the bass de¬
means of modulation to every interval in
scend a semi-tone. This gives us a domin¬
the scale, a plan which, if not altogether
ant Seventh chord in the new key but with
academic, will at any rate prove reliable
the seventh in the bass. This is the third
when needed. A well-trained organist is
inversion of this chord and is figured V2.
able to move about between keys in any
A peculiarity of this inversion is that the
number of approved ways, but herein we
bass resolves to the third of the tonic triad,
are concerned with the easiest way, the
but this sensitive tone must not appear in
shortest route to each key.
the right hand. This is called a I6 chord.
A working knowledge of but two chords
A triad on IV of the new key should pre¬
must be assumed in approaching this subject, the dominant seventh in all its inver- cede the cadence which is the same as in
the first model.
sions and the diminished seventh chord.
1 he dominant seventh is built on four al¬
Model—F:
ternating notes from the fifth of the key.
The diminished seventh is composed of
tour tones built up in minor thirds, for ex¬
ample, C sharp, E, G and B flat. There
are but three possible diminished seventh
- e-iords, although they might be spelled in
- a number of different ways.
f» 1 c v«
i,
For purposes of clarity, ail exercises will
be written in close harmony, with three
It will be seen that this modulation is
notes in the right hand and one note, the
relatively easy when
wnen one is leaving a key
bass, in the left; and they should be played ..-.ativcij.
of numerous sharps or flats. The reverse
without the pedals.
process is equally simple when the student
I. To the Dominant
First we shall take up the modulation becomes familiar with the dominant
to the dominant key or fifth. This may sevenths of. the more difficult keys. This
be accomplished with the fewest number of modulation should also be practiced from
moves by using the diminished seventh each note in the scale. I cannot recom¬
chord on the raised fourth of the new key mend this step too strongly, for with each
In the model given the modulation is from repetition the process becomes easier.
III. To the Subdominant and Major
the key of C to G, one sharp. The fourth
of the key of G is C, which is the bass Third
Modulation to the subdominant, or interval
note of the first chord. The fourth raised
becomes C sharp, and the chord is C sharp of a fourth, requires but one move in the
E, G and B flat. It will be noted that only right hand. It is the easiest modulation to
two tones move, the bass ascending a semi¬ acquire, and we shall give it but little con¬
tone and the soprano descending a whole sideration. While the movement of the
tone. The two inner voices remain the parts might be improved by other positions
of the dominant seventh chord, for prac¬
A cadence is necessary to give finality to tical purposes this model is recommended.
any modulation. The student should studv
the cadence given in this model, as it will
be used in all subsequent models. It is
made up of a tonic six-four chord, domi¬
nant seventh and tonic. A six-four chord
is nothing more than a tonic triad with its
fifth doubled in the bass.
Model—C to G

Modulating Sequence

IV. To a Minor Third
In modulating to a minor third, the pro¬
cess is greatly simplified by using an inver¬
sion of the diminished seventh on the raised
fourth, the same chord used in the first
modulation, but in this case it is built on
the bass note of the first chord. This di¬
VI. To a Major and Minor Sixth
minished seventh resolves to the tonic sixIn modulating to the major sixth, the
four of the new key, which introduces the
dominant seventh of the new key is used
cadence as in previous models.
in its second inversion, that is, with the
fifth of the chord in the bass. This posi¬
tion of the chord is figured V/t. There
Model—C to E flat
is but one tone common to both chords,
but, if the student will carefully spell out
the new dominant in his mind, there will be
1 ttle difficulty in finding it. For the sake
of greater melodic interest in the cadence,
a Il6 chord, or chord on the super-tonic,
with the third in the bass, has been used.
C1
t!
The third is doubled in this chord.
V. To a Major and Minor Second
We shall consider these two modulations
Model—E flat to C
together, since both employ the use of the
dominant seventh in its root position and
are so nearly identical. In going from the
key of C to D, as m the model, the bast
skips down a minor third to the dominant
ot the new key, the soprano moves upward
a semi-tone to C#, and the remaining voices
make up the chord desired. Care must be
taken in resolving this chord that the fifth
and seventh both progress downward.
This modulation, to be pure in mode,
Model—C

Model—C to F

i

1V

H vj

Going to the minor second, the bass
similarly drops to the new dominant now
a major third below, and the two middle
voices drop a semi-tone, the soprano re
marning common to both chords.
Modulation to the mediant, or major
third, is one which usually presents diffi¬
culties, but, by using the same chord as
in the previous modulation and considering
the B flat as A sharp (this chord then
being an augmented sixth chord), the diffi¬
culty is reduced a great deal. Considered
mathematically, the soprano and alto re¬
solve a semi-tone up, the bass a semi-tone

I« Vj

T5he Accompaniment of Hymns

down, while the other voice remains the
This formula makes an excellent method
This then brings us to a I six-four for
— familiarizing
.f one self with the domi¬
chord in the key desired.
nant chord in all keys. Making a sequence
of it, and disregarding the aforementioned
Model—C to E
tendency of the fifth and seventh, the stu¬
dent is urged to modulate in this way
through the entire key circle, until it can
be done with considerable ease and speed.
A portion of this sequence is appended:

vl

I IV

Ex.12

It should not be supposed that such a
complex subject as modulation can be
grasped without effort on the part of the
student, and even these “short-cuts will
require careful and diligent application
and constant review. But the ultimate re¬
sults of these studies have already proven
their practicability and usefulness to or¬
ganists desiring this resource.

Ex. H

K

Model—A to G

•milarity of the intervals just studied. The
!Trtiinant seventh is again used, but in the
£ inversion, with the third in the bass.
S position of the chord is called the
V
In both of these modulations there
• 6kut one common tone, and again a
toowledge of all the dominant seventh
essential.
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should go to C minor, but some authorities
permit its resolution to either major or
minor. A modulation is pure in mode when
the third of the new tonic is contained in
the old key. Certain chords, such as the
augmented and Neapolitan sixths, neu¬
tralize the influence of the old key on the
mode of the new.
The minor sixth modulation is closely
related to the major sixth, the same means
being used, as shown in the model.

By Henry Hackett
If the services at different churches
vary considerably, there is one thing com¬
mon to all, and that is the inclusion of the
hymn; and frequently it receives less care
from the organist than any other part of
his work. The skilful organist, who could,
if he cared, accompany the hymn artisti¬
cally often considers it beneath his notice;
while the unskilled man, who would do
it well if he could, has not the ability and
experience.
With a skilled choir, strong enough to
lead the singing of the congregation, an
accompaniment is all that is needed, and
the usual plan holds good of playing in a
sustained manner and avoiding repeated
notes otherwise than in the treble part;
provided that the given expression marks
receive due consideration. With only a
moderately skilled choir, however, as also
when a very large congregation is
present of sufficient numbers to over¬
weight the choir entirely, the organist
has to be more of a leader and his style

of playing must be of a different type.
There are various ways of preventing
congregational singing from dragging.
Among them may be mentioned the follow¬
ing:
(а) Playing the treble part in octaves,
—the tenor and alto part with the left hand
and the bass with the pedal.
(б) Playing the manual part slightly de¬
tached and the pedal part legato, or the
pedal detached and the manuals legato.
(c) Utilizing the right hand for the
treble and alto parts and playing a little
staccato, while the left hand and pedal are
played molto legato.
While deprecating staccato playing pure
and simple in the rendering of hymn tunes,
one must admit that the device mentioned
at (c) is remarkably effective in keeping
a large congregation together when singing,
the staccato right hand marking the time
Well and the left hand and pedal preserv¬
ing the dignity of the music by legato
playing.
—Musical Opinion.

The Foundation of Music

P

IANO music is the basis of all musical training. The
piano is the one instrument adapted to home use which

interprets all harmonic forms and gives expression to every
emotional thought.
This is illustrated by the satisfying completeness with which the

KIMBALL
PIANO
gives utterance to each phase of the composer’s mood. The
exquisite delicacy of its tones in expressing the most subtle
nuance is balanced by an inspiring power that gives full
value to the stronger phrases. For generations, many thou¬
sands of homes have looked to the Kimball piano for their
chief intellectual pleasure.

Preliminary Organ Drill
By

The new case styles, both for grands and uprights, are singu¬
larly artistic, and express with a delightful individuality the

John Irwin

Enabling the organist to prepare mentally and physically for the work he is
to do, the following exercise should precede each practice period.
The organist seats himself squarely in
the middle of the bench with left hand
in lap and with the feet at rest. He
raises the right hand to the keys, holding
the fingers in the shape used for clutching a tennis ball, with the finger tips about
one-fourth of an inch above the keys.
Then, counting aloud in a crisp and
rhythmic manner, he allows the thumb
to drop repeatedly on the key with a
feeling of weight. After doing this about
five times in the following rhythm:
___
_
-■&'$ w | '« I - I [' | (J
tf4 1
1 1
1
I
'
he should allow the hand to relax < m-

modern trend in exterior design.

pletely, dropping it to his side The ex¬
ercise in attack and release may then be
practiced by the second, third, fourth and
fifth fingers. The left hand and the feet
are now taken in turn, the full depth of the
^ey being reached instantly, with as little
movement as possible on the part of the
hand
In contrast to the fingers which get a
distinct feeling of dropping on the key
the foot in the pedal exercise should touch
tde pedaj previous to attacking it. Different valuations of notes may be used,
both legato and detached, in order to vary
^be exercise.
The aim of all practice is consciously
to improve one’s playing. This drill if
conscientiously used will prove a great
help in so regulating the touch as to make
it decisive and brilliant.

Graceful Organ Playing

Catalogs on request. If you are not conveniently
near to a Kimball dealer, we can supply you direct.

W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

[AUSTIN ORGANS!
LIST ot cities and^churches and orrealization that Austin organs stand preeminent among the most discriminating
purchasers. The famous large Austins
are heralded ^through^mt nmny sections
true ofall^arte of the country. Smaller
instruments seem to bfve in generous
dfsUnguSh the large^Sst^lments^ ^
whateversize and dimensions and as far
as they extend in reg!stration they show
the like excellency. Even greater propor¬
tionate impression has been made at
times with instruments of smaller scope.

State Theatre Building, Boston, Mass.
Theatre, Hotel, Broadcasting
Church, Concert, Residence
^
1

(AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
1 165 Woodland St.

Model—E to C

Hartford, Conn. J

Z.P- To a Major and Minor Seventh
, le tvvo remaining intervals are also
taken up together, having the recurring

Practice periods available for non¬
students. Write for information
and booklet.

By Helen Oliphant Bates
Music should always be associated with
2. Looking at the feet.
, , ,
grace and beauty of movement. But on
3. Shifting eyes and head back and forth
VERMOND KNAUSS
some instruments, like the violin, harp or from music rack to keyboard and pedals,
SCHOOL OF ORGAN PLAYING
piano, it is easier to play gracefully than (The organist should learn to play with210 North Seventh St.
Allentown, Penna.
,it is on the organ. The organist should, out having to watch the hands and feet.)
Two and three manual modem electric action organa
therefore, make a special effort to avoid
4. Making changes of registration as
for leaaona and practice. Part Scholarships available.
awkward and ungainly motions such as the though this were a gymnastic feat,
THE SPENCERTliRBINE CO
CHURCH and CONCERT: Catalogue E2
following5. Manipulating pedal keys and expresTHEATRE: Catalogue E
1. Moving about on the organ bench.
sion pedals with noisy motions.
a touch with the higher ideals of art and 1
When you write to our advertisers always mention THE ETUDE. It identifies you a
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Model C to D flat
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(Continued from page 813)
“jazz” player. If one plays dances, how- hands of a Horner or a Reiter, it is of alever, it may be employed. With larger most ineffable beauty, An expert in such
recently that horn
combinations, it will, of course, be needed, matters has told
The lighter percussion instruments may players are born, not made. Very well!
prove effective at times: the triangle, the Let us hunt out more of them, then.
castanets, the tambourine, are all good.
Jazz
Distribution of Parts
E HAVE not much to say anent the
“jazz orchestra” in the home. If
USIC, as published nowadays for
school orchestra, such as the series our young people will insist upon dancing
syncopated double-time only,
of Presser Orchestra Books, will be found
contain additional parts that will prove of course, have the “jazz orchestra.
Jazz
helpful to the home amateur. The solo has added its contributions to our musical
violin part (written for a good player) palette, rhythmic, harmonic and kaleidowill add brilliance. The obbligato violin scopic. The rest will pass. As we have
parts, A and B, both in the first position sajd before, styles change.
and easier than the regular second violin
Piano and Organ
part, will satisfy younger players and will
help to fill in the harmony. There is a
return to the piano for a little. In
part for the tenor saxophone in B flat, a I-I JEplaying
larger works in the home, such
,,
fine instrument. There is an oboe part, in¬
symphonies, overtures and the like.
terchangeable with melody saxophone. We — would suggest a good four or six hand
recommend this latter instrument, arrangement for piano of the work to be
however, under ordinary conditions. There attempted Add to this the desired instruis a part for third trumpet or cornet. This mcntal parts from a standard orchestral aris rather easy, always. Any of these will rangeraent. Make sure, of course, that all
fit in nicely.
are jn the. right key, and that no “cuts”
have been made. The result may prove
Oboe, Bassoon, Horn
surprising. The writer has tried this exE HAVE omitted mention of the periment frequently, with great success.
oboe, a beautiful double-reed instruThe combination of piano and cabinet
ment, not often found in amateur bands, organ (reed organ or harmonium) so
The fingering is not easy, but the instru- popular in England, is not so usual in this
ment is well worth trying.
country, but we speak a good word for it.
The bassoon, another double-reed instru- Again, the instruments must be in tune,
ment, may be regarded as the bass of the They must always be in tune. To the com:X.‘L'roi
oboe. Neither is a transposing instrument, bination just mentioned, almost any of the
i f^SStional
At the recent Conference of Music Super- usual instruments may be added, with good
visors, in Chicago, we had the pleasure of effect.
Inspiration il
ieeing and hearing several young ladies
Finally, the writer extends his best
.
“* in
’ the
' bassoon
- wishes for success to those who are or
_ than
“making good”
group of the large and efficient students’ may be striving for a home orchestra. In
the brief space allotted he has endeavored
(Swede Dialect)
orchestra.
B'r. -Hia
The French -horn is one of the most to cover the subject in a manner neither
(Italian Dialect)
artistic of brass instruments. It is a trans¬ too sketchy nor too technical, with the hope
IG to Me
. (Hun us Juvei
posing instrument, always in F, nowaday; of unravelling some of the many perple:
music form—price, postpaid, each 35c More amateurs should study i
In the ties in connection therewith.
•i runs 1930 Collection,” $5.00.
: • of entertainment material on request.
T. S. DENISON & CO.
Dramatic Publishers
Xo “Slow 'Grains” to VXtusic Land
623 S. WABASH AVE., DEPT. 73
CHICAGO
By H. Edmond Elverson
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First
Lesson Illustrated
—explains all about

Saxophones

TrL Tone
_
write today for the BuescherSaxophone Book,
gee the first lesson chart—look over all the
different
acquainted jwith
UlliCICllk saxophones—|get
DOAupiivv^ a— ^ -!-the many strictly Buescher features that make
the Buescher Saxophone the easiest of all in¬
struments to play.|

MUSICAL READINGS

that they can
and * have 'them
v;....,. Die head tone flowif they use chest tone, e
top, explaining what yi
them do.
Q. Our ten-bell chime is being enlarged to
a thirty-six-bell carillon. Can' you suggest
books on the carillon, including carillon playing and music Jor the instrumentt Where
can I find information on the use of an adult
male choir in an Episcopal Church t Is the
hymnal published in an arrangement for
must the hymns be rearranged
ar hymnal? Will you suggest
choir training and suitable
’I™VrZulZ^^^ora>lor.

tnr
If Liebllch
.. .
an extension of No. 3, but ,-r .Vo. 7. If you
octaj;e couplers (they should be
Included) you should Inn-- 7 , note chests.
73° “pipes* *“
to
Stop. . '
a certain
objectionable. We should
n.n °Pinlon in a sped lie <
,,le proposed unit Specific*

J /„- 7hTL,n organ I ,

Deo stops

RW S doZCrk±K° H. "d. WtT ^(WVf-

Write lo us about anything in this line
TheM • *
,
SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST
mJ^J^sicJupple^nt of this Magazine is Printed by Us

of a book, “Carillon Music and Singing Tow¬
ers of the Old World and the New ” and are
also advised that information on the subject
may be had by addressing the author of the
book, William Gnrkam Rice, 135 Washington
Alb,l,‘y- New York. In the \nril
1!)2!), issue of The Etude will be found an I r synthetic and means thin the stop is
article^
Study in^ Bells, Chimes or Cnril- rnnm-d by more than one set of pipes already
Eolated to National Life,”
included in the specification.
3. Campbell, and
if The Etude an
‘Singing Tows
e so much trouble finding suit1.V Theodora Lyon
ations of stops on the organ
h I play and which is described in the
*™ specification. I shall appreciate it
c^aiaC^
much if you trill suggest some suitable
arrangement of the New Hymnal for men s
.- ——
rim.n,1:Il-Vra:!a.1; however, d.es contain t!lat
’* possible to use together. What
■*WXL
o£ arrangements of
"I>s should be used for a high soprano and
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exPprlnipnt with different combinations ami
,he result. For an ordinarv supporting
■gi.strirtion you might try Great Melodia
nd Dulciana, Swell Stopped Diapason and
late
Rourdon. Swell
pnson and Swell Oboe. For brilliancy add
the Great Gemshorn 4' and Swell to Great
I coupler. The “Unisons off” make avail«!e..S0Se 8f“,'’ial effects. For instance, draw
11 Mopped Diapason and Swell to Swell
D> and 4 couplers. Take off Swell Unison
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dios, Medford, Ore

An Invaluable Aid in the
Training or the Piano Stu¬
dent. Gives the Correct
Tempo and Teaches an Adpreciation of Ithythm.
Our Metronomes a
J- Your Dealer Make

BENNINGHOFEN

Faust School of Tuning

r', !" ; ^■'actical

specification as being wh.Tmi.Se, following
amorint vo°d bui,dez for approxinmteTv“[he mi a combination of “Bourdon” 16“ and
Flute 4’ will he iivailnhle for part of the
MUSIC COMPOSED
Swell organ key-board. The
use will be dependent on whether
•e slxty-one or seventy-three
8 ft. 73 Pipes note chl
iv of your Swell organ stops
8 ft. 73 Pipes "jay be
I ugly or collectively as solo
n— -ln
— nn
?«• 73 Pipes 8
o.K:,„ Dulciana „
-... subjects prepared )
|3 Pipes S?PHtny n^ st°PGreat Dulciana and
Z2£1Be8
1 ?toPPpd Diapason coupled together are
Brown,1' Lnnsdownf l”! arraDged' Ge0rge A‘
8 ft. 73 Pipes P£j5>a!,ly»the softest stops in your specificausoi £L
uset! together. The stops to he
f
the voices you name, as well as for
16 ft. 97 pttvoo sneh «!re,r.i..voices’ must be determined hy
Stopped Diapason

l addressing our advertisers

METRONOMES
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subject of choir training
THE MUSIC "rE^CHER’S

Attention, Piano Teachers!

"

s8v?wi
8 ft 73 P JJp? adrantnf'. 1l?W rnu 1 u*e mV time t0
8 ft. 61 Pipes
0f;c’ Should I stick to scales or use
(Continued on page 861)
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Piano Tuning, Pipe and
Reed Organ and Plnjer
Piano. Yeor Book Froo
27-29 Gaimboro Sheet
BOSTON, MASS.

No place for the “slow boy” of Music
Land, in these days when it is possible to
circle the globe in less time than it takes
that body to turn twelve times on its axis,
Not that art and the twentieth century
speed mania have much in common, but
that the one who would rise above the
crowd must use the means of the period
to achieve that end.
Just so it is that the former musician of
a single talent no longer finds an easy trail
up the mountain of success. The typical
musician has become a person of broad culture, an individual who can meet the man
oi the world and hold his own in an intellectual tilt. The “warbler" and the “keytickler” have given way to the musician
with a well-rounded education.
With this in view, the music student who
would woo and win success must look well
to his or her equipment. There, of course,
must be mastery of the technic of the

voice or instrument; but, along with this.
there must be a many-sided culture, which
can be acquired only by broadly outlined
reading and study.
As a foundation for all this there must
be a good general education and a wide
acquaintance with the poetic and prose hterature of the world. Then the mastery
of harmony, counterpoint, musical form.
and a working knowledge of composition ;
these are. presupposed. Along with these
there must be a rich fund of musical lore,
such as can be acquired only by much
reading of musical history, musical biographv. and of books interpreting the aesthetics of the art. To assist towards this
end. we are presenting each month our
“New Etude Gallery of Musical Celebritiesand any who missed the first numbers of these and now wish to complete
their series may do so by correspondence
with the publishers.

Master Discs
(Continued from page 808)

MUSIC PRINTERS

Prayer Scene, then follow The Crisp Cottage episode, the duet, Brother, Come Dance
With Me, and lastly The Witch’s Ride and
The Brisk Waite:.. The whole thing is
ENGRAVERS^LITHOGRAPHERS
beautifully played by the Berlin PhilharPRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- BY ANY PROCESS
monic Orchestra; and, though we are made
WE PRINT FOR INDIVIDUALS
conscious of what Humperdinck owes
established ibis REFERENCE ANY PUBLISHER
Wagner in his music, we are still nonethe-less definitely charmed by this music
which will be found on Polydor records
Nos. 19984 and 19985. From Victor Aladvertiser* always mention THU ETUDE. It
When yon write to

__r Book—use
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
2891 Buescher Block
__ Elkhart, Indiana
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO. (547) J
|
2891 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana.
.
Gentlemen: Without^ ok'um j j™ me in au>'
•
• Fam interested in the

1

HARMONY BY MAIL
A practical and thorough course of 40 lessons.
Small monthly payments.
Send for Prospectus and Rates. Mss. corrected.
Music composed, send poem for estimate.
Do“N y

N. G. S.
H. M. V.
0DE0N
COLUMBIA
REGAL
POLYDOR
FONOTIPIA
HOMOCORD
PARL0PH0N

bum M56, we listened to the San FranImported Phonograph
cisco Symphony Orchestra play Massenet’s
ballet music from his opera written around
the famous Spanish hero, “Le Cid.” This
music illustrates the effect that Spanish
subjects have upon a French composer. It
H. ROYER SMITH CO.
is not truly Spanish, although imitative of
“THE WORLD’S RECORD SHOP”
certain dance forms: nor is it important
10th and Walnut St., Philadelphia
music. It might be better characterized as
Catalogue 15c Postpaid (Stamps or Coin)
music of good fun, music that fills the ear
more than the soul.'
Identities yon as one in touch with the higher ideals ot art and life.
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T^he ^Mechanical Aspect of Qhanging Positions
By T. D. Williams

THE VIOLINIST’S ETUDE
Edited by
ROBERT BRAINE

Unanswerable Questions
A

LARGE proportion of the questions addressed to the “Question
and Answers” department of the
Violinist’s Etude can be answe'ed helpfully; but there are certain types of questions which cannot.
For instance, a
violin student recently wrote, “I have
been taking lessons for three years,
I am now playing Kreutzer and Sevcik
ec mca
xeroses, and pieces like de
Beriot s Seventh Concerto, Mentation

ing and his progress from his own teacher,
he might arrange for a hearing with a
strange teacher, preferably one in another
city Such a hearing is called an “audition” and lasts from a half hour to an
hour. The teacher conducting the audition hears the pupil play some of the compositions he has been studying and gives
him various testS) sp that he may judge
kis ta[ent power Gf sight reading,
knowledg£ of theory and skm
the vari.

ity had ever told him honestly that his
talent was only of an amateur description
and not that of an artist. The student
seeking an audition should get one with
an em'nent violinist and teacher who has
had years of experience in developing
advanced violin students and who has a
real standing in the musical world.
Another type of question which is difficult to answer by mail occurs in the case
of a stucIent who sends in a list of the

Have I made' goodprogrlssTr tfeTn^h ous branches of violin technic. Areally
eminent violin teacher can turn a pupil
: I have been studying, and what
my chancesjor becoming a professional
amination, so that he
violinist?”—J. _
D.
It will be''noticed in the first place that g°°d idea of bi* ^lent, whether he has
our friend, -J.
“J. D.”
in 1*
his question
question *«^Z****f£
D." neglected in
two important details. He failed to state
•
• , .
how many hours daily he had practiced to try f°r the profession
during the three years, and also whether study for his own amusement, Manama_
tuicaui nuci
he: naa
had naa
had continuous instruction trom
from *»*»••
teur. 1Professor
Auer duu
and uuier
other famous
good violin teacher during that period, violin teachers give many auditions of this
These two details would have a very im- character to violin students who never
portant bearing on the case. It is also expect to study with them but wish
perfectly obvious that it is impossible for check up on their talent and the possi+
or! 1 +/-if nf fUa qriolin /tanm*4-mnn4 4-^.
hlllfv flf tflPII* Hnitlff SnmptlllnOr urnrtll
mate what progress this student'has'made, while in violin playing
”
without seeing and hearing him play the
Some teachers bitterly resent their pucompositions he names. He may play them Pils seeking such auditions with other
well, and again he may play them so teachers, no matter how eminent, but I
wretchedly that it proves that he has made d° n°t see why they should. Personally,
very little real progress and ought to be I have never objected to this in the case
set back to much easier studies and pieces, of mT °wn pupils, and in some cases have
in order to get any real results in his violin even advised it. Physicians have frequent
playing. A personal hearing is absolutely consultations with ■ other physicians. So
necessary in order to give a helpful answer wby not music teachers ?
to the “What-progress-have-I-made ?” type
of question, so often received.
When Expensive Advice Is Cheap
Of course, a students teacher is the TNFORMATTfw
.
.
proper party to answer the query as to his j , OKMATION from an eminent
progress, but many students prefer to get
,eacller « cheap at any price. The puthe opinion of an outsider. So they write
“ the 'tl
to a magazine. They never seem to real^
e5J°“gh for *e
lze that no one can judge the status of- a *7 , 'bn or mei ely suffic.ent for amateur
student by reading over a list of compOsi- „ San w,et ... . ' has the temperations he sends in as having studied, with- .
“ V° W™t?l0r
?° bet,'
out hearing him play them. The list of
. ,.n
-mself to orchestral work
compositions tells nothing. The all-im- ZJt
n <
audltI°" w,‘h a
portant question is how thoroughly they
f fcf and^yeffire of Time

pieces or exercises he is studying jmd
asks what he should take up next. Try-

played.
Audition

suspects that he cannot
I FgetAa PUPIL
disinterested opinion on his. play-

How often do we find a student making
a fai]ure in the profession after spending
years of work and a small fortune in
money, simply because no musical author-

descriptions of their violins, thinking that
me expert can identify the violin and tell
whether or not it is genuine. The trouble
with this is that the photograph and de¬
scription of a well-made imitation would
describe equally well a genuine specimen.
Once in a while some headway can be
made from such a written description. If
a supposed old Cremona has, “Made in
Germany, France or Hungary,” or some
country other than Italy, stamped inside
it, it is sure to be an imitation, since Cre¬
mona violins were made only in Italy. If
the wording or spelling on the label of
a supposed valuable old violin are differ¬
ent from that of the genuine labels of
such violins it is pretty sure to be an imi¬
tation, unless a different label has been
substituted.

have had a chance to hear the student
ml WcT b° hZ T
LL
not really mastered what he has been
stadying at a»' and ought either to reThe Appraisal
tl0fr_som®tb’nS easier. A pupil HpHE BEST and surest way to find out
7, , , y gto pIay Kreutzer when he
just what a violin is and what it is
play Kay*er.
Kayser. It
It is
is a
a good
good deal
deal
cannot Play
worth,
is
to
send
it to a well-known and
like asking a doctor to prescribe for a
reliable expert. A good expert will, after
patient he has never examined. Here
«_
., ® a*."eVerf
a careful examination, give the owner a
good teacher
certificate, setting forth, as near as can be
TTtH? ascertained, the maker of the violin, its
. , f “g. T, l,s cal material best fitprobable period, its state of preservation
I
.
-h
,[f a student cannot afford
and its value at present market prices.
^r
from a good teacher
The usual charge for this work is from
. n,,„h7 tn8,, Iff" wlthout a teacher,
$5 to $25 according to the eminence of
£
“7
the expert and the amount of work neces¬
studie. nd •
. a J* ,ab?ut what
•
p
ug t to be work¬ sary in examining the violin and tracing
its history. If the certificate comes from
an expert of great eminence and experi¬
ence, it will prove of great value to the
The Old Yellow Label
owner of the violin when he comes to
A MOTHER class of questions which sell it. Experienced violinists and violin
1 4 cannot be answered satisfactorily by collectors will not buy a valuable old vio¬
mail is that pertaining to violins. For in¬
lin unless a certificate accompanies it,
stance, the owner of a violin will writefrom a good expert, stating that it is
“l haye a violin which has an o d ye ow genuine and in a good state of preserva¬
Paper pasted inside it with the name tion.
‘Stradivarius’ printed on it. Is it a good
Two of the greatest firms of experts
violin and how much is it worth?” Now in the world are Hill’s and Hart’s, who
th'S question cannot possibly be an- deal extensively in old violins in London.
swered without seeing the violin
The
A guarantee from either one of these
editor does not know whether the' violin firms is considered conclusive evidence in
15 6 ****** Strad’ of the best Period- in regard to the authenticity and value of
any violin, and much of their business
ZIZ
vn °°0,
a, cheap factory- consists in appraising and judging old
inside the kind thaT^r!labeLpasted violins and other stringed instruments.
by wholesale
l i lsted at $5 each London is the greatest violin market in
send
j , , Many PeoPle the world, as far as genuine old violins
cna pnotographs and elaborate written is concerned.

Chin (Rests

In mastering the art of shifting, the basic
principle is to avoid unproductive energy
which means every unnecessary movement
of the fingers, wrist or arm. The average
“self-taught” violinist expends about as
much energy in going to the fifth position
three or four times as does a truly expert
player in performing Saint-Saens’ Rondo
Capriccioso. The degree of skill depends
largely on the manner in which the neck
of the violin is held.
By turning the first joint of the thumb
inward there is created a very attractive
hollow for the neck to rest in as well as
a suitable support over which to roll the
hand in making the vibrato. But the
principal objection to this method is that,
since the violin can be held in this manner
nowhere in the high positions, the player
must have two distinct methods of hold¬
ing his violin, one for playing high and
another for playing low positions. He
might as well learn two different instru¬
ments as play one in two different ways.
The following method of holding the
neck of a violin does away with extraneous
movement. The first and fourth fingers
are placed firmly on the G string with
thumb turned outward (not inward) in a
perpendicular position (point not project¬
ing above the top of the finger-board) at a

point nearly opposite the second finger.
The fleshy part of the thumb will then lie
partly under and partly against the side
of the finger-board.
Then, with both first and fourth fingers
pressed on the G string, the hand is
moved slowly up to the seventh position,
allowing the thumb to proceed gradually
in a spiral under the finger-board until
(in the high position) only the extreme
point remains to support the neck. While
this is being done the left elbow must be
kept sufficiently under the body of the
violin to allow the left wrist to clear the
right side of the instrument while in the
high positions. In fact, the left arm must
always be kept in that position whether
playing high or low so that no side move¬
ment of the arm is necessary in changing
positions.
The best results will be obtained by go¬
ing through this exercise slowly (both
upward and downward) and allowing the
hand to remain in the high position some
little time so that certain “muscular adjust¬
ments” may take place in the left hand
and arm.
If violin students at the very start will
go through this shifting exercise several
times each day, much time will be saved,
later, when actual playing begins.

Tjeachers Who *Do 7\[ot Play at -All
By Edith Lynwood Winn
There are many teachers who may never
have played in public; yet they may have
absorbed the science of teaching, may be
able to understand the pedagogy of the
art, and may be doing good work in the
profession. I believe such teachers hold
their classes by their rare personality, real
pedagogical ideas, social affiliations and
confidence in themselves.
However, the majority of parents respect
a teacher who is progressive and who can
illustrate. This is not to say that one
should play the Mendelssohn Concertc> as

menace to careful teaching. Though such
teachers are nearly always sure of themselves, the joy of playing has gone from
them.
A smaller class, with time to practice,
t;me to take a vacation in summer and
t;me to cultivate oneself in broad lines by
concerts and reading is a sure preparation
for future success. Teachers who so deyelop themseives are f0Und not in towns
alon£
They need not claim that low
g for kssQns drive them t0 this over_
^ ^ ^ teacher i$ guilty> t00. His

louM beStopfay fp-Si well and
should exact a high standard of work on
the pupil’s part.
Personality does, indeed, count about
three-fourths in the teaching relation. But
what is this personality? Charm, alone?
Not at all It is the trained mind and heart
in a sympathetic body.
The teacher who through ambition or
greed takes a class of sixty one-hour pupils
a week is doing more mental work than
most professional people. She is working
harder than a ditch digger or a factory
hand. But by her very busy-ness she is
wronging herself and her pupil. For she
herself has no time for practice or study,
She is on the way to a mental or nervous
breakdown. She is losing control of herself and of her instrument and is a distinct

seasons are becoming shorter and shorten
He crowds a hundred lessons into a week
and hoPes bls Puplls wlU thlnk befls t
ing well. Constant newness and freshness
of outlook add to a teachers fitness to
teach add to his vision and lend some color
and freshness to the musical horizon
['} like my teachers to travel and study,
said a private school principal to me some
years ago
It is good for the school and
for the individual. A progressive teacher
need never be forced to resign Age does
not injure one s teaching capacity, if one is
well and progressive. It is the easy-going
teacher, the stingy teacher, the self-satisfied
teacher, who loses out in the profession.
We pay our teachers well and, therefore,
expect them to study and add to their culture.”

The article in the June, 1929, Etude,
“A Simple Aid in Holding the Violin,” by
William Bublitz, is, indeed, a very simple
solution of a very vexatious problem, made
more so by the advocates of the theory of
no under supports.
There is a slight misunderstanding, it
seems, in regard to Professor Auer’s teach¬
ing in this respect, in that, while there can
be no doubt that resting the lower surface
of the violin on the left shoulder should
deprive the instrument of one-third of its

vibrating capacity, the use of a pad under
the coat certainly does not produce this ef¬
fect, since, in the case of the pad, only the
lower rear rim of the instrument rests on
the clothing.
A number of students and teachers are
trying to observe the Auer rule of eliminat¬
ing the shoulder rest, and everyone of the
former (as well as, at times, the teachers
themselves) brings his left shoulder around
and places it right in the middle of the
back of the violin, not only killing the
vibrations but also assuming a very bad

°
aim wringing aoout, incidentally the very fault, in an exaggerated
torn, which Professor Auer is trying to
eradicate.

third the volume of the instrument bei
interfered with, he undoubtedly refers
the practice of putting the shoulder und
the instrument, and not to the use of t
In talking with one teacher who had pad.
taken up this idea of doing without a pad,
The use of a shoulder pad does not c
the writer asked how he managed to hold
prive the violin of one-third of its vibn
the violin in position when shifting down¬
ing capacity. Indeed, there is no mo
wards. He answered, “Just bring your
interference to tone in the use of the pi
shoulder around under the violin. There
than there is without it. In any case, hoi
is no other way.”
ever, the inverted chin rest would see
When Professor Auer speaks of oneto be the best means of all.

Concert M_aster

thoroughly satisfactory

THfS letter from Jascha Heifetz needs no
comment. Concert Master strings are in favor
with distinguished artists. Fritz Kreisler buys
and uses them. Pietro Aria, Rudolph Mangold,
Otto Meyer . . . just mention the name of a
leading artist and, more than likely, he has
Concert Master strings on his violin.
Manufacture is so accurate that no string
varies, from end to end, more than one-sixth
the thickness of a human hair. The finished
strings are smooth to the touch, durable under
strain, and perfect in tone.
Try The Concert Master strings on your
own violin. Your dealer has them. Send for
the interesting brochure, “30 Prominent Vio¬
linists Write a Book." Armour and Company,
Dept. E-ll, Chicago, Ill.
I LISTEN to the Armour Hour every Friday night i
over 36 stations associated with N.B.C. East<
Standard Time 10:30-11 P.M.

the~>

Concert JVLaster
The Ideal
Christmas Gift
for Your
Musical Friends
A Subscription to

The Etude Music Magazine
♦

Only $2.00 a Year

♦

TTERE is a gift that you can order now to delight your musical
-* 1 friends the whole year through—a gift that involves little
expense and no shopping worry or bother. Brimful of capti¬
vating music and fascinating articles, THE ETUDE will be a
pleasing reminder each month of your thoughtfulness and good
taste. And with every gift subscription we will send in the
Christmas mail a beautiful card announcing the gift in your

Special Christmas Offer

Value of Violin <Repairing
By Charles Fingerman

By R. S. Palmer

Heifetz finds
The

Some violinists have a genuine fear of
going to the violin repairman; they experience a dread that he will mutilate their instruments. Some repairers have destroyed
the tone qualities in good violins. Hurting
the tone of an inferier violin cannot make
very much difference, though it is not excusable. But there have been cases where
a repairman took a $100 instrument and
made it sound like a reversion to $zb.
But there are repairers who can,
through the peculiar magic of their art,
take an ordinary violin and convert it into
one of much finer tone, and worth double
the price of the original instrument.

A violin should be taken once or twice a
year to an expert repairer for his “medicai” attention. Of course, if the instrument has met with an accident, it should
ke (-aken immediately,
Cracks have a singular mathematical ef{ect on the violin. they shut off a certajn
;on q{ the yolume of ton£| buti when
they add much tn3 ttlP
the brilliance
brilliance
.. tone of the violin.
and sweetness of. the
Never eschew the studio of the repairer,
He may revive your violin’s tone so that in
years to come it may progress greatly in
tone value.

ir two 1 year subscriptions send only $]
pr three 1 year subscriptions send only ]
ir five I year subscriptions send only ]

ORDER EARLY!!
Don’t wait until the last minute. Save yourself needless worry
and anxiety. Send in your order early so that you will be
ahead of the Christmas rush and will be sure of our best service.
Canadian and Foreign Postage Extra
Send Orders With Payment to

THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers
1712-14 CHESTNUT

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Violin Questions Answered
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Ho question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published.
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CHICAGO
MUSICAL
COLLEGE
64th

Year (Nationally Accredited)

RUDOLPH GANZ, Director

FIRST SEMESTER NOW IN SESSION

Staff of 125 teachers of world-wide reputation.

Private

lessons only or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates,
Graduation, Bachelor and Master Degrees in Piano, Voice,
Violin, Cello, Church Organ, Movie Organ, Theory, Public
School Music, Dramatic Art and Expression.

Toe, Ballet,

Interpretative and Classical Dancing,School of Opera, all
Orchestral Instruments, Chautauqua, Lyceum, Concert

Endowment Fund Available for
Financial Aid to Worthy and
Talented Students at All Times
of the Year.

STUDENT DORMITORIES
Artistic and comfortable dormitory accommodations for men and women in
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable.

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

Address

CARL D. KINSEY, President
60 E. Van Buren St.
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“CHOP™ seems ^ be the most
Why Many Radio Pianists Fail
popular composer in the radio
e reasons wny many pi- woldc|' t hat is, niore letters come in ask~ anists fail before the radio is that
*°rworks of Chopin and praising
their training has been careless in the matntW
* Wnk than
ter of the pedal. You see, the microphone
f f°J ainy °*hl^composer. Probably
is a marvelously sensitive instrument. It, Liszt is next. His Liebestraum’ is very
together with the transmission and recep- - Pop.ula ’ Of the Spanish composers Altion apparatus, represents the labor of be“z and Granados are the most popular,
vast numbers of the finest electrical engi1 be lev®. that p aym? a composition
neering brains in history. Hats off to the over the radio serves, to introduce it to a
microphone, one of the marvels of time! ^ audience and increase rather than
So sensitive is it, indeed, that when one declrf se the sale of the composition. It
plays carelessly upon the piano and does sta'ld* t0 feas°" that tllIS ls true- Also,
not use the pedal properly there is a kind and I state tbls nlost emphatically, the
of acoustical confusion in the air which Performance of compositions on the piano,
results in a horrible blur.
by r5ally S.ood artlsts‘ “creases the de“For this and no other reason many pi- mand for p,ano instruction. I know that
anists who are apparently successful in the *n my °'vn case 14 “as so multiplied the
concert hall prove disappointing when demand for my services as a teacher that
heard over the radio. They are careless I cannot begin to take the number of apwith their pedaling. Most of the great Pbcations of people who desire to study
artists, however, are extremely careful,
j™’.
and the results are accordingly fine. In
/ believe that the radio is unquestionmy training I was taught never to use abIy the featcst advertisement that music
the pedal where beautiful results could be has ever had, and the time is not far disproduced without it. Mr. Bowman was tant when teachers will realize that
most particular about this. In fact, as “rough its influence there has been more
he was an especially fine organist as well demand for their services than ever beas pianist, in many passages my fingers 'ore' People will not be satisfied with
were trained as they would have been for merely hearing playing. They will want
the organ. I was taught to clarify the
master the delightful art of playing the
voices and not mix them up, and at the instrument themselves, and in that way
same time use mv ears incessantly to listen understand more of what they hear as
f-•L,“ |f good concerts
for disagreeable conglomerations of- \ _• *w
brations.
“Of course in this particular one must
be more careful in the bass than in any
Improvement in Transmission
other part of the piano. If the pedal is
“HP HERE HAS been a tremendous
used in a slovenly way with the lower
improvement in radio transmission.
tones, they simply grumble and roar out
New things are being studied every day,
in a very disagreeable manner. As a mat¬
,
and we can look for still greater improveter of fact, they do this i i the concert ment an the time. The radio has done
hall, but the audience i:
t quite so sen- for me what I could not possibly have
Slt',r( I*? I*' . . .
,,
, ,
,
accomplished in any other way, considerto
wiS-C0
inS the circumstances I have already decustomed
TM ^Scribed in this article. A ' uung S“1 left
"d° hearlng certam effects which aione without parents> without a master

nlii °

and Languages.

Chicago

Chopin the Most Popular of
Composers

em to collect in this position better than
any other.

°nly if iaught

nmch modern ■ TT ■
■
W1!th
there
IS,£f
there is too niuch playing and too little
listening. Of course, dynamics in sound
and variations in tempo and rhythm anart
from flip mpInrLV
u
y•
apart
harmomc <“

and witbout ^nds sufficient to launch a
career- 1 “uld not have hoped to reach
the great public. It would have cost me
ten thousand" dollars d leasTi concerts
orw4 *
a
•
,
. . . .
and m advertising to make that initial apPeal which was all done for me in a so very

«ofare determined by the composition itself
but the apportionment of the dynamics and
the sneed rest-? pntirMtr , m+u lu
• S
“Every time one Savs n*6 pia"lst
fresh canvas. ThereP is always 2’slight
variation, no matter how exITthe p ant
may be, and this is what adds charm to
the performance. All reproductions of
a certain painting or poem are alwavs exactly the same, becauseemthere«nreraSae^
R, (■ with 1 ‘
printing press do not lie. But
7‘th thC
human reproduction there, is always
change, and this very element makes W
performance a living thing. If the touch
right and the pedaling is right, it will
t be necessary for the pianist to subdue
the fortissimo when playing over the radio,
“But if the playing is smeared by bad
pedaling the pianist will produce results ten
times as bad as though he were heard in
person in a hall. This is how sensitive
u- “1Pr°Pbonf Is- The only times at
w ic
vary the tempo is when I am accompanymg such an artist as Godfrey
Ludlow. Mr. Ludlow is trained in the
,.n ° Play“g be/ore tbe radio, and he
knows when to step away from the mi-

■1 —
for mr
«t
,
,
.......
th ” °v ^ wo!’ds, the radl° dld fo.r .me
^at w^lc^ only expensive financiering
could have done otherwise. If my playmgJPS be.en acceptable to those who are
Tr J
if * ,has F™
? jgh- and hlgher mus,cal understanding,
l
t0u 6XpreSS my Very deCP,
h°nor ‘° my master: the {aF
^d^-rd M°rr!s Bowman- 1 desir? to add
tu U‘15 comerence a tew points trom ms
very vaIuable book entitled ‘Master Les, h, every student should know.”
The following are quotations from this
book'
cru
Hand as an Instrument of Habit
TP IRST, you and your parents, as well
1 as your teacher, should know that the
,mnd a,id arm of the pianist are the most
wonderful machine in the zvorld. In delicacy, swiftness and variety of movement,
and> *» proportion to its she. in the power
Possible for it to exert, there is no machine
m. existence at all worthy of comparison
u’lth the hand and arm or -what we may

TTk 7St6P doser t0 il- ™!l the "Piping-machine” of the pianist.
modify the JbZT!}*"*-Carefully and T.kts bchu’ true- * follows that great care
ffig hhn^
f °ne m accomPany- should be taken so to train every part of
(Continued on page 86?)

Sknflooii
(Dusic
School
FounBed i8q5

by
WH.SheruiooD

Q. In the Trio of Beethoven’s “Minuet m
G Major," I find that some publishers differ
in the notation of the A (marked with an & )
in the following illustration:

some give it as Ab) and others as At.. ■■ —
is correct t—C. M. K„ Green Bay, Wisconsin.
A The correct note Is Alq. There is little
to be said about It, save that the passage re¬
mains entirely in the key of G except for
the chromatic alteration of the C to U,
an AS would make the Ail, three notes later,
less decided as to tonality.
Bel canto, Lyric, Coloratura.
n Please, tell me the meaning of “bel
canto, lyric, coloratura."—M. R. K., New Jer-

tf^hirty-four years of
*

LEADERSHIP -

among American conservatories
in the training of
(Concert artists, operaand oratorio
singers, and accompanists.
A
Packers of mus ic, dramatic art
and dancing.
A
Outlie school music teachers
and supervisors.
A
Thurch, theater and radio
organists.
Orchestra and hand conductors
and players; choral conductors.
A
(Composers and arrangers.

FINANCIAL AID
Advanced students may help defray
expenses by teaching in our 35
Chicago Neighborhood Branches,
upon completing special courses to
fit them for membership on our
‘Junior Department Faculty. Write
for details.
oipiomas. Degrees. Dormitory, oympuviij
Orchestra and Band. Annual series of 150
recitals and concerts affords frequent
opportunity for public appearances; stu¬
dents with outstanding talent chosen for
important appearances as soloists with
Sherwood Symphony Orchestra Two-,
three-,-and four-manual practice organs.
Moderate rates of tuition.

song.” It is employed to designate sir
with r iure tone production, allied to a
Many other attributes belong ti
i-1 cant o' aU’foundedThowever,'
upon pure tone
(which comprises a perfect intonation, attack
and placement, as well as irreproachable
breath control. Coloratura, from
irom the German
Knlnrntar ar
siunifles the Coloring Or
tioloratur
or entered
colored, signifies
ornamentation
of
a
melody
by
means- of scales,
ornamem-aiiuu n. a
--a ------Itrills,
rills, arpeggios, rapid runs, legato
lc8ato ana stacj,, ,.i,-aml
rato—in
short, every vocal Bummififli' device
"'“melody.3, ““'ta’SSrt0uauafly Applied to a
capable0 of°tto‘ same agility the"woTd" bravura
has the same meaning and is the correct term
to apply to a male voice. Lyric derives from
“lvre ” a musical instrument. Applied to a
_
- to
- smg
. - with
singer it describes him as
one able
on suitable to the poetry
of expression
great po”"-r -«
eted. The lyric singer
(lyrics) should be competent depict the whole gamut
expression.
of emotional —, C# minoi Chopin, Op. ST,
0

proper, most efficient
J ...I.What
,T.n isleftthehnnA
nnrt of the Jirat.leaatot
™

paraiso, “South A’merica.
S. McD., Valpai' sure
mre way to achieve
A The only
acmeve th is ui
practice the leftt hand alone, at ffirs 111quite
aeslowly, then increasing the pace ai
quire greater certainty and facility Do- no.
Ip
a hurry to play rapidly ; whatever you
nlav practice well below the metronome time
untii you are absolutely sure of your learn
technic
to
nnd oi your memory ■
The accents
vou
nlav all from memory. 2. The
ac
eive are incorrect. The passage .-nan
is u
accompaniment only, which requires
strongly marked beat.
es of Minor Scales.
T%>
liSSjJfoFTLinor
minor
scale Please
with a te'a,me
major sixth
(2) a minoi
scale with a minor seventh; (:l) o minor scale
with a major third t—Berlin, New Hampshire.
mh. min„r senie with a major sixth
, Qualified by adding the word “a«

Q/owr request for a Catalog will he
Welcomed. Please mention the Etude.
Address
Sherwood Ai.usic School
Fine Arts Building
410 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

When you write to our advertise

Come down for a ChalfonteHaddon Hall Thanksgiving,
where everything is done for
you. Turkey—and no trouble.
Festivity—and no confusion.
Dining-rooms luxuriously
appointed, and sun-rooms,
squash courts, Sandy Cove—
a playroom for children . . .
while over all is the homelike
spirit that makes people come
and bring their families to
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall.

ncmc
|_r (major) sixth and
major seventh descended as it ascended with¬
out alteration (see B). But it sounded so
like a descending major that it had to be
abandoned for what is today termed the Me¬
lodic Minor Scale (see C), that is, using the
- • ■ 0f the relative major scale descending
Known as me bcvuuu
...
----Minor Scale, so called because it keeps the
same notes as those of its relative major
(that is. beginning a minor third lower, hav¬
ing the same notes, unaltered, ns the relative
major and consequently the same do: see C).
(3) There is no such thing as a minor scale
with a major third (counting from the key¬
note). That which makes it a minor scale
is the fact of its initial third being a minor
third. Indeed, the Moor Scale generally
accepted in modern usage is the same as the
major on the same note, but with the third
and sixth degrees flatted (see D) ; this is
the Harmonic Minor Scale.
re of Slieplieril’s Pipe:
,•»»,»•!>«= v ........ ■.
Q (J) C(m you tell me
simpie shepherd’s Pipe and
™ nn.~t
.■
extreme nines.■ cz,
in
th(; Bagv.ipet—j. j>. r.

%

Bring your family. Stay the
week-end. Golf a little, ride a
little, or bask in a deck-chair
in the sun. Write for rates and
literature. A Motoramp
garage adjoins the hotel.

CHALFONTE*
HADDON HALL

A The “simple
‘simple Sh(
Shepherd’s pipe” is an
-that is to all intents and purte, if not quite extinct, at least
,al form. It was a very primiInstrument, the most primitive
ies of Pan. It was a member of
i family of pipes, of the class
E vertical flutes, that is, a pipe having six
r more holes, held vertically instead of
transversely [me tne ordinary nuie ipuuiv
traverse) and having a whistle-head. -The
]jn0!,] Rescendent of the vertical flute or pipe
js the flageolet, the last survivor of the re_ is the diminutive of
flag col, the mediaeval word for flutes generaliv. A flfteenth-eentury writer speaks of
the “flowte pipe” and adds that “the scheperd
___ syngythe well with his
-the pype.” In an early fourteenth
gugawi
century manuscript known as Queen Marys
Psalter (British Museum), written and illu¬
minated in England, is seen a goatherd play- the instrument. The flageolet of
_.is was made of reed, elder or hol¬
low rush and was called Ruspfeije, or Ruschpfeife, that is, “Rush-pipe," a literal trans¬
lation of calamaula, the Shepherd’s Pipe. It
is recorded that Samuel Pepys, of pleasant
memories, not only carried his instrument
.f with him in his pocket to while away
Bdium, but also taught his wife to play
'cry prettily—quite beyond my expecta” The flageolet no longer has any place in
rchestra. There were two kinds, one, an
open pipe, the
me other,
omer, a pipe having
Having au single
11
T.m —«««
— c from middle P
lr.r from
Vi-nin
reed. Its
range —
was
C (or
the Bb below it) to the A above high C. 2.
The Bagpipe is a very ancient wind-instru¬
ment dating back to the early days of Greece
and Rome. It is composed of a leather bajj
_ _ filled with air from the mouth of
the player by means of a tube. A second
tube, called the Chanter, or Chaunter (or
Melody), springs from the bag and is a
species of Shawm (Shalm) with a double
reed and finger-holes. Two or three other
_____
nines
fin vine only single reeds provide
; termed drones or b
stant
and a Bagpipe-has
don's' bass,
“The Scotch*
three drones
which sound constantly, having mearl^the
___
inte^—
■
-i
.
e-—
— seven in front for
f h
eight finger-holes,
it tne back of the pipe
the fingers and
lor the thumb. The compass consists of one
octave and a note not tuned to any special
scale. The Irish Bagpipe is mentioned in
manuscripts dating back to the Fifth Cen¬
tury. Chaucer speaks of the bagpipe In his
“Canterbury Tales” :
A baggepipe wel couthe he blowe and soun
And therwithal he brought us out of toun.
—Miller’s Tale,
A Guitar question.
Q. How do you stroke the first three
strings of a guitar? Is the motion down
With the fingers curved add with nails being
. fleshy part of the. fingers

ed and the strings being plucked t
ith the last three strings, has the
:ail an upward motion or is the
of the thumb used with a down

ATLANTIC CITY
American and European Plans
Leeds and Lippincott Company

At home, at the theatre, while shopping
or traveling, or if you find yourselt m
I stuffy rooms or crowded places, the
H pungent fragrance of Crown Lavender
I Smelling Salta clears the brain, steadus
weariness. It is invigorating—a delight
and comfort. Sold everywhere. Schieffelin & Co.. 16-26 Cooper Square.
New York.

How I Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair

I know how—for I had become utterly discouraged
with a heavy growth of hair on my face, lips, arms,
etc. Tried depilatories, waxes, pastes, liquids, elec¬
tricity-even a razor. All failed. Then I discovered
a simple, painless, harmless, inexpensive method.
It succeeded with me and thousands of others. My
FREE Book, "Getting Rid of Every Ugly. Super¬
fluous Hair,” explains theories and tells actual
success. Mailed in plain sealed envelope. Also
trial offer. No obligation. Address Mile. Annette
Lanzette, 109 W. Austin Ave., Dept. 393 Chicago.

JUST

OUT

FUNDAMENTALS OF
VOICE TRAINING
By D. A. Clippinger
Price 60 cents
Conclusions drawn from his long experience as a teacher.
Other books by the same author
SYSTEMATIC VOICE TRAINING. Price $1.25
THE HEAD VOICE AND OTHER PROBLEMS Price $1.25
COLLECTIVE VOICE TRAINING _ ..Price $1.00
SENT ON RECEIPT OF PRICE
Mr. Clippinger teaches throughout the season
Address D. A. CLIPPINGER
617 Kimball Hall
Chicago

H1
m iwiiu Gifd, $4.50. Pm ti match,
_ Chiefly use”the right hand' in thrum¬ with guard, in Sterling Silver, SI.
ming backwards and forwards with the In Solid Gold, $2.50. Pins from 35c
thumb, thrumming with the flesh when travel¬
ling from low strings towards high strings,
(Continued on page 861)
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73he UyCusical Home ^Reading ‘Gable

Musical Education
i?i the Home

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY

Conducted by

VYCinnesinger, WCeistersinger and VYlothersinger

I

Thorough preparation for concert, opera and teaching
positions. Many special features, recitals, concerts with full
orchestra, lectures, etc.
Excellent Dormitories Offer Accommodations
at Moderate Rates

Unsurpassed Faculty of One
Hundred Twenty Artist-Instructors
Among these might be mentioned
Piano — Heniot Levy, Allen
Spencer, Silvio S c i o n t i,
Louise Robyn, Kurt Wanieck,
Earl Blair, Mabel Osmer,
Tomford Harris, May Doelling, Charles J. Haake, Adelbcrt Huguelel, Crawford
Keigwin, Olga Kuechler.
Voice—Karleton Hackett, Ed¬
uardo Sacerdote, Charles La
Berge, Elaine De Sellem,
John T. Read.
Violin—Jacques Gordon, Her¬
bert Butler, Adolf Weidig,
Scott A. Willits.

Violoncello—Hans Hess.

Public School Class Piano
Methods— Gail Martin

Dramatic Art, Public Reading
—John McMahill, Jr.. Louise
K. Willhour.
Dancing—Louise K. Willhour.

Musical Theory, Composition
—Adolf Weidig, Arthur O.
Andersen, John Palmer, Leo
Sowerby.

and others of equal
importance

Free Advantages
Admission to Teachers’ Normal Training School; Students’ Or¬
chestra, Vocal Sight Reading. Admission to all Conservatory
Recitals; Lectures; Musical Bureau for securing positions.
Lyceum and Chautauqua engagements secured
Examinations Free.
Moderate Tuition Rates.
Member National Assn, of Schools of Music.
Catalog Mailed free on application.

American Conservatory of Music
571 Kimball Hall, Chicago
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT
JOHN R. HATTSTAEDT
Sect’y and Mgr.

reS‘ “
Associate Directors
Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy
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SOME OF THE PRECIOUS MATERIAL:
Qlara Schumann, JYCother, Treacher, Artist

AT ANY TIME

DEGREE — MASTER OF MUSIC

IS TO SIFT AWAY THE
UNDESIRABLE MATERIAL UNTIL ONLY THE
PRECIOUS METAL

Margaret Wheeler. Ross

STUDENTS MAY ENTER

DEGREE — BACHELOR OF MUSIC

The Way
TEACHERS! I To Find Gold!

Conducted by

^MUSIC

DIPLOMAS — TEACHER’S CERTIFICATES
Under Authority State of Illinois

Anything and Everything, as long as it is
Instructive and Interesting
A. S. Garbett

Chicago—Forty=Fourth Season
N THE far-away days of romance and
adventure there lived the gay, happygo-lucky fellows, the troubadours, who
roamed over the then known world and
sang of love and gallantry.
Carefree, aimless creatures, inspired by
new “lady loves” at frequent intervals
and in numerous places, they intoned their
way through life, contributing little or
nothing to the commercial, the educational
or economic activities of their period. Today
they are recorded only in its romantic
history.

Hymns were their lyrics, and narrative
poems founded upon Scripture were their
epics. They frequently used didactic and
epigrammatic poems typical of their day.
They competed with each other in creating
a new meter or melody, and a Meister,
strictly speaking, applied only to those
who had some such achievement to his
credit. The rest were merely Stinger.
Perhaps the most famous Meistersinger
in history is Hans Sachs, the cobbler of
Nuremberg, who lived from 1404 to 1576.
These guilds and their founders have
appeared variously in both song and story
with the passing of time, but the most
The Minnesinger
vivid and accurate picture of the craft is
npHE TROUBADOURS had a counterpart in Germany known as the found in Richard Wagner’s comedy in mu¬
sic entitled “Die Meistersinger von NiirnMinnesinger or Miimesanger who flour¬
berg.”
ished at a little later date (in the 12th and
13th centuries) and who were succeeded
The Mothersinger
by the Meistersinger. The Minnesinger
were almost exclusively of noble or gentle TN THOSE faraway masculine singing
birth. They sang not only of love but 1 days when women had no economic free¬
praised also the beauties of Nature. Many dom at all, when her place was in the home,
of their offerings showed a deep, religious and when even there the scope of her ac¬
fervor. They strolled about accompanying tivities were greatly restricted, bands of
themselves, singing without remuneration singing mothers would have been a start¬
for the love of music and the freedom of ling innovation—indeed, an impossibility.
the life. Some of them were also poets, It remained for the brave, intrepid, in¬
and they established the art of singing, dependent American women of the twen¬
wedding it to that of the spoken word. tieth century to introduce and bring to
Song had not acquired form either in meter fruition this worthy and useful organior melody and was not really distinguished
from speech until their time. One of the
The mothersinger idea was the happy
Minnesinger, Walther von der Vogelweide, inspiration of Mrs. Stanley Clarke of Cin¬
was a fine lyric poet of his period, and his cinnati, Ohio, and, while it is comparatively
name, with that of his contemporaries, a new movement and certainly a very mod¬
Wolfram von Eschenbach and Tannhauser, ern one, it has received the recognition of
has come down in history in the famous the National Federation of Music Clubs
AVagnerian music dramas.
and the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers. It offers a splendid opportunity
for a field of real usefulness to the mother
The Meistersinger
who sings at all. In these days of elec¬
/"GUILDS OF poet-musicians called the
trically equipped homes, with a continually
Meistersinger were formed in many
towns in Germany in the 14th, 15th and expanding line of appliances that lighten
16th centuries. The founder of the first the labors of the housewife and mother,
guild is supposed to have been Heinrich von doing away with much of the former drudg¬
Meissen who organized a company in 1311 ery and with so many of the old-time tasks
at Mainz. They came from what would performed outside of the home, few mothers
now be the middle-class of German society there are who would be unable to give an
m contrast to the Minnesinger who were hour twice a week to actual work in a
of noble birth. These guilds were founded mothersinger group.
and graded upon the principles of other
crafts, apprentice, journeyman and master
I heir members passed'successively through
the stages of Schuler, Schulfround. Siingcr
Dichter and Master. They were really
singing schools of a distinct tvpe They
had public contests and opened" them with
rrcismgen where anybody could sing
whether a member of the school or not
No judgment was passed on this feature!
Jhen followed the contest where only
Meistersinger competed, and great indeed
wa® tht"ralry between the various guilds
The Meistersinger had generally a sacred
subject. Their tone was distinctly religious

Songs for SelffProtection
FORTUNATELY, the practice of singX ing may be carried on while many of
the household duties are in the doing.
Much domestic labor is entirely mechanical
and requires no mental concentration what¬
ever, since it is so oft repeated and so
simple in action. In self-protection the
wise mother will provide herself with some
sort of mind occupation as an avenue of
escape from unhealthy thoughts or the in¬
dulgence in the habit of self-pity that too
frequently accompanies the routine and
(Continued on page 863)

“And what shall I say of her, the sun
that spread light and warmth on our lives,
our Mother?”
With this question Eugenie Schumann
in her Memoirs begins a chapter about
Clara, the wife of Robert Schumann. Some
excerpts from this chapter furnish a light
on the character of the greatest of women
pianists.
,
“I looked up to her with great love but
also with awe,” Eugenie confesses. "She
was so far above the poor undeveloped
Schoolgirl, that I could not at first and for
a long time get over a feeling of remote¬
ness and timidity. -. . . My mother seemed
to me severe, because undoubtedly she
fixed the highest standards for our in¬
dustry, sense of duty, regard for the feel¬
ings of others and self-command.”
And \ et: “Infinite benevolence was the
keynote
f her relations to all human
beings, ller kindness embraced all with
whom she came into contact, without re¬
gard to tatiou.
"We did not by any means like all the
people whom she admitted into the circle
of her acquaintances. . . . When we begged
her to get rid of an unsympathetic pupil,
who was moreover without musical gifts,
she said, It is not her fault that she has
no talent or personal charm, but she is in¬
dustrious and full of zeal, has no one be¬
longing to her and will have to earn her

“She was above all littleness herself, in¬
capable of jealousy in art or life.
“She never wearied of teaching, help¬
ing, pardoning me. Being industrious
herself, she expected the same of us; she
could not bear to see us idle during that
part of the day which was set apart for
work. . . . She was an early riser, in spite
of frequent bad nights, and worked al¬
most uninterruptedly between breakfast
and midday. Her large correspondence
took up several hours daily, and she spent
about two hours at the piano. AVhen she
went into her room after breakfast, the
first thing she did was to open the piano.
One of us dusted it, and it remained open
all day. She usually played for an hour
after breakfast and again in the late af¬
ternoon towards twilight.
“Often though she spoke to us of her
childhood and the 'days of her early love,
she hardly ever alluded to the tragic times
which preceded our father’s death. But
the strains of her music during these twi¬
light hours spoke of all the grief she had
borne and the heroism with which she had
endured it. She never indulged in grief;
she sought and found consolation in music,
and when she returned to the family circle
she at once shared our interests, and en¬
joyed what life had to offer her of good
and pleasant things.”

Climbing

“

This material makes teach¬
ing easy, makes parents
astonished by the rapid
progress of pupils, enlarges
your class, and brings in
ithe gold!

ON APPROVAL
ORDER BLANK:

Wood Nymphs Frolic

To order on approval—simply
check classifications wanted.

<1

“‘What’s the matter with you. Tinif’
asked Pauline Seigler, a friend of Schumann-Heink’s. ‘You are crazy! She will
turn you out if you go and disturb her
now. She is too tired and excited to see
anyone tonight She doesn’t want to see
you, anyway.’
.
“ ‘Well,’ I said. ‘I don’t care. I m going
to try anyway.’ So, of course, as usual 1

acted on impulse and went and knocked
at her door. Sure enough, immediately
she called out in a brisk, clear voice, ‘Come
in!’ And in I went, all excitement and en¬
thusiasm ! But instead of finding the beau¬
tiful Sembrich resting, pale and exhausted,
from her triumphs, as I had romantically
pictured her, there she sat at the table with
a big, heaping dish of macaroni in front of
her, eating heartily!
“Of course I was surprised. ... But I
do remember as I looked at her and that
great plate of macaroni that I said to my¬
self ‘Ach I wonder if I shall ever become
a great enough singer to afford macaroni
like that—and whenever I want it!’
“I can see it all to this day. . . . Well.
I, too, have had my macaroni, thank God,
l’ can’now say in my old age.”

ino Pieces, taught by John
Williams
^

Easy6Piano Pieces for Boys
Rudolf Friml Pieces
Easy Piano Pieces, Grade 1
Easy Piano Pieces, Grade 2
Piano rieces. Grade 3
Piano Pieces, Grades 4 to 6
Tl-e Musical Ladder (Beginner’s
Book)
.Readings with Music
Anthems—Mixed; With Solo
Anthems—Mixed; Without Solo
ns—Men's Voices
ms—3-part Women’s
Anthems, Mixed
Anthems, Two-Part Treble
sgiving Anthems—Mixed
t Women
t Women
! Choruses—4-part Men’s Voices
Choruses—Mixed Voices
.Choruses—S. A. B. Voices
.Easy Teaching Songs
.Sengs for Young Girls
Encore Songs (New)
Sacred Duets (S. & A.)
General Sacred Songs (High'
General Sacred Songs (Low)

Schumann'HeinXs ‘“Macaroni’
“ Marcella Sf.mbrich! AVhat memories
that name conjures up for me!’ exclaims
Sch'umann-Heink in her autobiography.
“She was one of my colleagues in the early
Dresden days—in fact, we lived in the same
house in Dresden. It was during my first
opera engagement.”
It was after hearing her sing gloriously
one night that the debutante. SchumannHeink, decided impulsively to pay her a
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Send for new complete free
descriptive piano catalogs,
containing thematics.

cur OUT THIS ADVERTISEMENT

and Address.
Here and send to:

HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc.,

STEINWAY HALL, 113 W. 57th
STREET, NEW YORK

Make THE ETUDE Your Marketing Place
Etude Advertisers open the Doors to Real Opportunities

LONG STRONG LIMBER FINGERS FOR YOU
Farrar’s Prophecy
Geraldine Farrar seems to have known
in advance that she was destined for op¬
eratic fame. She tells in her biography
how, at the age of sixteen, she sang pri¬
vately for Maurice Grau, then the director
of the Metropolitan Opera in New York.
Grau was pleased with her, and as
a kind of afterthought,” says Geraldine
Farrar, he added, “Would you like to
sing in one of our Sunday night con¬
certs?”
‘No, thank you, Mr. Grau,’ I replied.
(No tame concert appearances after my

imagination had been dazzled by a possible
debut in opera!)
“ ‘But it might be valuable to you to
have your name on the billboards of the
Metropolitan Opera House,’ he urged,
good-naturedly.
“ ‘You will see it there some day, 1 re¬
plied with firm conviction.
“He laughed, and certainly had no rea¬
son to take me more seriously than dozens
of other young ‘hopefuls’ who dreamed of
some day storming the Metropolitan
doors.”

New invention, used and endorsed by greatest Musicians as an infallible aid to technique.
FINNEY FINGER FLEXER
Dept. E, 2649 Milwaukee Aye., Chica°o

THE WILDER KEYBOARD STANDARDIZES CLASS PIANO TEACHING
cyT^Every’pupil in Classes of Any Size.
It is compact, durable, light and inexpensive
Price NOW only

$10.00

Full room classes are using over 500 in the
Boston Public Schools.
At leading Music Stores everywhere, or order direct from
WILDER KEYBOARD COMPANY, West Newton, Mass.
Please mention THE ETUDE when aodzessmg o
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Cincinnati (fonseroatorig ^JUusic
Affiliated with the University of Cincinnati

Public School Music

Teachers’ Round Table

(Continued from page 814)

Endorsed by over 61 years of accomplishment
Kano, Violin, Voice, every solo and en¬
semble instrument, full symphony orches¬
tra, opera, all branches, of theory. Dramatic
Art, Languages, Dancing, Public School
Music (accredited)
All credits apply towards certificates, diplomis and
degrees. Faculty composed of outstanding and inter¬
nationally known artists.

(ol/ege of Music <>V
Practical Education for Culture or Career

MUSIC

AND

DRAMA

Full Courses Lead to DEGREE, DIPLOMA, CERTIFICATE
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC (Accredited)
Affiliated with University of Cincinnati and St. Xavier College. Member National Assn. Schools of Music
Superior Dormitory. Send for Year Book.
Address all communications to COLLEGE OF MUSIC, CINCINNATI, OHIO

QlrfiflattiiJnafitatf of (Quatr
Trains Students for Professional Careers
Courses lead to Teachers’ Certificate and Degrees
OPERA SCHOOL
ORCHESTRAL SCHOOL
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Faculty of nationally known artists includes
Beryl Rubinstein Louis Persinger (Teacher of Yehudi Menuhin)
Arthur Loesser
Josef Fuchs
Herman Rosen
Carlton Cooley
Send for catalogue outlining courses, fees, dormitory rates* Victor de Gomez Marcel Salzinger
Mrs, Franklyn B. Sanders, Director, 2827 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Educational Study Notes
(Continued from page 845)
Let Not Your Heart be Troubled, by
R. R. Forman.

In

Schubert’s
Krentzlin.

Day,

by

Richard

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Professional and Teachers Courses on the Daily Lesson Plan. Degrees granted.
Departments in Piano, Voice, String and Wind Instruments
Supports its own Symphony Orchestra and Concert Band—Daily rehearsals.
Catalogue on application to Lynn B. Dana, Pres., Warren, Ohio, Desk E.

iSSSySsr

UNIVFRSITV

ACCREDITED—MEMBER
i
_ i Central Association

dbnserVatotyof

t

JL1

Course# in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and teachers erf public school music.
Graduation leads to a life certificate valid in most states of the union.
Total living expenses need not exceed twelve dollars per week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music, Dept. 9, Ypsilanti, Mich.

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Elizabeth Johnson, President

::

56th Year

Offers courses in all branches of music leading to Degree, Master of Music,
Degree, Bachelor of Music, Diplomas, Teachers’ Certificates, Opera Training
Department, School of Theatre Organ Playing and many special departments
under a renowned faculty. Prizes and scholarships awarded.
Complete Catalogue upon request

Chanson Gai, by Denis Dupre.

OBERLIN CONSERVATORY of MUSIC Just to Be Glad, by Gustav Klemm.
Simply he glad for the “little things of ever'
■day,” and do not long for the exotic and thl
unattainable. That is the essence of the philosr
phy embodied in this spoil*0~-**---;
of which has a freshness
Mr. Klemm’s style. In tl
Answering Etude Adver- 'll
rTheSie
>ur countenance should
tisements always pays
f
UTogn
included
in these columns.
ecently
and delights the Reader.

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music

5035 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

'Musicians of the Month
(Continued from page 804)
26— Dr. Karl Franz Brendfx, b. Stolberg,
1894. A pianist of world renown;
Germany, 1811; d. Leipzig, Novem¬
also composer in varied forms.
ber 25, 1868. Prominent musical
writer, critic and lecturer. He was 29— Gaetano Donizetti (do-ne-tset'tee),
b. Bergamo, Italy, 1797; d. there,
a staunch advocate of modern ideas
April 8, 1848. Prolific opera com¬
in music.
poser whose many works include the
27— Sir Jultus Benedict, b. Stuttgart,
Germany, 1804; settled in London’
general favorite, “Lucia di LammerEngland in 1835 and died there, June
5,1885. Conductor, composer, teach¬ 30— Johann Karl Loewe (leh-oe), b.
er and writer. The biographer of
Near Halle, Germany, 1796; d. Kiel,
Weber.
April 20, 1869. Called the “perfecter
28— Anton Rubinstein (roo’-bin-shtine),
of the ‘ballade’ for solo voice.” A
b. Wechwotynetz, Volhynia, Russia,
singer of note himself and a com¬
1830; died Peterhof, November 20,
poser of songs and piano pieces.

How (Children (Respond

Detroit Institute of Musical Art
MICHIGAN’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Institutional Member of the National Association of Music Schools '
Francis L. York, M. A., Mus. Doc.,
Edward B. Manville, F. A. G. O., Mus. Do

Mrs. Blanche Fox Steenman, who
has been giving Normals for teachers,
under the direction of the Theodore
Presser Company, reports that there is a
very extraordinary response upon the part
of the children in different localities, when
r * ,tCn ,h_aVie k6en taught as ex-

Dept. 2. 52 P^t'lvent^ ^

^efro'i

the etude

In one instance, Mrs. Steenman relates,
a little child of nine years took a cylin¬
drical oat-meal box, removed the ends, and
covered them with muslin which was glued
down securely and then given several coats
of shellac. The box was then covered
with red crepe uaner and the result was a
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JOHN THOMPSON
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DRAKE UNIVERSITY

^ “MUSIC

College of Fine Arts
Des Moines, Iowa

MUSIC * DRAMA * ART
Two New Books For Boys That Have Met With Instantaneous Success

CER^%ASilR?IEpsL0MAS

Courses in all branches of Music.
Degrees, Bachelor of Music, Bachelor
of the Science in Music. Diploma
Course and Bachelor of Expression.

By Authority of the State of Illinois

Used By All Prominent Teachers Throughout The Country

tSUSfirSraSS'

LET S JOIN THE ARMY

WE’RE IN THE NAVY NOW

WEiftilNTHeNAVY NOW

Here is a book written for boys on a
subject particularly interesting to boys.
It is intended as supplementary to any
beginners method. Many examples
built on bugle-calls afford an opportunity'
to introduce exaggerated accents and
thus fortify rhythm. Special stamps of
the army insignia of the different ranks
which are given to the pupil as he pro¬
gresses are in the back of the book.

A new book planned as a diversion for
young students. It aims to apply the
knowledge he has already acquired to
well-known tunes or short improvisations
or fragments of these tunes.
The mu¬
sical journey around the world gives
ample opportunity to introduce the
national and characteristic music of each
nation. A chart keeps the pupils in¬
formed of their progress.

A Mu/icel Journey
Arourxd the World

Price, $1.00

Price, $1.00

For full information write
HOLMES COWPER, Dean
4 |

John Thompson

sr* ’

SCH00L°f™““S|E

COSMOPOLITAN
scrLrai mus i c:%r,c

J™§eI£
i
UNIVERSITY
I

Moths. Gr. Ill.35
Sparks. Gr. II.30
Black Eyes (Russian Gypsy Folk-Song)
Gr. Ill .40
The Marionette. Gr. Ill.35
Polliwog. Gr. Ill.35

Any of the above-mentioned material will be sent on approval if the ETUDE is mentioned.
free copy of our New Fall Mail Order Service Catalog and our Operetta Catalog.

THE WILLIS MUSIC CO.

1822 Sherman Ave., Evanston, III.

NORTH PARK COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Coeducational... Fully accredited. 39th Yr... .
All branches ol music. 3 Yr. Public School Music
Our own dormitories^.° Athletics.0 Expenseslow!
Write for free bulletin and book ol views.
• School of Music North Park College
Dept. E, Foster & Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Ill.

New Piano Compositions by John Thompson
Harlequin, Op. 42, No. 1. Gr. II-III.50
Columbine’s Lament, Op. 42',2
Gr. II-III .45
Pierrot et Pierrette, Op. 42, No. 3
Gr. II-III .50
Air de Ballet. Gr. Ill.50

III Northwestern University
III
School of Music

LAWRENCE CONSE RVATORY of MUSIC
f Lawrence College

Piano, Voice, Violin, CeL^

oIJan,°<Composition, Public School Music and

on. Courses Lead to Mus.B. Degree.
alog address
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean, Box E, I.awrence Conservatory, Appleton, Wisconsin

Also send for a

USE

137 W. Fourth St.. Cincinnati. Ohio

MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
Offers thoro training in music. Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music Degree, Diploma, and Certifi¬
cate in Piano, Voice. Violin. Organ. Public School
Music Methods and Music Kindergarten Methods.
Bulletin sent free upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director.

—ESTABLISHED 1857

m 1PFL/lilv/L/
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CHRISTMAS MUSIC
SACRED SONGS
In Excelsis Gloria. High in A-flat. Low in F.Harker
A Christmas Carol
The Virgin at the Crib. High or Medium in F.Montani
Christmas Pastorale with Violin and Piano or Organ Accom¬
paniment
MIXED VOICES
The Virgin at the Crib.Montani
A Christmas Pastorale. Four-Part Chorus with Soprano or
Tenor Solo and Violin and Piano (or Organ) accompaniment
Joy to the World.Barnes
Christmas Anthem adapted from the Old French Melody, “O
Magali, Matant Amada.” Soprano solo
O Worship the King.Barnes
Adapted from the Old French Melody, “Por ben la cantare”
(Bourree d’Auvergne)
WOMEN’S VOICES
On a Morning Long Ago.Davis
Spanish Christmas Carol arranged for Two-Part Chorus
In Excelsis Gloria!.Harker
Three-Part Chorus
Long Ago a Midnight Strain.Marzo
Three-Part Chorus
The Virgin at the Grib.Montani
Christmas Pastorale for Three-Part Chorus with Soprano (or
Tenor) Solo and Violin and Piano (or Organ) accompaniment
MEN’S VOICES

Bright Star of Bethlehem.Cobern

•

CAROL COLLECTIONS
Old French Christmas Carols.Edited by Kurt Schindler
First Set:
Shepherds, Leave Your Flocks
Naught is so Sweet
Good Neighbors All
Old French Christmas Carols.Edited by Kurt Schindler
Second Set:
Little Jacques.
Come Anthony, Come Peter
Noel of the Tarentaise Valley
Old Christmas Carols.Edited by F. Flaxington Harker
Sixth Set:
Come, Shepherds, Come
Shine, Happy Star
Carol of the Birds
The Holy Well
P.
Fall.al?y, Thou L.ttleTiny Child The Three Wise Men
Five Christmas Carols from Different Lands, arranged by
Harvey B. Gaul.
Alleluia! (Polish: 16th Century)
Song of Mary (Basque: 16th Century)
Baloo Loo, Lammy (Scotch: 1600)
The Three Kings (Flemish)
Suo Gau, Little Child (Welsh: 1700)
Four Old Normandy Carols.Edited by Harvey B. Gaul
,, ,
First Set:
nleawLWSr"d r °°ds
Now the Holy Child is Bom
Oh, Who Can Compare Thee
Oh, Lord, A Strange Event

3

.08
ATLANTA
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

sports.'CaUlog1:8Box M^G A IN eIvI LLE^G EO RGDU 1

L CONSE RVATORY-1

.10

1?

DUNNING SYSTEM
Jgggsfc US* 1“
Minnesinger, Meister singer and Mother singer
(Continued from page 858)

G. SCHIRMER (Inc.)

“d

(or Beginners

g Teachers Cannot

(To be
.10

MUSICAL PLAYS

Chris”masUSonWgs

rdnm>|

.08

Shepherds Christmas Eve. Ellenor Cook and Ludmila K.Foxlee $1.00
Musical arrangements by Andrew Salama
and^ tra1dith!naiaramUnnfSCenc'embod^'n^the Christmas customs
Wwf*
of Slx European countries
Sharing Christmas
.Margaret McClure-Stitt
A two-act musical program-play
The Holy Night... Florence Converse and Kate Stearns Page

UNISON CHORUS

East 43rd St.

,

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, MD.
OTTO ORTMANN, Director

One of the Oldest and Most Noted Music Schools in America.

50
60

adapted from 01d French

New York

isolation of doing the housework and the may be seemingly shortened, and pleasantly
enlivened, if the voice is raised in song
attending tasks of motherhood.
The small obligations connected with a
membership in a group of mothersingers
n of any ii
may be happily combined with the duties
of homemaking. Words may be memorized Germany which had not 1 s °.wn
if they are conveniently placed before one singer, and we shou
ave is same cc
while the dishes are being washed. The dition in America with our Mothersinge
monotony of the occupation is also thereby
Canvass your neighborhood organize
relieved. Tones may be placed and mel- group and so assist m popularizing
odies practiced while the mending is in splendid American 1 ea
a 1 may g
Progress, and the time-consuming and un- down in history to our credit as am me
interesting process of preparing vegetables Meistersinger moven
When yon write to our advertisers always menth

MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator, 8 W. 40th St., New York Cite.
KATHARINE M. ARNOLD, Arnold School oi Music, 93 Madison Street, Tiffin, 0.
ALLIE EDWARD BARCUS, 1006 College A.e., Ft. Worth, Tex.—4609 Broadway, Chicago, 11.
ELIZETTE REED BARLOW. 2742 HerachallSt.. Jacksonrille.Fla.
CATHERINE GERTRUDE BIRD, 658 Collingwood Are., Detroit, Mich.
MRS. JEAN WARREN CARRICK, 160 E. 68th St.,Portland, Ore.
DORA A. CHASE, Carnegie Hall, New York City, Pouch Gallery,345 Clinton Are., Brooklyn,N. Y.
ADDA C. EDDY, 3511 Cornell PL, Cincinnati, Ohio.
BEATRICE S. EIKEL, Kidd-Key College, Sherman, Tel.
IDA GARDNER, 17 E. 6th St., Tulsa, Okla., throughout the season.
GLADYS MARSALIS GLENN, 1217 Bowie St., Amarillo, Tex.
.
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Tbhe Art of Playing for the F{adio

“How Foolish for Grown'Ups to (&a\e Lessons ?"

NEW YORK SCHOOL of MUSIC and ARTS

By Sarah A. Hanson

New York's Oldest Music School
310 WEST 92nd STREET
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
Many new and wonderful features planned for the coming season
by this institution
Same celebrated faculty headed by Ralfe Leech Sterner, Richard Singer,
Paul Stoevlng, Frederick Riesberg and other celebrated masters

A married woman with four children
has begun piano-lessons on a foundation of
a little faulty knowledge of music. Partly
by self-instruction, partly otherwise, she
is building a structure of culture for her
little group of four. They gather around her
to sing. She has them take lessons as
soon as they are old enough. She plays
in church. Her husband who has had a
siege or two of invalidism enjoys it all
immensely. That woman's music has come
to mean a great deal to herself and to
ethers!
Five women, neighbors, quite elderly,
living in a rather remote district, have
decided to take up music to fill their leisure
hours. One wishes to be able to play
hymns for her own and her husband’s
pleasure. She realizes this goal. The sec¬
ond wants to be able to chord with her
husband’s violin music. She attains her
ambition. The third woman wishes to
study enough to understand to some extent
what her children are doing in their piano
study. The other two of the five want to
learn a piece or so, a few song accompani¬
ments and chords.
Is not all this, with all it brings in its
train, worth the effort? Consider the satis¬
faction these women get out of such an
endeavor and the joy they give to their
families. Three of the five did advance to
such a degree of proficiency that they did

Individual Instruction
Entrance at any time.
SEVERAL FREE AND PARTIAL FREE SCHOLARSHIPS
OPEN FOR COMPETITION
Dormitories in School Building.

A real home for music students.
as and Teacher's Certificates. Public
ttui nil Instruments - Public School

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
of the

JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
120 Claremont Ave.
New York City
FRANK DAMROSCH, Dean
A school for serious students.

All branches.

Moderate tuition fees.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
All talented advanced violin students will come under the personal
observation and instruction of
PROF. LEOPOLD AUER

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

“pretty respectable” musical work. One
young matron, with a five-year-old
daughter, has become, in two years’ time,
a very promising musician indeed.
Another busy woman studies right along
with her young daughter. Indeed, almost
any goal is attainable for these in their
music, singing, church-work and teaching.
A waitress with one year of high school to
her credit, but possessing a good voice, is
able, after a year of piano-study, through
her knack at accompanying, to see a future
ahead of her outside of the restaurant.
A young lady, a stenographer, who has
had poor teaching and has never quite “got
her music in hand,” takes it up again and,
through sincere effort, does get it in proper
shape. Now she can teach, be a churchorganist and a good accompanist. She
expects to marry a man measurably above
her in social standing. She has one accom¬
plishment that certainly will not be a dis¬
advantage to her in her new position.
So the list lengthens—business men
taking music for a year or two and becom¬
ing proficient musicians, men and women
of all professions adopting music as their
“hobby.” No more does education—musical
and otherwise—stop at maturity or mar¬
riage! Adult music-study during the past
five years has become a permanent and
vital factor in our cultural progress and
development.

1Beethovens ^Minuet in G

Special Courses

By Arthur A. Schwarz

There is no pupil who does not relish
studying this charming composition of the
great Ludwig. The childlike purity of
this naive, joyous Minuet in G, innocent
NORMAL SESSIONS
Fed Music — Know Music - Express Music
and beautiful as the heart of a child,
Conrua in TRINITY PRINCIPLE PEDAGOGY,
makes it a perfect teaching piece, for it
. and how to teach the BEGINNER to
1. SIGHT SINGING withis one of those gems that insinuates itself
into the heart. For violin or piano it is
149 East 61st St., New York, N. Y. a joy to hear and to study.
Send for catalogue
Address, EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
Let us assume that the pupil has learned
For PIANISTS, ACCOMPANISTS and
>ONAVE.[COR 30THST.]. NEW YORK CITY.PHONE ASHLAND
that inverted major thirds become major
sixths. The teacher now shows what a
genius can do with such information.
MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
INTERNATIONAL cationalAagency
Beethoven’s Minuet starts thus with major
SIGHT-TOUCH and HEARING.
Booklet
MRS. BABCOCK
thirds:

GRANBERRY
PIANO SCHOOL

TEACHERS

Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
The Courtright
System of Musical to .p.rf.illM in tbia unlimlM
Kindergarten
JorrMpradS^roumL
Mr.. Lillian Courtright Card,116 Edna Ate.,Bridgeport,Conn

' 1 '1"11

CLAUDE

S.

WILSON

57 W. 93rd St., New York City
Riverside 4259
“The Art of Technique for the
Pianoforte in all its Diversity”
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
Our mail order service is prompt and accurate.
Teachers’ needs given special attention.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

metronome, the pupil and even the experienccd artist is apt to increase the speed
too rapidly or by too great changes. (.Page
40, paragraph 2.)

As to the Ear
T?ROM the very start your ear must be
TPROM
L trained to hear and judge length,
power and quality of tone as to its pitch.
Your ear must be trained to hear and to
memorise the tunc or melody m a s ort
scries of tones and from they easy beginning gradually to lengthen the scries until
the longest melodies are readily memorised.
. . Every variation and pitch, in toneIcngth, and every shade of difference in
the power or in the quality of the tone
must be heard and heeded by you. (Page
27, paragraph 4.) ... Artistic piano-

Quic\ Movements
J ll'ISH now to make you understand the
■* value of "quick movements7’ . . . You
cannot begin too early to train your fingers
to make quick-as-possible motions. Every
time you make any sort of a motion
quickly, you are training the nerves and
muscles to act more and more quickly.
After some years of this kind of practice
ygu
discover that your skill and speed
(|ff par greater tban tjic sbm an(i speed of
pfhers whg have ngt rcce;ved this suggesf.gm ^page68> paragraph 3.) ...The quick
mot;on 0j tjie finger makes for speed,
rhg
mot'lon> a[so> has more momcngnj tbercfore m0re power. The quickmgving finger> having more power, has
nged jgr nmscldar effort, and therefprg prodnccs a tone 0f better quality,
(page 20, last paragraph.)

Ex.2

The New Approach to Artistic Piano Playing

tion to delightful, homo-like surroundings in
rvised'Pract'ice
and -Daily Gasses in Technu
Daily Supervised
.
Seven Spacious Buildings, Faculty of 95
Accommodations Jor 2500 SludcnU
Germantown Extension, 123 W. Chelten Ave.
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Succe
Illustrated Year Book Free

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director 0ffi%£°/ZndRZ
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
“*
School of Music —
1521 LOCUST ST
PHILADELPHIA, PA
_ Thaddeus Rich, Mus.Doc., Leaner
E. F. Ulrich, Associate Dean
HIGHEST STANDARDS ol MUSICAL INSTRUCTION
s. Diplomas, Degree.

As to too Much Practice
that your teacher no longer
require.-: you to practice “four hours.”
. . . Such a daily task, if kept up long,
would have spoilt your love for music and
injured your mind also. . . . An hour
daily during the first six months will be
enough.
Then your teacher may allow
you to practice longer, giving you a few
minutes wore each week, just according
to the length of time which you arc able
to kceh vour mind on your work, all the
time doing just as well as you know how
Only that practice should be done which
i* carefully correct. All other practice
is worse than none, because careless praclast paragraph; continue to page 30.)
As to the Metronome
A GOOD metronome is one of the greatA est helps that you can use.

biography and history, and
WOrks on other arts as well as music.
(Page 148, paragraph 3.)

(Page

TEST QUESTIONS ON MME.

IrZTIZ, -JZ7SZ 3
rhythm and help to train vour sense of
time. In my long experience as a teacher
I have seen but very few beginners who

SELF™TAc-S ARTICLE
What aspect of ftamsUc technic must
be given especial f.enUon^\2khis hdP2. Name a certain work which is help

B/rr risr ts* £ vl ttLsrszu *

Philadelphia Polytechnic Institute!
SCHOOL OF^MUSIG
Diploma Courses, Artist Teachers’
Many Special Advantages
Send for Catalog B
Benjamin L.KneedIer, Director
1421 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ZECKWER-HAHN
Philadelphia Musical Academy

STCUENT* IKpITAm^oerbKTrNiTY FOB mtniKSTiu
clVbsfb'in harmony and history of mcsic.
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY
TIME DURING THE YEAR
As to Practicing Hands Separately
Student Dormitories. Branch Schools. Write for Catai
ttjHEN THE hands played the scale
yV together the blemishes that cropped
out ;n making the crossings were likely to
b.e covered up by the other hand. Then, when JTHACA QONSERmTOKY
0 scaie or othcr passage occurred in a piece
jgr either hand alone, the blemish would Keglatereo wlln
be heard. So I changed my form of teach- Regents.
|
ing gn(l began having my pupils practice
each hand separately. (Page 102, paragraph 2.)
Musicianship
_
.
, ,nm. „
rp OR ONE who aims
T artist-piamst the study of the
end the tone-color of all kinds of mstru
ments is an extremely valuable aidl to prog
ress The
much music that is sung or m
P J
on other ^struments thbe
this way, hts c
touch im-

Highest Standards of Musical Instruction
For year kook, address
FrederickHahn, President-Director
1617 Spruce Street

p
Ai
1

Pittsburgh Musical Institute
Special Training for Teachers
Faculty of fifty Instructors
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 9th

MUSICAL COMEDY.PHOTOPLAY
A Theatr ^Str essT'ers* najit

66 WEST 1^GHT^FIFTH STREET

IIRCIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
f
'

These courses are for Class and Private Piano Teachers, Music Supervisors, and all who
are interested in a more direct and artistic approach to piano playing.
For Specimen Pages and Terms, addiess
H. S. Wilder, 361 Austin Street, West Newton, Mass.

In “speeding up" without the

of the use of the metronome

“Education does not
£'J?t^ £
means teaching thef, £^l7hltAcks of numbers, and then leaving then
youth the shapes of k !£°£ £! and their literature to lust. It means,
to turn their arithmetic to roguery, a
and kindly confion the contrary training hem into
PJ
^
wgrk

137-39 W. 72nd St., New York City

Teachers!
Let us send to you without cost Booklets
and Lists giving information upon the

will

find this information Valuable and Helpful

Just ask us for our “booklet and lists giving information upon the most
extensively used teaching materials” and if there are any particular
teaching problems now confronting you do not hesitate to ask for our
suggestions solving those problems. Always remember that the Theodore
Presser Co. stands ready to give the teacher every possible service.
We also carry the World’s largest stocky of music publications
and our direct-by-mad service is unequaled
THEODORE PRESSER

CO.

1712T714 Chestnut Street

ZSiX utZZhp**#-*"' *
In touch with

39th
Season

Highest Standards—Artistic Excellence Assured—Send for Catalogs
JULIA WEIL, Sec’y.

Every Teacher
a necessily.

H. S. WILDER

It identifieu

stry, ^Debnfal

MOST EXTENSIVELY USED TEACHING MATERIALS

Given by

mention THE ETUDE.

A School of Individual Instruction for the Beginner,
Ambitious Amateur, and the Professional
No Entrance Requirements except for Certificate, Diploma and Degree Courses
..
t\—„„„
Dailv reDort8
ees rv-rformrl
Conferred. Daily
reports keep the Director
I
Four-year Courses in Piano, Voice Violin, Organ,
Theory and Public School Music, leading to L/egrees.
ni^"htymrwoT“VwDoan
Teacher’s Training Courses including supervised prao
Is’ Symphony Orchestras and the Goncei

paragraph; continue to page 97.)

Normal and Correspondence Courses

advertisers

COMBS CONSERVATORY

llSmYJZtug,. The

/TRUST

The pupil is invariably astounded by this
information. Advanced pupils who have
studied harmony well enough to know in¬
versions when they see them actually
stumble over their words in trying to tell
their teacher what Beethoven has done
with the first strain to give it a new
coloring.
Such a seemingly trivial point will do
more to make an indifferent pupil interested
and an ardent pupil still more eager to learn
about Beethoven and his music than eulo¬
gizing the genius of the man until “the cows
come home.” The Minuet in G will become
a treasured gem. Most pupils will point out
This strain in measures 12, 13, 14, 15 and the inversion to their friends and family,
16, is repeated note for note in major not forgetting to say j.roudly, “My teacher
sixths:
showed that to me!”

Accents

THE
PRACTICE
of only,
Tcisel
tn ear * ..
(#._
n rit:u ycar /,v Jvarious
accents not
makes UT
the
ZVtur si-ill 'Jill'improve until the per- study of technics interesting and a Unsure,

quick mew o-biitg. A beautiful and varied
mialitv is due to a beautiful and skillful
touch Thai kind of touch comes only
from a w.H-trained, attentive ear. Therefore, listen to every tone or combination
of tones.
(Page 28, second paragraph).

Founded by the late A. K. VIRGIL

(Originator of the Virgil Method, Inventor of the Virgil Practice Clavier)
For Teachers, Players and Earnest
Students of AH Grades
For all particulars address: THE A. K. VIRGIL CLAVIER CO.,
MRS. A. K. VIRGIL, Director
Phone Trafalgar 9349
1 WEST END AVENUE
NO OTHER
NEW YORK

(Continued from page 856)
Uaying-maehine that in the end it will
u e at command a perfect touch and
Inic y°u sh0UM know that it is very
tCC\ for this machine to form habits which,
*f correct, will help to make very rapid
*'
— or which, oni the contrary, if inprogress,
Afreet"wilt just as surely prevent your
‘r becoming an artistic player. It is,
therefore extremely important that right
habits should be formed at the very begin¬
ning. (.Page 14. last paragraph; continue
to page 15.)
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Necessary Jingles

Publisher’s Monthly Lett
A Bulletin of Interest for All Music Lovers —'

* 1

A DELIGHTFUL MESSAGE “THE GRAF”
BROUGHT
Our Cover This Month

Where Business and Art Meet

With this issue devoted to women in
music, it is very fitting that the front ,
cover should carry the portrait presented
thereon. Mrs. H. H. A. Beach is not only
a great American composer but also is one
of the most outstanding of women com¬
posers, past and present, in the entire
world. The portrait, beautifully done in
colors by William S. Nortenheim, is after
a recent photograph of this beloved
American composer.

Some business men have come to grief
because they spent too much time “sys¬
tematizing” for business they did not get.
Others rushed ahead to get business but,
in neglecting to give time to arranging for
the proper care of that business, ran into
such a muddle as to fall.
There must be a proper balance of these
things. The teacher who gives pupils
lessons this week but neglects to be pre¬
pared with any new materials needed for
them next week will soon close up the
Theodore Presser Co. enjoys the privi¬
lege of doing business with thousands of
successful teachers in all parts of the
country who insure preparedness for all
pupils’ needs. These practical and suc¬
cessful teachers right at the lesson period
make a memorandum of any music needed
.for that pupil that cannot be supplied out
of the studio stock and, at the end of the
day, all such memoranda is copied on an
order blank, put in a Theodore Presser Co.
envelope and placed in the mails. With¬
out any need for further thought for the
matter or for any additional expenditure
of time, the music so ordered soon reaches
the studio door. Certainly, here is a case
where the maximum of time is allowed for
teaching and the minimum of time ex¬
pended in caring for details incident to
successful teaching.
It has been a constant perfection of
ways and means of being of service to the
busy teacher that has gained for the Theo¬
dore Presser Co. the privilege of serving
such a great host of music teachers year
after year. It is not only the definite
needs of the music teacher that the Theo¬
dore Presser Co. cares for with despatch,
accuracy and economy, but also the emer¬
gency needs, not so readily anticipated,
are provided for in the “On Sale” system
which permits the teacher to have, without
any cash outlay, a helpful stock of music
for teaching needs always at hand.
Through the “On Sale” system, there is
also given the opportunity to the teacher
to secure for examination specifically
named numbers or music selected to meet
described needs.
Those who are just starting teaching, or
those whose classes heretofore have not
been so large to necessitate their finding
the best and most expedient means of se¬
curing
are invited
,.
, .music materials,
i-4.urr.i-j
,, to send
„
for details
for
details of
of the
the Theodore
Theodore Pressi
Presser Co.
°" t tljl"
Ho^e
fT rlLd bLtb? cTIfleA
dore Presser Co. Graded and classified
™
uAml'Tu
Sar'ee^o^rns^reauestine-'catahm's'onhjmv

Christmas Music

The reproduction above tells its own story. The reverse of this post card is a
handsome photograph of the Akasaka Imperial Palace, Tokio.
The appreciation for the friendly greetings upon this card is enhanced because
of the thought that prompted the sending of these friendly regards via the airship
Graf Zeppelin on its historic first-around-the-world flight by a dirigible, a flight that
eclipsed all time records for encircling the globe.
The daily mail received by the Theodore Presser Co. in the conduct of its inter¬
national music business includes communications from practically all parts of the
civilized world. However, it is an event worthy of special note when honored with
greetings via such an exceptional mail service as used in this instance.
Advance of Publication Offers—November, 1929
Paragraphs on These Forthcoming Publications will be found under These Notes.
These Works are in the course of Preparation and Ordered Copies will be
delivered when ready.
^,00K
cLAssiT
Collection—Jos"
"7
.— kalii ....
Wilson—fak,*,
Piano Accompaniment to

d Cello.!

ch—Book Two—Car. 30c

Light Opera Produ
Louisiana Suite—I
Necessary Jingles

Requiem
G. Fabi
Three—O. Sev

ion—Gwynne Burkow
no—W. Niemann_
i the Piano—Blanch

Although many church choir directors
have their Christmas musical programs
pretty well under way, there are a great
number who are just beginning to ponder
the question, “What shall we do this year?”
Here is where the Theodore Presser Co.
can assist in solving the problem.
Whether it be anthems, carols, cantatas,
solos, duets or pipe organ selections that
are required, our immense stock, together
with our large staff of expert selection
clerks, is at your service. The fact that
many of our staff are professional mu¬
sicians holding responsible church posi¬
tions assures our patrons of intelligent,
trustworthy service. We are prepared to
give immediate attention to any order, no
matter how small or large, for Christmas
program material.
Your attention is called to the list of
Christmas music appearing in the adver¬
tising columns of this issue. Any of this
material will be sent on approval to re¬
sponsible individuals. Two unusually fine
new cantatas for the Christmas season
have been published. The Birthday of the
King, by Norwood Dale, and The'Manger
Child, by William Baines. It would add a
decided touch of novelty to your Christ¬
mas musical program to give the fir t ren¬
dition in your vicinity of either of these
splendid works.
Our specially prepared folder, Christ¬
mas Music, will give you many helpful sug¬
gestions in appropriate anthems, vocal
solos, vocal duets, cantatas, organ num¬
bers, carol collections and complete serv¬
ices for churches and Sunday Schools. A
post card request will bring it to you.

but quite often from a financial stand¬
Everyone Enjoys an
point. Many community workers consider
Entertainment
New Rhythmic Orchestra
an occasional production of a musical
Remember that chapter in “Tom Saw- comedy indispensable, large industrial
Collection
yer” where the “dignitary” visited the plants sponsor them, and what college conSundar Schot)1 wbich Tom attended and aiders the year complete without its an™°W that ineomParable humorist, Mark nual “college play”? Some piano teachers
Twaill) cunningly insinuates that every- use a little operetta to brighten their “orchestra” player, we are preparing a
new book of pieces for rhythmic orchestra
body <>" tha‘ occasion was “showing off”? pupils’ recital program.
S
I™? the t^tJt0t of kindergarten age to
There is a wealth of material available that will contain the best numbers that
are available. Rhythmic orchestras are
mother there seems to be within us humans comedy or comic opera, ranging from the springing up everywhere, many of the
an urge to indulge, at times, in what our fairy plays of the juvenile to the musical public playgrounds fostering the move¬
rural cousins of a bygone day were wont comedy or operetta that merits the atten- ment during the past summer along well
New Music on Sale
to call ‘ play-acting.”
tion of an experienced organization whose organized lines, as a means of giving even
For the convenience of the busy teacher
,The m°dern teacher and school super- productions rival those of the professional the little tot of four and five years of age,
there is nothing that takes the place of vlsor’ * A aware of this trait, have made stage. A number of these are described an early insight into one of the first prin¬
an easily acquried assortment of teaching usfr,ot . 'or educational purposes and social in the booklet—“Bright, Entertaining ciples of a musical education. The wide¬
material, such as found in our monthly gatherings and in many communities the Musical Plays and Comedies”—a copy of awake teacher has been quick to sense the
packages of “New Music.”
" school operetta is the best attended affair which will be sent free of charge to anv- benefit to be derived from having the
These well selected assortments are
tbe seas(!n- Churches, too, have, found one requesting it. Try “Presser Service” young pupils play in a rhythmic orches¬
made up with conscientious regard for the the production of a musical entertainment when you are planning this season’s enter- tra. In addition to the ensemble training
given the child, the rhythmic orchestra
teacher’s daily needs and may be depended we w0™ while, not only from a social tainments.
provides a genuine novelty for the pupils’
upon to provide fresh and useful piecesrecital. Our new collection will merit the
for study and recreation. There is no
attention of the progressive teacher de¬
obligation to purchase any of this music.
manding only the best. It will contain,
Wisdom is the Principal Thing; Therefore
Every unused piece may be returned for
in addition to the piano part and the
credit at the end of the teaching season.
Get Wisdom; and with all thy Getting, Get
teacher’s score, the complete parts for
The New Music packages may be had
each of the toy instruments. Teachers and
for piano, voice, violin or organ. It is only
Understanding.
other active music workers may place their
necessary for a teacher to designate the
orders now at the advance of publication
kind of New Music wanted in order to be
price of $1.00, postpaid, for the complete
placed on our New Music mailing lists.
book.
Advertisement
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Foe the Piano
By Blanche Fox Steen man
If the problem of crossing the thumb
under the fingers and of carrying the finers over the thumb can be worked out
Correctly at the very outset, a correct
foundation for scale playing can be laid
„nd many future difficulties can be averted
with no bad fault to correct. This is the
chief idea !n this Interesting little book
for young players. They perform all the
operations and carry out the rhythms to
the text of various Mother Goose Jingles.
No counting of time is necessary and yet
a definite rhythm is established, while at
the same time, technical essentials are be¬
ing worked out. The book is copiously
illustrated.
.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Beginner’s Method for the
Trumpet (or Cornet)
By Haeold W. Reheig
In our series of Beginners’ Books for
the piano and for other instruments, we
have always endeavored to present each
subject in the most practical manner, con¬
cise and logical, and yet make everything
attractive
The Saxophone Beginner’s
Book, by Mr. H. Benne Henton, is a fine
example' This book has been very success¬
ful. As an addition to our series, we have
now in preparation a Beginner's Method
for the Trumpet (or Cornet), by Harold
W. Rehrip. This book will be planned
along similar lines to the saxophone book,
and will be one of the most useful and jnteresting methods ever written for this in¬
strument.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 65 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Louisiana Suite
Foe the Pianoforte
By Walter Niemann
Once in awhile something comes along
that proves ^be an afi abound d^gS!
Good players find in it something to interest' them and the average listener is
more than usually pleased This is the
case with Mr. Niemann’s Louisiana Suite,
Mr. Niemann, who is sometimes called the
“German Debussy,” has taken some of the
favorite Stephen Foster melodies and
worked them up into highly artistic and
characteristic piano pieces without undue
elaboration. They are worthy of a place
on any program.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Book of Trios for Piano,
Violin and ’Cello
This book is now on the press but the
special introductory offer will be continued
during the current month. We are more
than ever convinced after a final survey
of the contents, that this will prove to be
one of the best Trio books ever published,
It is made up of some standard gems not
to be found in other books, some fine
transcriptions of works by contemporary
writers and some outstanding original
numbers. The Trios are not difficult to
play and as far as possible the numbers
are arranged in progressive order.
The special introductory price in ad-
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First Exercises for the Violin
World of Music
By Ad. Gruenwald
(Continued from page 79O
This is a very useful book of exercises
STRAVINSKY’S “LE SACRE du .PRINthe first position which may be used TEMPS”
(The Rite of Spring) will be given its
as supplementary material to any other first American performance as a ballet, when presented in April by the Philadelphia Orchestra m
method or instruction book It gwes the collaboration
with'the League of Comp'osers, with
young student excellent material for prac- .Stokowski leading.
tlclng ,he ™rl0“? k‘nds. of
especially attractive feature ot this little
WOMEN are to be admitted
work 18/hat many ot the exercises are in the Conductorless Symphony
“ganged for violin duet with both parts merly the American Symphonic E
fbout the same grade. Our new edition York City), according to a recei
be added to the Presser Collection will
be prepared with c.ire an in e\_ Y
X
J wdl measure up to our usual high stanaara’
The special price in advance of publica¬
tion is forty cents a copy, postpaid.
the West. Three
a chorus of one t
School of Violin Technic
first Pacific Coa:
By O. Sevcik, Op. 1, Book III
In keeping with our policy of provid¬
A FESTIVAL OF ENGLISH FOLK MUSIC
ing the teacher with as wide a range as
possible in the selection of material, we AND FOLK DANCE will be held at Toronto,
Canada, from November 13th to 18th. “Hugh the
are preparing for publication Book III of Drover” by Vaughan Williams and a “sea chantey
the School of Violin Technic, Op. I, by O. opera,” “On the Road to the Rio Grande,” will
geveik. There are scarcely any violin he presented. The English ^Singers will^ give
teachers who are not familiar with most of hibitiV
of n
the jmportant works by O. Sevcik, and the
above-mentioned opus is a particularly
useful WOrk that aims to develop accuracy
THE BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHES¬
;n vj0ijn playing. As is the case with all TRA has been put on a firm financial basis. By
a grant of four hundred and eighty thousand
of the Sevcik studies, an abundance of marks
(one hundred and twenty thousand dollars)
material is provided, Book III of Opus 1 annually from the Prussian State and the City of
being especially fine for practicing all Berlin. Wilhelm Furtwangler has been appointed
conductor for the next ten years. Thus the
possjble shiftings. These are carried out chief
Philharmonic Orchesti
.
through scales, arpeggios and conventional
r self-g(
icipal
passage WOrk.
This new edition to be added to the
Presser Collection will be edited by Otto
CARRE LOUISE DUNNING,
Meyer, a recognized authority in this
merican circles of musical educa
country on Sevcik studies. While in prep¬
ren, died in New York City, o
gbth. She was the originator of
aration, orders may be placed at the
ivemle^musical pedagogy which^l
special price in advance of publication of
ties and which
forty cents a copy, postpaid.
United States.
England, Australia
Canad
Advance of Publication.
OSCAR STRAUSS, the popular Viennese
Offers Withdrawn
composer of operettas, is reported to have started
Our readers will be glad to learn that action
for plagiarism, against Mabel Wayne and
three of the works, which have been
M. Lauderoin, the French composer. The case
ciu<jed in these notes in past months, are will he hears in Vienna, before the Cburt of
the Austrian Society of Authors
now rea(jy for distribution to advance sub¬
tnd Composer:.,
scrjbers. With this issue of The Etude
he had taken the tt
qie special advance of publication price is
his symphonies
withdrawn and these works are placed on Herr ^Strauss replies of
that M. Laudero
tbe niarket. Teachers and active music
since both the tr
worbers may obtain copies for examination “Ramona” embodv the t
ute,” which
in his operetta, “Die Schc
on our usual terms.
y European
Technic and Tonality, Pieces for the
Pianoforte, by N. Louise Wright. Every
student, young or old, experiences a genuCOMPETITIONS
thriUyin
acc0mplishment of the un¬
usua] j
ine the pieaSure of the young
THE PRIZE OF ONE THOUSAND DOL¬
LARS, offered by Alfred Seligsberg, through the
j
who8meets pieces with four
Society of the Friends of Music, for a sacred or
five flats in the early second grade. Teach¬ secular cantata suitable for use by that ^organizaers will appreciate the technical drill of¬
ber 1, 1929. Particulars may be had from
fered by these pieces as well as the oppor¬ Richard Copley, 10 East 43rd Street, New York
tunity of early introducing the various
tonalities. Price, 90 cents.
Changing the Position, and Preparatory
PRIZES OF $500 AND $250 are offered
Scale Studies, by O. Sevcik, Op. 8. This is by the New York Federation of Music Clubs in
conjunction with the Women’s Exposition of Arts
of the most valuable sets .of studies and Industries, for choral organizations affiliated
--by this master teacher. Not only are these with that Federation. Particulars may be had
exercises of value to the student just ad- from Etta H. Morris, 169 Columbia Heights,
New York.
vancing to the higher positions but the ac-

Requiem Mass
Foe Two-Part Chorus
By Geremia M. Fabrizi
There is a general need in many parishes
_or an easy Requiem Mass, as frequently
the choir for this purpose must be obtained
from the children of the upper grammar
Classic and Modern Band
grades of the parochial school and quite
often, too, only a few female members of
and Orchestra Collection
the adult choir are available for week-day
By Joseph E. Maddy and
mornings, when these Masses are sung.
Wilfred Wilson
This Requiem Mass, by Fabrizi, while easy
After the unavoidable initial delay in to sing, is nevertheless melodious, but the
the preparation of this book, work is now music is always in harmony. with the
progressing rapidly- As we have said be¬ solemn text and strictly according to the
fore, this collection will be found well Motu Proprio. It is complete in every
adapted for exhibition purposes and espe¬ detail, even including the responses at the
cially good for contests. The contents are Preface, Pater Noster, etc.
rather out of the ordinary, including such
The Catholic organist who has use fo
fine numbers as: The Coronation March a Requiem of this description will do well
from “Die Folkunger,” by Kretschmer; to order a copy now while « is obtainable
March of the Wooden Soldiers, by Ewing; at the special advance of publication cash
Operatic Medley March, by Mero; In Bee¬ price, 35 cents, postpaid.
thoven S Time, by Krentzlin. The scoring
both for Band and Orchestra is very prac¬
First Lessons in Bach
tical and so worked out as to give the
Book Two
greatest possible richness of effect.
For the Pianoforte
In ordering, be sure to state which band
or which orchestra parts are desired. The
By Walter Carroll
special introductory price in advance of
This excellent compilation of Bach’s
publication for instrumental parts, either easier compositions will soon be added to
for band or orchestra, is 25 cents eacn, the Presser Collection. Book One has been
postpaid. The piano accompaniment for published for some time and teachers, by
the orchestra book is offered at 40 cents their extensive use of it, have shown that complished violinist may use them as daily
in advance of publication.
they appreciate the care taken to make it exercises. This new edition in the Presser
as well as all volumes appearing in the Collection is edited by Otto Meyer,
Presser Collection live up to its ideal, American representative of Sevcik. Price,
The Passing Under of the
“Nothing is Better than the Best.” While 75 cents.
Thumb
the work of editing and preparing this
Standard Juvenile Gems, Ninety Pieces
Technical Exercises foe the Pianoforte Book Two is in progress, copies may be for the piano in the Eariy Grades. This
ordered at the special advance of publiea- jatest volume in our popular series printed
By I. Philipp
The industrious player or student who tion cash price, 30 cents, postpaid. The fTom tbe large plates will provide a veriwill take this new book and work out these price of First Lessons in Bach, Book One, jabje mine of sparkling recreational and
highly original, yet necessary technical by Walter Carroll, in the Presser Collec- e(jUCational material for the young pianist
in the first and second grades. The experi¬
exercises, fighting’ them to a finish, will tion, is 75 cents.
enced teacher realizes the advantages in
have conquered, and conquered thor¬
Light Opera Production
having constantly on hand in the studio a
oughly, one of the most difficult problems
„ „
Tj.volume of this kind. Price, 75 cents. In
in pianoforte technic. The management
By Gwynne
advance of publication this book was
of the thumb in crossing and the carry¬
This book is very nearly ready but the ]isted as New pldnn Album for Young
ing of the hand and fingers over the thumb, special introductory offer will be continued pjayers
with the consequent preparation ot the during the current month. Tt is an in- ___
hand and fingers for ensuing passages, tensely practical book covering every deMAKE YOUR SPARE TIME
lie at the very basis of all worthwhile tail of the subject, with many valuable
PROFITABLE !
piano playing, especially advanced piano suggestions, information which one could
subscriptions for THE ETUDE
playing. These exercises can be taken up find previously only after careful search
Youcan easily interest your musical friends In THE
in the intermediate grades and carried in many different sources, all assembled
along as a part of one’s daily work, it together in compact form.
for complete details today! No cost or obligation
necessary, for years.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad- Involved. Address Agency Division,
The special introductory price in ad
vance of publication is 60 cents per copy, m2_m4 chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
vance of publication is 45 cents per copy,
postpaid.
postpaid.
Advertisement
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Statement Made in Compliance with
the Act of Congress of
August 24th, 1912
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., of
The Etude, published monthly at Philadel¬
phia, Pa., required by the Act of August 24,
1912.
Editor—James Francis Cooke, Philadelphia.
Managing Editor—None.
Business Manager—None.
Publisher—Theodore Presser Co., Philadel¬
phia,
Theodore Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Estate of Theodore Presser, Philadelphia, Pa.
James Francis Cooke, Bala, Pa.
The Presser Foundation, Philadelphia, Pa.
Presser Beneficial Ass’n, PhiladelpJiia. Pa.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent, or more
of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities;
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
(Signed)
D. w. Banks, Treas
Sworn and subscribed before me this 30th
day of September, 1929.
[ seal]
John E. Thomas.
(My commission expires March 7, 1933.)
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NEEDLE CASE

ATTRACTIVE BREAD TRAY

NEW BON BON DISH

Case containing a pair of scissors
_ -.arly 100 different Wnds of needles
id bodkins is most de-irable. ONE NEW
SUBSCRIPTION re-

13 inches long and 6^ inches wi
TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS r

wt.* premiums-Ideal c«*,_

Afi

Given Without Cost for Securing
New Subscriptions To THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
articles may easily and
s absolutely without cost
or obligation to you.
Just secure the re¬
quired number of new subscriptions for THE
ETUDE. All you need do is collect $2.00 for

NEW CANDY DISH

Beein 9

6
|
Today •

:ach order and send this full amount directly
to us. Every music lover is a prospective subscriber. Take advantage of this easy, costless
way to do your Christmas shopping-—to remember all your friends with worthwhile gifts.

SMOKER’S SET

MANICURE ROLL

FLASHLIGHT

L

with a Brass Match Box Holder. This
set is a most desirable gift for smokers.
ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION required.
This beautiful candy dish is one of our newest and
most popular premiums. The dish is of Golden Maize
with flowered decorations, has a wide ornate Farberware
rim and a dainty swivel handle You’ll be delighted
with it. Only TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS required.

f

BEAUTIFUL TOAST SET

GENUINE EASTMAN CAMERA

:r manicure roll, lined with gray silk thoriwhile and most desirable. Its nine pieces
sandles trimmed with pink pearl a-d contain
fine quality steels. Only FOUR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS reqi
HAMMERED BRASS JARDINIERE

I
I
I
'

j

Consisting of a Golden' Maize Plate with a wid
ful, new toast set is especia'ly desirable. For k
dnhes warm, it is indispensable. As a gift it is si
NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS required

CRUMB SET

m^ed,OIpolIshed^bra^sUJardiniartraCtTreiela(?^ h*™'
An excellent gift fo^ that frie”d wh^delightTm

[

FLEXIBLE DESK LAMP

The Etude Music Magazine
In Canada $2.2S —

$2.00 a Year

— Foreign $3.00

.1712-14 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa
POLISHED, HAMMERED BRASS CANDLESTICKS

hammered nickel plated Crumb set will prove
a delight and a really worthwhile award. The
Tray is 7 inches by 7 inchei, the Scraper 6

TWO NEW

Jimmie’s First Qoncert

By Mary Ellen Pangle

By Augusta Eleanor Thomas

“Jane, Jane dear, called Mrs. Langlen,
“You haven’t practiced your music lesson
this morning. Come, do it now so you’ll
be all through by the time father gets home
for lunch.”
Jane stood in the doorway and pouted as
she always did when practicing was mentioned.
“Oh, Mother,” she pleaded, “I don’t
to I Esther ’n’ Billy V I are right in
t middle of the grandest battle. Please
't make me come in now.”
“But, Jane,” her mother remonstrated,
“Have you forgotten that you are to play
in the recital next week?”
Jane was listening to the calls of her
playmates, however, and not to her mother.
‘i’ll practice this afternoon, Mother.
Truly I will! Twice as long and four
s hard.”
Before her mother could answer, Jane
flying across the lawn to rejoin her
little friends.
At lunch a telephone call for Jane inter¬
rupted her parents’ discussion of her attitude toward her music study. “Oh, that
was Aunt Margot, and she wants me to go
with her to the Settlement this afternoon.
Can—may I, Mother? You said I might
the next time she asked me.”
“Well, Jane, what about your music?
You promised to practice this afternoon,
you know,” her mother answered.
“Oh, I hate the horrid stuff!” Jane
stamped a sturdy foot. “Can’t I stop the
old lessons ? What good do they do anyMr. Langlen looked up suddenly, and
said, “All right, Alta, let her go, and you
call Miss Addams to discontinue the les¬
sons. I’m tired of this continual coaxing
and threatening to get her to practice.
When she realizes her mistake and asks
to take lessons again, then we’ll see.”
On the way to the Settlement House,
Jane laughed at the thought of her ever
in the wide world asking to be allowed to
take music lessons again.
“But, Janie, dear,” frowned Aunt Mar¬
got, “You will be so sorry. Oh, I’d give
anything now if only my parents had in¬
sisted on my practicing. I can’t play even
the simplest pieces, and I’m so ashamed of

SUBSCRIpITIONSPrecjuired?nIy THEEE NEW
Send All Subscriptions With

Jane’s Vtfusic Lessons

r

These polished, hammered brass
candlesticks are most attractive and
make a very acceptable gift. Each
candlestick has a felt base, dia¬
meter of 3*4 inches and stands 2*A
One pair awarded for
TWO NEW SUBSCRIP¬
TION^

S3

“Don’t want to ! Won’t! Just won’t 1”
And Jimmie stamped his little square-toed
“Very well, dear.
Suppose you take
Prince out in the yard for a romp,” replied
Jimmie’s mother.
The little black dog began to wag his
short tail invitingly, when he heard his
name, but Jimmie stood very still and
looked into his mother’s smiling brown
eyes. His own eyes had suddenly lost
their stormy expression, and were big and
round with surprise.
“Run along, dear, like a good boy.
Prince is waiting for you.”

Prince mas xuaihnq for him.
Jimmie’s mouth curved up at the cor¬
ners, and he said “Bye, Mother.” Then
he ran to the door, followed by a jumping,
frisking Prince.
So several days went by without Mother
saying one word to Jimmie about prac¬
ticing on the piano. Jimmie wondered a
little why he had been given his own way.
Mother was so very sweet and kind that
Jimmie really liked being obedient. But he
did hate to practice.
Oh, he could think of the most wonder¬

There was no time for argument for
here they were at the Jlouse. In the gym¬
nasium Miss Langlen’s class of twentytwo Polish and Italian boys and girls
greeted them enthusiastically. After a few
moments Jane was making friends with
Kasimir iand Marya and Stanislas and
Assunda. Soon it was time for singing.'
(Continued
(C

on next ptige)

THANKSGIVING.

? ? Ask Another ? ?

1. What scale has three sharps in the
signature of its relative minor?
2. What is a trombone?
ful things to do, when he was sitting in
3. Who wrote the “Happy Farmer”?
front of the big piano. Prince and he
4. What is the lowest note that can be
could go exploring away off to.the frozen
North or perhaps into a shadowy jungle, if played on the viola?
they were out in thq garden. And the sun
5. What is the difference between alto
would shine in the window beckoning to and contralto?
him, dancing over Prince’s black coat, mak¬
6. How many eighth notes are in a
ing the room all bright and shining.
dotted half tied to a dotted quarter?
On Saturday morning Mother said that
7. Arranged in their proper order, B
Jimmie was going out with her.
sharp, F sharp, D sharp, G sharp make
So it happened that in the afternoon what chord?
Jimmie sat beside his mother in a big room
8. What is the Italian term for “growing
filled with people. Far up in front on a slower little by little”?
platform was a piano like the one on which
9. How many flags on a thirty-second
he practiced. Mother said that it was a note?
concert hall.
10. From what is this taken?
A nice looking man was playing on the
piano. His head was bent forward. His
fingers moved so swiftly that Jimmie could
hardly follow them with his eyes.
There, across from him, was another little
boy, a little boy who leaned forward with
his mouth open to form a breathless “oh,”
(Answers on page 870)
with his dark eyes focussed on the piano,
and his hands very still on the 'Back of the
seat just in front of him. He was a rather
ragged, dirty, little boy, and there was a
Our Qoncerts
bundle of papers at his feet.
Jimmie was conscious of the stillness of
By Marion Benson Matthews
the people around him, of the hush through
which came rich deep tones. There was Such fun it is, on winter nights,
the roar of a lion, the clear crystal of fall¬
To play for dad and mother!
ing water, the rush of prancing horses, the I make the old piano sing.
wind in the treetops. That sound carried
And Frederic, my brother.
Jimmie into an enchanting world, more Plays violin. And when we’re done
thrilling than the garden world which only
My mother’s eyes just shine;
Prince and he knew.
And father stoutly claps his hands
And now the gorgeous sound had van¬
And says, “That’s really fine1“
ished. People were leaving. The ragged We feel repaid for all the time
little boy must have been playing in the
We’ve spent in practicing
same land with Jimmie. He looked so (Though sometimes it has seemed so har
happy.
When some alluring thing
As Jimmie and his mother left the great To do, or make, popped up its head
concert hall, he looked up at her and said
And whispered, “Come with me!”
in a low tone, “Mother, I want to practice We’ve just pretended not to hear,
when we go home. I want to play like
And practiced busily).
that man plays. And I will!”
And, best of all, we’ve both improved
A lot, our teachers say;
So we are glad we didn’t shirk.
But practiced every day.

SAY IT WITH MUSIC

Dear Junior Etude:
I do not know whether or not I am too
old to write to you as I am seventeen.
I play piano and one of my sisters plays
’cello white another plays violin. We
have enjoyable times playing together. I
would love to hear from some American
boys.
From your friend,
Jack Hanley (Age 17),
James Street,
Kellerberrin, Western Australia.
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(Continued from page 869)

The na : of Antonin Dvorak, being
Bohemian,
pronounced as it would
l English, but is pronounced “Dvorshock.’
Antonin was bom in Bohemia
1841,
where his father was a butcher and innkeeper. To the inn would come bands of
strolling musicians, and their music
aroused in the young Antonin a keen desire
to become one of them, or at least to become a musician of some kind; so he got
the village schoolmaster to teach him
how to sing and play the violin.
Soon he sang
church, and at one
special service around
a Easter
he
ms
broke down from nervousness. This was
probably because he was too young to sing
the kind of solos he was trying to sing.
Then lie went to a large school and at
the same time studied organ, harmony and
improvisation
that is, making up pieces
as you go along without writing them
down. When he came home from school
he arranged a surprise for his family by

having one of his compositions played by
a small orchestra in his home, but, much to
Ids sorrow, he found he had made so many
mistakes m copying down the parts that
the result was horrible!
However, his
family realized that he had talent, and after

Dear Junior Etude:
I wish to become a member of the
Junior Etude. I am studying piano and
also violin. I think I am quite fortunate
because my mother is a piano teacher and
can hear me practice.
From your friend,
Ethel Yaskin (Age 9),
.
... ^ew Jersey.
N. B. There is no joining or belonging
to the Junior Etude. This has been re¬
peated frequently. Anyone under fifteen
years of age may enter the contests, and any
one who belongs to a Junior Club may
write and tell about his or her club or ask
for information or advice. And any one
who wants to may write to the letter box
at any time, whether oyer or under fifteen
years of age. Please remember this and
tell your friends.

many arguments allowed him to take up
music as a career,' although they really “Ch'ldren> 1 am so- s0 sorry,” Miss Langn’t
today.
In have
havp a business career
1™
‘ I
" ’have singing
'
'
wanted him to
career.
she
Thereupon he went to Prague to study Mis,! E«fs iust telephoned
play
organ and composition. As he had prac’ and there 18 ”
tically no money he played violin in cafes
The
children
showed
such
disappointand theaters. He worked hard, studied
hard, and taught and wrote a great deal, ^em that Miss Langlen tried to cheer
by , offering
them
refreshments,
When be did not consider his compositions T,
...
„
„
good he burned them up and wrote others,
d‘dnf «»t eats ; they wanted singalways trying to improve.
mg, especially America. Miss Langlen
He wrote a set of piano duets on Slavic wondered frantically what she could do
folk-dance tunes (or at least on tunes r° getcthe smile,s back on these solemn
that sounded something like them), and
, , couldn’t send them home like this,
these became very popular and brought
, V ® ",y ,c?me a very
velT meek
meek \voice, so
w.
Lull, From
nv,.subdued
that it —
was hardly m-recognizable as
his name before the public.
then‘s,
his compositions came to be widely recog- Janes, Maybe I could pick out a few
nized.
He went to England several times, where
he conducted his evil "compositions and
where he received the degree of “Doctor
of Music” from Cambridge University,
Later the University of Prague conferred
upon him the degree of Doctor of Philos-

He toured Europe and then came to
America where he taught for a while
the National Conservatory of Music
New York, spending his summers in'
Czech colony in Iowa. While- in
- Amefi
r:e his very famous symphony called
“From the New World.” This is one of
the best known symphonies in existence,
Then Dvorak returned to Bohemia
where he took up his post as teacher of
composition in the Prague Conservatory
and where he remained until he died in
1904.
His coihpesitions include practically all
forms, vocal, instrumental, orchestral,
choral, in both large and small forms.
If you had any luck in borrowing a
phonograph for the Cesar Franck study
try to borrow it again and listen to the
“New World Symphony,” U1
or ClL
at ICctal
least to
a
U) d
part of it. It is only through records that
those of you who do not live in the large
cities can hear symphonies
Some things you could play at your
meetings are: Largo, from “New World
Symphony,” Silhouette, for four handsSlavic Dance, for four hands- Walt- On’
54, No. 1.
’
’■

Dear Junior Etude:
Although I am a little older than most
of your letter-box writers I want to tell
you how much I enjoy my music. I have
bad piano lessons for about eleven years
and have taught piano for five years. I
have also studied some violin and ’cello and
at Present am studying the pipe organ.
From your friend,
Hazel L. Gibson (Age 16),
Illinois.
N. B. There is no age limit for Letter®ox writers, and tke Junior Etude is always g ad to bear from its older friends as
wcll as the younger ones.
T
U“R JUN.I0R Etude :
/ am. nme years old- 1 am very fond
and m>' mother says 1 started
t, muaic
J
only two weeks old Jpy put. en
my bands~ on the *keys I also sang.
Aow sorneone may be in the next room
„
,\mis‘ake !" their Piece aad I
;nl 1 Wh&t n0tf. * IS’ l3"1
P^ffg
piece called Soaring. I like it
,cause. " ,s by Schumann, and in some
P‘aces
bas very beautiful chords.
From your friend,
Eugenia Burk (Age 9),
Kansas.

of % pieces if you haye a song book.”
the children were talking
’In-a .twinkling
.
all at once. If she could really play the
piano, she was something infinitely precious
to them. Now they could have their singing. Haltingly Jane played America. Mavbe she did make some mistakes, but they
were lost in the volume of .
joyous sound
.that came from twenty-three happy people,
That night it was a very quiet Jane who
ate supper.
When the meal was over, she went
around to her father’s place and whispered
in his ear, “Daddy, dear, please may I
— to-morrow
■
■ \ start
on my lessons
again
want to learn to play those pieces right.”

Dear Junior Etude:
I play the clarinet and violin. I have
joined our Junior School Band, and I
have a pin that I won in a memory contest.
I enjoy studying the lives of the famous
composers. Some day I hope to be a
good.
violinist.
From your frit id,
Billy Ludwig (Age 11), •—
Washington.
Dear Junior Etude:
I play violin and like it very much,
am the head violinist in our school o
chestra. My class has a club which meets
at the members’ houses.
From your friend,
Gertrude Corsika (Age 10),
Michigan.
Dear Junior Etude
I am studying harp and like it very much.
1 bad an Irish harp (which is small) until
last month when mother bought me a
beautiful, new, full-*!™
t
,t„_
.
lighted
with it
From your friend,
Cecile Ford (Age 11).
Massachusetts.

‘Doctor’s ‘Prescription
Dear Junior Etude :
I have been studying piano five years
and voice for a year. My ambition is to
be a concert singer. I have been asked to
sing over the radio soon. I have three
piano pupils.
From your friend,
Elizabeth C. Hughes (Age 14),
Texas.

By Minnie Gardner (Age 11)
There was a man in our town,
He was a doctor, wise.
Who wanted folks to keep quite well
And so he did advise:

Good food, fresh air and lots of sleep,
And music lessons, too,
And lots and lots of practicing.
I’m doing it. Are you?

Answers to “As\ Another”

Dear Junior Etude:
As you see by this letter paper, I live
1. A major.
in a hotel. I have been in two recitals,
*5. A brass instrument of the orchestra.
and my teacher has Started a club for
3. Schumann.
her pupils. It is divided into sections. I
4. C below middle C.
am in the first section.
5. The lowest part sung by women in a
From your frignd,
chorus is called the alto. Contralto is the
Sylvia Cook (Age 10),
name given to a woman’s voice of low
Maine.
register.

6. Nine.
7. G sharp, B sharp, D sharp, F sharp
make the dominant seventh chord in the
key of C sharp.
8. Poco a poco ritardando.
9. Three.
10. Rigoletto by Verdi.

